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SESSION ONE

Thursday 11 June 2015, starting at 10.30am

WORLD ORDERS, MEDALS AND DECORATIONS

The Fred Rockwood Collection (Part 2)

ALBANIA

1   
*Order of Skanderbeg, type 1 (1925-40), Grand Officer’s set of insignia, by Cravanzola, Rome, comprising neck badge, in sil-
ver-gilt and enamels, width 52mm and breast star, in silver, with gilt and enamelled centre, 83.5mm, in (slightly stained) case of
issue, extremely fine (2) £1,000-1,200

2   
*Order of Skanderbeg, type 2 (1940-44), Knight’s breast badge, in bronze-gilt
and enamels, width 37mm, good very fine                                                   £150-200
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AUSTRIA

3     
*Order of the Golden Fleece, neck badge, mid-19th Century, in gold and enamels, with gold and enamelled ribbon knot, width
of firestone 57.5mm, extremely fine £10,000-12,000

4   
*Copy: Order of the Golden Fleece, a copy for wear with day-uniform, cast, in silver-gilt, width 26.5mm, very fine

£300-400

5   
*Copy: Order of Maria Theresa, a copy of a Commander’s neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, 44mm, extremely fine

£250-300

6  
*Copy: Order of Maria Theresa, copy of a Knight’s breast badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 31mm, extremely fine

£150-200

7 
*Order of St Stephen, Grand Cross sash badge, Great War period, by Vinc. Mayers’ Söhne, Vienna, in silver-gilt and enamels,
width 41.5mm, good very fine, with sash £1,500-2,000

8   
*Order of St Stephen, Grand Cross breast star, by Rothe, Vienna, after 1866, in silver, with silver-gilt and enamelled centre,
90.5mm, in leather case of issue (interior slightly discoloured), extremely fine £2,000-2,500

9   
Copy: Order of St Stephen, copy sash badge, in gilt and enamel, width 41.2 mm, extremely fine £100-200
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10  
*Order of Leopold, Knight’s breast badge with War Decoration, by Vinc. Mayer’s Söhne, Vienna, in gold and enamels; togeth-
er with copy of a Commander’s Kleine Dekoration with Gold Swords on ribbon, extremely fine  (2) £400-600

11   
*Order of Leopold, Knight’s breast badge with War Decoration, suspension ring hallmarked, in silver-gilt and enamels, with
copy of a Commander’s Kleine Dekoration with Gold Swords on ribbon, good very fine  (2) £200-250

12  
*Copy: Order of the Iron Crown, copy Grand Cross sash badge, unmarked, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 36mm, of pri-
vate manufacture, extremely fine, with modern sash £300-400

13   
*Copy: Order of the Iron Crown, copy Grand Cross breast star, with War Wreath and Swords, unmarked, in silver, with gilt
and enamelled centre, gilt War Wreath and Swords, 83mm, extremely fine, with modern sash £300-500

14  
*Order of the Iron Crown, Knight’s breast badge, in bronze-gilt and enamels, unmarked; with copy of a Commander’s Kleine
Dekoration on ribbon, width 27.5mm, good very fine £150-200

15   
*Order of the Iron Crown, Knight’s breast badge, in bronze-gilt and enamels, with War Decoration, unmarked, width 31mm,
test-mark at base of crown, about extremely fine £200-250

16   
*Order of the Iron Crown, Knight’s breast badge, in bronze-gilt and enamels, with War Decoration, suspension ring marked
with star, width 30mm, good very fine £200-250

17    
*Order of Franz Joseph, Officer’s Cross, by Rothe, Vienna, in bronze-gilt and enamels, marked with star on retaining pin and
with 1916-18 type War Decoration, width 40mm, scratch on lower limb, good very fine  £300-400

18  
*Order of Franz Joseph, Knight’s breast badge, by Wilhelm Kunz, Vienna, suspension ring marked with star, in bronze gilt
and enamels, with copy Commander’s Kleine Dekoration on War Decoration ribbon, width 31.5mm, good very fine £200-250

19   
*Order of Franz Joseph, Knight’s breast badge, by Resch, Vienna, in gold and enamels, width 31mm, extremely fine £350-400

20   
*Copy: Military Merit Cross, type 2, First Class Cross, a collector’s copy by Rothe, Vienna, circa 1960, in silver-gilt and enam-
els, with unofficial marks, 61mm, base of lower limb chipped, good very fine £200-300
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BELGIUM

21   
*Order of Leopold, type 1, Naval Grand Officer’s breast badge with anchors, retaining pin stamped with screw press flanked
by F’s and date 1950, 86.5mm x 84.5mm, extremely fine and very rare £1,500-2,000

Anchors on the Order of Leopold were established in 1934 to recognise Naval Merit; the first type was replaced in 1951 by the second (bilingual)
issue.

22                 
Order of Leopold, Military Division, type 2, Commander’s neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 56mm, lower limb
of cross chipped, very fine and Civil Division, type 3, post 1951, Commander’s neck badge, in bronze-gilt and enamels, width
58.5mm, extremely fine; with Order of Leopold II, type 3, post 1951, in bronze-gilt, with enamelled centre, width 51mm,
extremely fine  (3) £300-350

BULGARIA

23   
*Order of St Alexander, Military Division, type 2 (1908-44), Third Class neck badge, with swords on ring, in silver-gilt and
enamels, width 51.5mm, extremely fine £400-600

24                    
Order of Merit, Ferdinand I Royal Issue, First Class, in silver-gilt, without designer’s signature below bust, width 32mm;
Order of Civil Merit, type 4, Sixth Class Merit Cross, in silver with enamelled centre, width 44mm and Order of Military
Merit, type 3, 1944-46, with Royal monogram replaced by Bulgarian national colours, Silver Cross on Bravery ribbon, all about
extremely fine  (3) £150-200

25     
*Order of Civil Merit, type 1 (1891-1908), with Princely crown, Grand Cross set of insignia, by Johann Schwerdtner, Vienna,
comprising sash badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, with gilt crown, width 74.5mm, and breast star, in silver and gilt, with gilt and
enamelled centre, 97mm, extremely fine (2) £700-900

26   
*Order of Civil Merit, type 1, Third Class neck badge, in gilt and enamels, width 62.5mm, extremely fine £200-300

27  
Order of Civil Merit, type 1, Fifth Class breast badge, in silver and enamels, width 50.2mm, central red enamel of reverse
cracked, good very fine £100-150
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28   
*Order of Civil Merit, type 2 (1908-44), with Royal crown, Third Class neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 54.5mm,
extremely fine £200-300

29        
*Order of Civil Merit, type 4 (1944-46), with Royal monogram replaced by Bulgarian national colours, Grand Cross sash
badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 65mm, very fine and rare, with sash £400-600

30   
*Order of Military Merit, First Class breast star, in silver, gilt and enamels, 98mm, central back plate lacking, very fine

£200-300

31  
*Order of Military Merit, First Class breast star, with War Wreath, in silver, gilt and enamels, 92mm, centre chipped, good
fine £200-300

32             
Order of the Red Cross, Second Class Lady’s breast badge, in silver and enamels, width 45mm, in case of issue, mounted on
Lady’s bow, good very fine and Insignia of the Bulgarian Red Cross, ‘1887’ type 3, in bronze-gilt with enamelled Red Cross,
in case of issue, virtually mint state  (2) £180-220

33       
Cross for the Election of Prince Ferdinand 1887, First Class breast badge, by Rothe, Vienna, in silver-gilt and enamels,
width 41.5mm, in case of issue, extremely fine £150-200

The Cross for the Election of Prince Ferdinand was first awarded on 28 October 1889 with subsequent awards made until 1906.  According to
Bulgarian archives, 699 First Class, 1019 Second Class and 475 Third Class Crosses were awarded in total.

34  
*Socialist Republic, Order of the Star Planina, Military Division, Second Class neck badge, in silver and red enamel,
width 71mm, in (damaged) case of issue, extremely fine £200-300

35   
*Socialist Republic, Order of the Star Planina, Civil Division, Grand Cross sash badge, in silver-gilt and white enamel,
extremely fine, with sash £250-300

36  
*Socialist Republic, Order of the Rose, a thirty-link silver Collar with each link in the form of a rose within an openwork oval
from which is suspended the silver, gilt and red-enamelled badge, width 40mm, in case of issue, extremely fine £800-1,200

37   
*Socialist Republic, Order of Thirteen Hundred Years of Bulgaria 1981, Grand Cross set of insignia, comprising sash
badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 66.5mm and breast star, in silver, with gilt and enamelled centre, 81mm, in case of issue,
extremely fine, with sash  (2) £800-1,000

CHINA

38    
*Order of the Double Dragon, type 2 (1902-11), First Class, Third Grade set of insignia, comprising badge, in silver-gilt and
enamels, with central orange-red coral and upper stone and also an orange red coral (in place of a pearl), width 44mm, and breast
star, in silver, silver-gilt and enamels, with central orange-red coral and upper stone also an orange-red coral (in place of pearl),
border of clouds set with eight pearls, 95mm, breast star with central coral chipped and a test-mark on reverse, good very fine
and rare (2) £6,000-8,000

39  
*Order of the Double Dragon, type 2, Second Class, First Grade breast star, unmarked, of European manufacture, in silver, with
gilt and enamelled centre, with incorrect central sapphire and upper stone and an orange-red coral, 78mm, very fine£1,200-1,500

40  
*Order of the Double Dragon, type 2, Second Class, Second Grade breast star, in silver, with gilt and enamelled centre, with
incorrect central sapphire, and upper stone replaced by plaster, 97.5mm, very fine £1,000-1,200

41   
*Order of the Double Dragon, type 2, Second Class, Third Grade badge, in silver, gilt and enamels, with central and upper
stones red corals, width 53mm, with portion of original purple and gold ribbon, good very fine £1,200-1,500
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42  
*Order of the Double Dragon, type 2, Second Class, Third Grade breast star, in silver, with gilt and enamelled centre, with
incorrect central green stone and upper orange-red coral, 92mm, very fine £1,000-1,200

43   
*Order of the Precious Brilliant Golden Grain, Second Class breast star, in silver-gilt and enamels, with central red glass
and central surround of 17 pearls, 96mm, two pearls replaced and enamel of central surround chipped, very fine and rare

£4,000-5,000

44   
*Order of the Precious Brilliant Golden Grain, Third Class neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, with central red glass
and central surround of 17 pearls, width 68mm, extremely fine £3,000-3,500

45   
*Order of the Striped Tiger, Second Class breast star, Yong Zeng workshop, Canton, reverse seal inscription reads ‘Yong Zeng
Zi Zao’, with digital mark 8X1 above, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 81mm, scratch on central enamel to left of tiger’s tail and
minor chip on rays, very fine £2,000-3,000

46  
*Order of the Golden Grain, First Class set of insignia, comprising sash badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 69.5mm, and
breast star, in silver, with gilt and enamelled centre, reverse with nine central characters and seven arched characters above,
96mm, in cloth case of issue (this slightly worn), extremely fine (2) £4,000-5,000
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47  
*Order of the Golden Grain, Second Class set of insignia, comprising sash badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 64mm and
breast star, in silver, silver-gilt and enamels, reverse with nine characters at centre of reverse but lacking usual seven arched char-
acters above and also central screw, 88mm, in lacquer case of issue, breast star with scratches on reverse but about extremely
fine, with sash, related lapel fitting and documents  (lot) £3,000-4,000

Offered with Warrants of Appointment to Mr. Eriksen, Telegraph Adviser to the Ministry of Communications, dated 10 August 1921; see also lot 51

48  
*Order of the Golden Grain, Second Class breast star, in silver, gilt and enamels, reverse with nine central characters and
seven arched characters above, 88.3mm, in cloth case of issue, extremely fine, with related lapel fitting £1,500-2,000

49   
*Order of the Golden Grain, Third Class neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 65mm, extremely fine £800-1,000

Offered with Warrant of Appointment.

50  
*Order of the Golden Grain, Fourth Class neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 59mm, in cloth case of issue, with
original paper wrapper, enamel discoloured in places but better than very fine, with related lapel fitting £400-600

51   
*Order of the Golden Grain, Fourth Class breast badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 49mm, in lacquer case of issue,
extremely fine, with two related lapel fittings £500-700

Offered with Warrant of Appointment to Mr. Eriksen, Foreign Officer of the Telegraph Administration, 30 July 1915; see also lot 47.

52 
*Order of the Golden Grain, Fourth Class breast badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 56mm, good very fine £300-400

53     
Order of the Golden Grain, Sixth or Seventh Class breast badge, in silver, gilt and enamels, width 48.5mm, extremely fine

£200-300
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54   
*Order of the Brilliant Jade, Ninth Class breast badge, in silver-gilt and blue enamel, with white jade centre, reverse with two
groups of seal script characters and numbered 5, width 62mm, in fitted black lacquer case with red lacquer lid, the base with
maker’s mark, extremely fine, with related lapel fitting, extremely rare in this Class £2,000-3,000

55    
*World War I Service Medal, in silver, with enamelled flags, 41mm, with original ribbon, extremely fine and rare £1,500-2,000

Apparently presented to Roy E. Summers, U.S.M.C.

56   
*Chinese War Service in France 1914-18, a bronze French-made uniface medal, with Chinese characters around rim, with
chain suspension, fine and rare £200-300

57   
*Catastrophe Relief Merit Decoration, First Class badge, in silvered metal and enamels, width 59mm, very fine, with relat-
ed ribbon fitting £300-400

58    
*Catastrophe Relief Merit Decoration, First Class badge, in gilt and enamels, width 58mm, centre slack, very fine £200-300

59   
*Catastrophe Relief Merit Decoration, Fifth Class badge, in silver and enamels, width 59mm, centre slack, good very fine

£400-500

60   
*Catastrophe Relief Merit Decoration, Fifth Class badge, in silver and enamels, reverse numbered “9”, width 60.7mm,
enamel lacking on two limbs, very fine £300-400

61       
Republic, Army, Navy and Air Force Medal, First Class, in silver and enamels, reverse numbered 2901, width 50.5mm,
with ribbon for the Fourth Class Order of the Cloud and Banner, good very fine £80-120
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62   
*Association of Mongolian Nobility, breast badge, in gilt and enamels, 69 x43mm, with original ribbon and ribbon buck-
le, very fine and very rare £800-1,000

For a similar example see ANS Collection part 3, Morton and Eden, 26 April 2007, lot 188.

63   
*Governor of Mukden’s Medal for Patriotic Assistance to the Armed Forces, circa 1920, in bronze-gilt, 32.7mm,
extremely fine £300-400

64    
*East Hebei Autonomous Council (1935-38; Japanese Puppet State), Merit Medal, in bronze, 30mm, very fine and
rare £400-600

65    
*Provisional Government of the Republic of China (1938-40; Japanese Puppet State), Counter-Dissident
Official’s badge, Town of Tung-Kou, Nang-Pi County, in gilt and enamels, width 72mm, centre chipped and lacking suspen-
sion, about very fine and very rare £600-800

66    
*Reorganised National Government of China (Japanese Puppet State under Wang Jingwei (1940-44)), National
Foundation Medal, 1940, in gilt and blue enamel, 38.5mm, with original ribbon and ribbon bar, extremely fine and very
rare £1,000-1,500

67    
*Reorganised National Government of China, Visit of Wang Jingwei to Tokyo, 1942, Commemorative Medal, in
bronze, extremely fine and rare £400-600

68    
*Reorganised National Government of China, Wang Department of the Naval Branch of the National Government,
reverse of suspension numbered 9, in silver, gilt and enamels, 31.5mm, extremely fine and very rare £800-1,000

CROATIA

69 
*Independent State (1941-45), Order of the Iron Trefoil, First Class neck badge, with applied black lacquer and with
enamelled centre, width 50.2mm, some black lacquer on neck ring lacking, good very fine and rare £800-1,000
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70     
*Independent State, Order of King Zvonomir’s Crown, Military Division, First Class set of insignia, by Braca Knaux,
Zagreb, comprising neck badge, in bronze-gilt and white enamels, width 50.2mm and breast star, retaining pin with maker’s ini-
tials and hallmarks, in silver, with gilt and white enamelled centre, 62mm, good very fine  (2) £500-700

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

71   
*Order of the White Lion, Civil Division, Grand Cross set of insignia, by Karnet Kysely, Prague, with post-1929 hallmark,
comprising sash badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 65mm and breast star, in silver, with red enamelled centre, 89mm, in
case of issue, extremely fine, with sash (2) £1,800-2,200

72    
*Order of the White Lion, Civil Division, a similar Grand Cross set of insignia, by Karnet Kysely, Prague with post-1929
hallmark, comprising sash badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 65mm and breast star, in silver, with red enamelled centre,
89mm, extremely fine, with sash (2) £1,500-2,000

73   
*CSSR, Order of Klement Gottwald, reverse of wreath suspension engraved 60, in .585 fine gold and red enamel, with a sin-
gle diamond above the wreath, width 52.5mm, in case of issue, extremely fine and rare £4,000-6,000
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DENMARK

74  
*Copy: Order of the Elephant, Collector’s copy sash badge, in painted silver-gilt, with crystal cross on saddle cloth and sin-
gle crystal on the elephant’s forehead, width 58mm, extremely fine £600-800

75  
*Copy: Order of the Elephant, Collector’s copy breast star, in silver, with silver, gilt and red enamelled centre, 87.7mm,
extremely fine £200-300

76  
*Order of the Dannebrog, Frederik VII issue (1848-63), Type 1 style neck badge, hallmarked Copenhagen 1851, in gold and
enamels, with centre set with pastes, width 41.5mm, extremely fine and very rare £2,000-2,500

77    
*Order of the Dannebrog, Grand Cross set of insignia, Christian IX issue, comprising sash badge, in gold and enamels, an
adapted Frederick VII piece, with suspension hallmarked 1855, width 40mm, and breast star, by Michelson, Copenhagen, in sil-
ver, with gold and enamelled centre, 79mm x 84.5mm, badge with minor enamel damage below Royal monogram due to adap-
tation, generally extremely fine, with sash (2) £1,500-2,000

78   
*Order of the Dannebrog, small-sized Grand Cross breast star, by Michelson, Copenhagen, 19th century, in silver, with gold
and enamelled centre, 67mm x 71mm, about extremely fine £600-800

79   
*Order of the Dannebrog, Grand Cross breast star, by Michelson, Copenhagen, additionally marked 925S, in silver, with gilt
and enamelled centre, 79mm x 86mm, extremely fine £500-700
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80  
*Order of the Dannebrog, Frederik IX issue (1947-52), Grand Cross set of insignia, by Michelson, comprising sash badge, on
gold and enamels, width 41mm, and breast star, in silver, with gold and enamelled centre, 81mm x 86mm, in case of issue,
extremely fine, with sash (2) £1,200-1,500

81   
*Order of the Dannebrog, Frederik IX issue, Commander’s set of insignia, by Michelson, Copenhagen, comprising neck
badge, in gold and enamels, width 41mm, and breast star, in silver, with gold and enamelled centre, width 60mm, in case of issue,
extremely fine  (2) £700-900

82   
*Order of the Dannebrog, Frederik IX issue, Knight Second Class breast badge, in silver and enamels, width 29.5mm, good
very fine £100-150

83   
*Copy: Frederik VII’s Badge of Honour for the Ladies of Schleswig, 1851, a Collector’s copy with Royal monogram of
Frederik VII in silver set with pastes of various sizes, width 34mm, extremely fine £300-400

84        
*Medal of Merit, Frederik IX, in silver, rim engraved in capitals (Otto Ernst Holst), extremely fine £150-200

85       
Christian X’s Medal of Recompense, type 5 (1922-29), with ten acorns to left and twelve acorns to right of wreath, in silver-
gilt, with crown, in case of issue, virtually mint state [250 awarded] £100-150

86                   
Frederik IX’s Medal of Recompense (3), all type 1 (1947-64), the first in silver-gilt with crown, on Lady’s bow, extremely
fine [369 struck], second in silver-gilt, without crown, in case of issue, reverse scuffed, good very fine and the third in silver,
without crown, extremely fine  (3) £200-250

87        
*Christian IX’s Memorial Medal 1906, type 1, as issued to Guardsmen who were on duty at the time of the King’s death,
extremely fine and very rare £300-400

88              
Christian IX’s Centenary Medal 1918, obverse scuffed, very fine, reverse better, scarce [216 awarded] and Golden
Jubilee of Christian X’s Enlistment in the Guards 1939, good very fine and rare [as awarded to 105 surviving members
of the Life Guards Class of 1889]  (2) £200-300

89       
*Frederik VIII’s Centenary Medal 1943, as awarded to 23 members of the Royal Family and to 79 surviving Court Officials,
mint state and rare £150-200

90            
Danish Red Cross Medal, in silver, with enamelled Red Cross, in case of issue, extremely fine and Danish Red Cross
Badge of Merit, Second Class, in gilt and enamels, extremely fine [312 awarded]  (2) £100-150
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ESTONIA

91   
*Cross of Liberty, First Grade, Third Class breast badge, suspension ring stamped KO (Kopf?), in silver and enamels, width
30.5mm, extremely fine £300-400

92   
*Cross of Liberty, First Grade, Third Class breast badge, unmarked, in silver and enamels, width 30.5mm, extremely fine

£300-400

93   
*Cross of Liberty, Second Grade, Third Class breast badge, in iron, with silver and red enamelled centre, width 31mm, good
very fine £200-300

94  
*Order of the Eagle Cross, type 1, Grand Cross set of insignia, comprising sash badge, in silver, gilt and enamels, width 55mm,
and breast star, in silver, with gilt and enamelled centre, 85.7mm, extremely fine  (2) £1,800-2,200

95   
*Order of the Eagle Cross, type 1, Fourth Class breast badge, in silver, gilt and enamels, width 46mm, in case of issue,
extremely fine £350-400

96   
*Order of the Eagle Cross, type 1, Fifth Class breast badge, in silver, gilt and enamels, width 46mm, extremely fine £200-300

97   
*Order of the Eagle Cross, type 1, Gold Cross, in silver and gilt, with blue-enamelled arms, width 46mm, good very fine

£250-300

98 
*Order of the Eagle Cross, type 1, Silver Cross, in silver, with blue enamelled arms, good very fine £250-300

99    
*Order of the White Star, Grand Cross set of insignia, comprising sash badge, in silver-gilt and white enamel, width 63mm,
and breast star, in silver, with gilt and white enamelled centre, 83mm, extremely fine, with sash (2) £800-1,000

100   
Order of the White Star, Gold Merit Medal, in bronze-gilt, and Silver Merit Medal, both extremely fine (2) £120-150

99



101     
*Order of the Red Cross, First Class set of insignia, comprising sash badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 45mm, and breast
star, in in silver, with gilt and enamelled centre, 85mm, centre of badge slack, better than very fine and rare  (2) £1,500-2,000

102      
White Cross of the Home Guard, Third Class, in silver, gilt and enamels, width 39mm; together with War of Liberation
Medal 1918-20, in bronze and Red Cross Medal, in silvered bronze, with red enamelled cross, good very fine or better (3)

£150-200

FINLAND

103    
*Order of the Cross of Liberty, 1941 type, First Class neck badge with Swords and Oak Leaves, by Tillander, Helsinki, date
mark 1941, in silver-gilt and white enamel, 49.5mm, in case of issue, extremely fine and rare £1,000-1,500

101
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104  
*Order of the Cross of Liberty, 1941 type, First Class breast star without swords, by Tillander, Helsinki, date mark 1942, in
silver, with gilt and enamelled centre, 81mm, extremely fine and very rare  [only five First Class sets without swords awarded]

£2,000-3,000

105    
*Order of the Lion of Finland, Military Division, Grand Cross set of insignia, by Tillander, Helsinki, date mark 1943, com-
prising sash badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 54.5mm, and breast star, in silver-gilt and enamels, extremely fine and very
rare, with sash  (2) £4,000-5,000

Offered with a ticket attributing the award to LIEUTENANT-GENERAL ALAJOS BÉLDY, Hungarian Army, in 1944.  According to Jani Tiainen, Suomen
Kunniamerkit, only 12 Military Grand Cross sets of the Order were awarded, with the majority were bestowed upon foreign recipients.

106   
*Order of the Lion of Finland, Civil Division, Third Class neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 49mm, extremely fine

£180-220

105

104 106



107   
*Order of the Holy Lamb, Grand Cross set of insignia, by Tillander, Helsinki, date mark 1950, comprising sash badge, in sil-
ver-gilt and enamels, width 60.5mm, and breast star, in silver-gilt, with gilt and enamelled centre, 82mm, in case of issue, with
sash, extremely fine and very rare  (2) £4,000-5,000

Only 10 Grand Cross sets awarded.

FRANCE

108   
*Order of the Saint-Esprit, breast star, by
Ouzille Lemoine, circa 1890, in silver, in the
style of a Second Restoration issue, 96.5mm,
extremely fine £800-1,000

107
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109  
*Copy: Order of the Saint-Esprit, a Collector’s copy of a ‘dual Order’ breast star in silver, with green enamelled centre and
having the blue-enamelled motto of the British Order of the Garter on scroll around the star, 83mm, extremely fine £300-500

110   
*Copy: Order of St Lazarus and Our Lady of Mount Carmel, copy Knight’s breast badge, in gold and enamels, extreme-
ly fine £200-300

111  
*Order of St Louis, Restoration period (1814-30), Knight’s breast badge, in gold and enamels, width 37mm, centres chipped,
very fine £200-300

112  
*Copy: Order of Military Merit, copy Knight’s breast badge, in gold and enamels, width 35mm, extremely fine £150-200

113   
*Légion d’Honneur, Napoleon I type 1 (1804-06), Knight’s breast badge, ‘Camp de Boulogne’ type, in silver, gold and enam-
els, width 36mm, centre chipped and white enamel and wreath restored, good fine £500-700

109 (copy) 110 (copy)

111 112 (copy) 113



114  
*Copy: Légion d’Honneur, Napoleon I type I, copy Knight’s breast badge, probably early 20th Century, in silver, gilt and
enamels, width 39mm, reverse centre chipped, very fine £150-200

115  
*Légion d’Honneur, Napoleon I type 3 (1806-08), Knight’s breast badge, in silver, gold and enamels, width 42.7mm, chipped
and obverse centre dished, good fine £400-500

116 
*Légion d’Honneur, Napoleon I type 4 (1808-15), Knight’s breast badge, in silver, gold and enamels, width 37mm, chipped,
fine or better £300-400

117   
*Légion d’Honneur, First Restoration (1814-15), Knight’s breast badge, a First Empire badge with replaced centres, in silver
and enamels, with gold and enamelled centre (as the Second Restoration issue but with a crown above the three lis), width
37.5mm, good very fine and very rare £1,000-1,500

118  
*Légion d’Honneur, Second Restoration (1815-30), Officer’s breast badge (1815-19), with rooster’s head hallmark in tie of
wreath, in gold and enamels, width 37.5mm, minor enamel damage, good very fine £500-700

114 (copy) 115 116
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119 
*Légion d’Honneur, Second Restoration, Officer’s breast badge (1819-30), with ram’s head hallmark in tie of wreath, width
42mm, chipped, very fine £400-500

120  
*Légion d’Honneur, Second Restoration, Officer’s breast badge, with uncertain hallmark in tie of wreath, variety with bust of
Henri IV facing left, width 41mm, good very fine £400-500

121    
Légion d’Honneur, Second Restoration, Knight’s breast badge, in silver and enamels, with gold and enamelled centre, width
43.5mm, very fine; and another similar but with lis on reverse erased (presumably post-1830), width 37.5mm, fine (2) £180-220

122  
*Légion d’Honneur, July Monarchy (1830-48), Grand Cross breast star, in silver, gold and enamels, width 104mm, about
extremely fine, rare £2,500-3,000

Ex ANS Collection part 1, Morton and Eden, 24-25 May 2006, lot 516.

120119
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123  
*Légion d’Honneur, July Monarchy, Grand Officer’s breast star, by Dassier, Paris, in silver, gold and enamels, width 79mm,
extremely fine £1,200-1,500

124 
*Légion d’Honneur, July Monarchy, Officer’s breast badge, in gold and enamels, width 42mm, good very fine £300-350

125  
*Légion d’Honneur, Second Republic (1848-51), Officer’s breast badge, in gold and enamels, width 41.5mm, good very fine

£300-400

126 
*Légion d’Honneur, Second Republic, Knight’s breast badge, in silver and enamels, with gold and enamelled centre, width
45mm, good very fine £150-200

127  
*Légion d’Honneur, Presidency of Louis Napoleon Bonaparte (1851-52), Knight’s breast badge in silver and enamels, with gold
and enamelled centre and gilt crown, width 45mm, lower right limb chipped, better than very fine £200-250

123 124

125 126 127



128  
*Légion d’Honneur, Second Empire (1852-70), Grand Cross breast star, by Ouzille Lemoine, Paris, in silver, 87.5mm,
extremely fine £1,000-1,200

129 
*Légion d’Honneur, Second Empire, Commander’s neck badge, in gold and enamels, width 58mm, good very fine £1,200-1,500

130
*Légion d’Honneur, Second Empire, Commander’s neck badge, in gold and enamels, width 59mm, good very fine £1,000-1,200

127
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135
(copy)

137

138

134 (copy)
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131  
*Légion d’Honneur, Third Republic (1870-1940), Commander’s neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, of high quality manu-
facture with upper wreath in raised relief, width 62mm, extremely fine £300-350

132  
*Order of the Iron Crown, Knight’s breast badge, mid- or late 19th Century, in silver, gilt and enamels, width 23.3mm, good
very fine £300-400

133    
*Order of the Réunion, Knight’s breast badge, in gold and enamels, width 33.7mm, chip on reverse centre, good very fine
and rare £3,000-4,000

134   
*Copy: Napoleonic Kingdom of Westphalia (1807-13) copy Knight’s First Class breast badge in silver-gilt and enamel,
width 31mm, extremely fine £200-300

135   
*Copy: Proposed Napoleonic Order of the Three Golden Fleeces, a 20th century Collector’s copy of the sash badge,
design based on contemporary drawings of the proposed Order, in silver, with enamelled firestone, very fine £200-300

136  
*Star of Fidelity 1815, in silver and white enamel, with gold, silver and blue enamelled centre, width 28.5mm, minor chips,
better than very fine £150-200

HUNGARY

137        
*Regency, Order of Merit, Civil Division, Grand Cross sash badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 52.5mm, minor chip to
lower limb, good very fine, with sash £400-600

138   
*Second Republic (1946-49), Order of Merit, Grand Cross breast star, in silver, reverse of retaining pin with shield shaped
mark, in silver, with gilt and enamelled centre, 95.5mm, extremely fine and rare £800-1,000

139   
*Second Republic, Order of Merit, Second Class set of insignia, neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 53.7mm, and
breast star, in silver, with gilt and enamelled centre, 79mm, badge extremely fine, lower limb and of cross on breast star
chipped, very fine (2) £600-800

139
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140   
*Second Republic, Order of Merit, Fourth Class breast cross, in silver-gilt and enamels, 51mm, good very fine £200-300

141   
*Second Republic, Order of Merit, Fifth Class Knight’s breast badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 42mm, in case of
issue, reverse centre detached, otherwise good very fine £150-200

142   
*Third Republic (after 1989), Order of Merit, Grand Cross set of insignia, comprising sash badge, in silver-gilt and enam-
els, width 58mm, and breast star, in silver, with gilt and enamelled centre, 89mm, in case of issue, extremely fine, with sash  (2)

£400-600

ICELAND

143       
*Order of the Falcon, type 1 (1921-44), Commander’s neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 43.2mm, extremely fine

£250-300

144        
*Order of the Falcon, type 1, Commander’s neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 43.6mm, chipped in places, very fine

£200-250

145      
*Order of the Falcon, type 2 (post 1944), Commander’s breast star, by Kjartan Asmundsson, Reykjavik, in silver, with blue
enamelled centre, 68mm, centre chipped, very fine £250-300

146    
*Althing’s Gold Honour Medal 1930, width 22mm, in velvet-lined card box of issue, a few hairlines, virtually as issued,
rare £400-600

140 141
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ITALY

147    
*Order of the Crown, Grand Cross set of insignia, by Cravanzola, Rome, circa 1925, comprising sash badge, in gold and enam-
els, width 46mm, and breast star, in silver, with gold and enamelled centre, 84mm, central blue enamel on star cracked, good
very fine, with sash  (2) £400-500

148   
*Order of Colonial Merit, Grand Officer’s set of insignia, by Gardino, Rome, comprising neck badge, in silver-gilt and enam-
els, width 52.5mm and breast star in silver, with gilt and enamelled centre, 66.5mm, in case of issue, maker’s plate on star slight-
ly bent, good very fine (2) £300-400

149   
*Order of the Roman Eagle, type 1 (1942-43), Military Division, Grand Officer’s set of insignia, by Gardino, Rome, compris-
ing neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 51.5mm, and breast star, in silver, with gilt and enamelled centre, 76mm, cen-
tre of star slack, otherwise about extremely fine  (2) £800-1,000

150   
*Two Sicilies, Order of the Two Sicilies, Joseph Napoleon Second issue, Knight’s breast badge, in gold and enamels, width
38.3mm, almost extremely fine £2,500-3,000

151   
*Two Sicilies, Order of the Two Sicilies, Joseph Napoleon Second issue, Knight’s breast badge, in gold and enamels, width
36.2mm, minor chips, very fine £2,000-2,500

150 151
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JAPAN

152          
*Supreme Order of the Chrysanthemum, Grand Cordon set of insignia, comprising sash badge, in silver-gilt and enamels,
with central glass cabochon, width 76mm, and breast star, in silver, gilt and enamels, with central glass cabochon, reverse
stamped with four seal script characters reading ‘Grand Merit Decoration’, 91.5mm, in lacquer box of issue with tassels,
extremely fine, with sash, very rare  (lot) £20,000-30,000

153  
*Order of the Rising Sun with Paulownia Flowers, set of insignia, comprising sash badge, width 77mm, and breast star,
87mm, in silver-gilt and enamels, in lacquer box of issue, enamel scratched on lower ray of star, extremely fine and scarce, with
sash (2) £5,000-7,000

154   
*Order of the Golden Kite, First or Second Class breast star, in silver-gilt and enamels, 90.5mm, horizontal rays and central
blue enamel chipped, very fine and rare £4,000-6,000

155  
*Order of the Golden Kite, Third Class neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 56mm, extremely fine £800-1,000

156  
*Order of the Golden Kite, Fourth Class breast badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 46mm, extremely fine £250-280

157 
*Order of the Golden Kite, Fifth Class breast badge, in silver and enamels, width 46mm, extremely fine £120-150

158    
*Order of the Rising Sun, Grand Cross set of insignia, comprising sash badge, in silver-gilt and white enamel with red glass
‘cabochon’ centre, width 76mm, and breast star, in silver, gilt and white enamel also with red glass ‘cabochon’ centre, 91mm,
extremely fine, with sash (2) £1,200-1,500 

159
*Order of the Rising Sun, Grand Cross or Second Class breast star, in silver, gilt and white enamel, with central glass cabo-
chon, 90mm, retaining pin slack, good very fine £500-700

160    
*Order of the Sacred Treasure, Grand Cross set of insignia, comprising sash badge, width 63.5 mm and breast star, in sil-
ver, gilt and enamels, with four seal script characters reading ‘Order of Merit Decoration’, 76mm, white enamel discoloured in
places, very fine, with sash (2) £700-900

161  
*Order of the Sacred Treasure, First or Second Class breast star, in silver-gilt and enamels, reverse with four seal script char-
acters reading ‘Order of Merit Decoration’, 75mm, extremely fine £400-500

162 163 164



162   
*Order of the Sacred Crown, Second Class breast badge, in silver, gilt and enamels, width 47mm, reverse scratches, good
very fine £2,000-2,500

163   
*Order of the Sacred Crown, Third Class breast badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 47mm, in lacquer case of issue,
reverse scratched and with test mark, good very fine and rare £2,500-3,000

164   
*Order of the Sacred Crown, Fifth Class breast badge, in silver, gilt and enamels, width 40mm, reverse with engraved col-
lector’s inventory numbers, otherwise extremely fine £1,000-1,500

165   
*Order of the Sacred Crown, Seventh Class breast badge in silver-gilt, with silver reverse, width 37.5mm, reverse scuffs,
about extremely fine £600-800

166   
*Order of the Sacred Crown, Eighth Class breast badge, in silver, width 37mm, a well-worn example with all original gild-
ing lacking, fine £200-300

167   
*Formosan War Medal 1874, with original ribbon, better than very fine and toned, very rare £1,200-1,500

165
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LATVIA

168    
*Military Order of Lacplesis (Bear Slayer), Second Class neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, reverse numbered 11,
width 46.4mm, in case of issue, extremely fine and rare  [only 61 Second Class badges awarded] £2,000-2,500

169   
*Military Order of Lacplesis (Bear Slayer), Third Class neck badge, in gilt and enamels, reverse numbered 1996, width
39mm, lower limb chipped, good very fine £500-700

170    
*Order of the Three Stars, Third Class neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 45mm, in case of issue, extremely fine,
with related ribbon fitting £300-400

171     
Order of the Three Stars, Fifth Class breast badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 37.5mm, good very fine; together with
Gold Merit and Silver Merit medals, both with suspension rings hallmarked, in silver-gilt and silver respectively, very fine and
better (3) £200-300

168
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172  
*Order of Vesthardus, Military Division, Fourth Class breast badge, by V. Millers, Riga, reverse of suspension with maker’s
marks and Latvian hallmarks, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 43mm, good very fine and rare £700-900

173  
*Order of Vesthardus, Military Division, Fifth Class breast badge, by V. Millers, Riga, reverse of suspension with maker’s
mark and Latvian hallmarks, width 43mm, good very fine and rare £600-800

174   
*Order of Vesthardus, Civil Division Fifth Class breast badge, reverse of suspension with Latvian hallmarks, in silver-gilt and
enamels, width 43mm, in case of issue, with related ribbon bar, extremely fine and rare £600-800

175   
*Order of Vesthardus, Gold Merit Medal, in silver-gilt, very fine £100-150

176  
*Order of the Cross of Recognition, Fourth Class breast badge, suspension ring hallmarked, in silver-gilt and enamels,
width 37mm, better than very fine £300-350

177  
*Order of the Cross of Recognition, Fifth Class breast badge, suspension ring hallmarked, in silver-gilt and enamels, width
38mm, good very fine £300-350

172 173 174
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178  
*Order of the Cross of Recognition, Gold Merit Medal, in silver-gilt, 36mm, good very fine £200-250

179  
*Order of the Cross of Recognition, Silver Merit Medal, 36mm, good very fine £120-150

180    
*Red Cross Decoration, First Class neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 45.6mm, reverse centre detached, otherwise
good very fine £300-400

181   
Red Cross Decoration, Third Class breast badge, in silver and enamels, width 28mm, in case of issue, extremely fine £120-150

182    
Liberation War Commemorative 1918-20, in silver and red enamel; and 10th Anniversary of the War of Liberation
Commemorative 1928, with crossed swords on ribbon, very fine (2) £80-100

LITHUANIA

183   
*Order of the Cross of Vytis, type 1 (1927-30), Third Class breast badge, in silvered metal with red enamelled arms, reverse
unnumbered, width 25mm, with later ribbon, very fine and rare £500-700

184   
*Order of the Cross of Vytis, type 2 (1930-40), Fourth Class breast badge, in silvered metal and enamels, with gilt swords,
width 26mm, with later ribbon, reverse chipped, very fine and rare £400-600

178 179 180
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185     
*Order of Grand Duke Gediminas, type 1 (1927-30), without enamel on reverse, Second Class set of insignia, comprising
neck badge, width 63.5mm and breast star, 78.5mm, in silver, gilt and enamels, part of reverse gilding on badge removed due
to testing, good very fine and rare (2) £1,200-1,500

186   
*Order of Grand Duke Gediminas, type 1 Fourth Class breast badge, in silver, gilt and enamels, width 49.8mm, very fine

£250-300

187  
*Order of Grand Duke Gediminas, type 2 (1930-40), Fourth Class breast badge, in silver-gilt and enamels (on both sides),
width 43.5mm, good very fine £200-250

188   
Order of Grand Duke Gediminas, type 2, Fifth Class breast badge, in silver and enamels, 43.5mm, very fine £150-200

189    
*Order of Grand Duke Gediminas, Gold Merit medal, in bronze-gilt, extremely fine and rare £250-300

185

186
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190     
Order of Grand Duke Gediminas, Silver Merit medal, in silvered bronze and Bronze Merit medal, both extremely fine and
scarce (2) £200-250

191
*Order of Vytautus the Great, Third Class neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, the crown set with three crystals, width
48mm, minor enamel crack, good very fine £800-1,000

192   
*Order of Vytautus the Great, Fifth Class breast badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, the crown set with three crystals, width
403mm, good very fine £350-400

193     
Army Foundation Medal 1928, in bronze (2); together with Medal of the Star of the National Guard, in bronze, good very
fine  (3) £120-150

194     
10th Anniversary of Independence 1928, in bronze; and Army Pioneers Medal 1917-19, in silver, by Huguenin Frères,
good very fine and better (2) £120-150

LUXEMBOURG

195    
*Order of the Oaken Crown, Grand Officer’s set of insignia, comprising neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 50mm,
and breast star, in silver, with gilt and enamelled centre, 72mm, extremely fine (2) £350-400

192
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MANCHUKUO

196    
*Grand Order of the Orchid Blossom, set of insignia, comprising sash badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, with central pearl
and five pearls on each stem, gilt and yellow enamelled suspension stamped on reverse with four seal script characters reading
‘Grand Merit Decoration’, width 69.5mm, and breast star, also in silver-gilt and enamels, centre similarly set with pearls, reverse
also stamped ‘Grand Merit Decoration’, 88.5mm, some deterioration of white enamel on two of the star’s rays, good very fine,
with modern sash, extremely rare  (2) £30,000-40,000

197   
*Order of the Illustrious Dragon, set of insignia, comprising sash badge, the central border set with 28 red pastes, width
70mm, and breast star, 88mm, similar to the badge, both in silver-gilt and enamels and both with four seal script characters on
reverse reading ‘Order of Merit Decoration’, small chip on one ray of Star, otherwise extremely fine, with later sash (2)

£10,000-15,000

198     
*Order of the Auspicious Clouds, First Class set of insignia, comprising sash badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, suspension
stamped on reverse with four seal script characters reading ‘Order of Merit Decoration’, width 70mm, and breast star, in silver,
with gilt and enamelled centre, reverse similarly stamped, 88mm, good very fine, with sash (2) £4,000-6,000

198
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199   
*Order of the Auspicious Clouds, Second Class set of insignia, comprising neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, suspension
stamped on reverse with four seal script characters reading ‘Order of Merit Decoration’, width 61.5mm, and breast star, in silver, with
gilt and enamelled centre, reverse similarly stamped, 90mm, in lacquer box of issue, extremely fine (2) £3,000-3,500

200  
*Order of the Auspicious Clouds, Third Class neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, 62mm, left limb chipped, very fine £700-900

201  
*Order of the Auspicious Clouds, Fourth Class breast badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 48.5mm, good very fine £300-400

202   
*Order of the Auspicious Clouds, Fifth Class breast badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 48.5mm, good very fine £250-300

203  
Order of the Auspicious Clouds, Sixth Class breast badge, in silver and enamels, width 48.5mm, good very fine £150-200

204   
*Order of the Pillars of State, First Class set of insignia, comprising sash badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, centre set with
pearls, width 63mm, and breast star, in silver, gilt and enamels, the centre set with pearls, reverse stamped with four seal script
characters reading ‘Order of Merit Decoration’, 80 mm, in lacquer case of issue, severe flaking to red enamel on both pieces,
good very fine, with later sash (2) £4,000-6,000

Ex 204
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205   
*Order of the Pillars of State, Second Class breast star, in silver, with gilt and enamelled centre and gilt reverse, reverse
stamped with four seal script characters reading ‘Order of Merit Decoration’, 80mm, in lacquer box of issue, severe flaking to
red enamel, good very fine £1,500-2,000

206   
*Order of the Pillars of State, Third Class Neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, centre set with pearls, reverse stamped with
four seal script characters reading ‘Order of Merit Decoration’, width 62.5mm, reverse heavily scratched, very fine £700-900

207  
*Order of the Pillars of State, Fourth Class breast badge, in silver and gilt with enamelled centre, with two gilt and white
enamelled clasps, width 40.3mm, extremely fine £400-500

208  
*Order of the Pillars of State, Fifth Class breast badge, in silver and gilt, with enamelled centre, with one gilt and enamelled
clasp, width 40.3mm, extremely fine £350-400

209  
*Order of the Pillars of State, Fifth Class breast badge, in silver and gilt, with enamelled centre, with one gilt and enamelled
clasp, width 40.3mm, very fine £250-300

210  
*Order of the Pillars of State, Sixth Class breast badge, in silver and gilt, with enamelled centre, with three silver clasps,
width 40.3mm, about extremely fine £250-300

211   
*Order of the Pillars of State, Seventh Class breast badge, in silver and gilt, with enamelled centre, with two silver clasps,
width 40.3mm, gilding on suspension worn away, very fine £150-200

212  
*Order of the Pillars of State, Eighth Class breast badge, in silver and gilt, with enamelled centre, with one silver clasp, width
40.3mm, extremely fine £150-200

213   
*National Foundation Commemorative 1933, type with facing bust of Puyi on obverse, in bronze-gilt, 34mm, good very
fine and rare £400-600

214   
*Public Service Medal, in silver, with gilt orchid blossom, 35mm, very fine and rare £400-600

215   
*Red Cross Merit Decoration, reverse hallmarked, in silver and enamels, 43.5mm, reverse scuffs, good very fine £200-250

216  
*Red Cross Special Supporting Membership Medal, in bronze-gilt, 30.5mm, about extremely fine £150-200

214 215 216
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217  
*Soldier’s Relief Association of Manchukuo, Meritorious Sponsor’s Decoration, reverse with Japanese hallmark, in silver,
with silver, gilt and enamelled centre, some enamel cracks, good very fine £200-300

218   
*Emperor’s Visit to Japan 1935, bronze-gilt badge in the form of a spray of flowers with seal script inscription below read-
ing ‘Emperor of Manchuria Memorial of Visit’, with six-point emblem of Tokyo suspended below, on rosette with the Manchukuo
ational colours and red and white ribbon, extremely fine and rare £200-300

Ex Roy Harte collection, part III, Bowers and Ruddy, January 25 1983, lot 3256.

219  
*North Chinese Economic Mission to Japan 2599 (1939), Delegate’s badge in silver and gilt, with enamelled flags of
Japan and Manchukuo, reverse numbered 207, with pin-back suspension, in original case of issue with related paper insert,
case scuffed, badge extremely fine, scarce £300-400

MONACO

220  
*Order of St Charles, Grand Cross breast star, retaining pin with boar’s head hallmark, in silver, with gilt and enamelled cen-
tre, 97mm, centre chipped, very fine £250-300

221  
*Order of Grimaldi, Grand Cross breast star, in silver and gilt, 75mm, extremely fine £200-300

MONGOLIA

222    
*Order of the Varja (also known as the Order of the Precious Rod), Third Class, Fourth Grade badge, in gilt and enam-
els, with central blue lapis lazuli, width 55mm, extremely fine and rare £1,500-2,000

223    
*Gold Star Medal of the Hero of the Mongolian People’s Republic, type 2, post 1945, in gold with a diamond set in each
of the five angles, reverse engraved ‘No 4’, with ribbon bar and screw-back suspension, very fine and very rare £4,000-6,000

224   
*Hero of Labour of the Mongolian People’s Republic, Gold Soyombo Medal, reverse engraved 177, in gold and blue
enamels, width 34mm, with enamelled ribbon and screw-back suspension, good very fine £1,000-1,500

225   
*Order of Military Valour, type 1 (1926-31), with Moscow kokoshnik (84 zolotniki) and marked BXTM, unnumbered, in sil-
ver-gilt and enamels, width 53mm, with screw-back suspension (retaining pin lacking), upper central silver rays scratched, and
almost all of original gilding lacking, very fine and very rare £4,000-6,000

226    
*Order of Military Valour, type 2 (1931-1940), marked Mondvor, reverse engraved No 188, in silver-gilt and enamels, width
55.7mm, with screw-back suspension, good very fine and very rare £3,000-4,000

224225 226



227    
*Order of Civil Bravery, 1930s issue, marked Mondvor, reverse engraved No 165, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 51mm, with
screw-back suspension, good very fine £2,000-3,000

228    
*Order of the Polar Star, type 1 (1936-40), marked Mondvor, reverse engraved 823, with TP impressed above, in silver and
enamels, width 48.5mm, with screw-back suspension, obverse heavily scuffed, about very fine and very rare £3,000-4,000

229    
*Order of Sukhe Bator, type 1, badge, in gold, silver and platinum, reverse with engraved number 155, 45mm, with screw-
back fitment, extremely fine £800-1,000

230   
*Order of Sukhe Bator, type 2, in gold, silver and platinum, reverse with engraved number 1602, 45mm, with pin-back fit-
ment, extremely fine £500-700

231  
*Order of Labour Glory, marked Monetnie Dvor, reverse engraved 2325, in silver, gilt and enamels, width 50mm, with screw-
back suspension, good very fine £1,000-1,200

232  
*Order of the Red Banner of Military Valour, marked Monetnie Dvor, reverse engraved 1484, in silver, gilt and enamels,
width 51mm, with screw-back suspension, good very fine £800-1,000

227 228 229
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MONTENEGRO

233  
*Order of Danilo I, Third Class neck badge, by Vinc. Mayer’s Söhne, Vienna, in silver, with gold and enamelled centre and gilt
crown, width 49.5mm, reverse centre chipped and detached, about very fine £300-400

234   
*Order of Danilo I, Fourth Class neck badge, unmarked, in silver, with gold and enamelled centre and gilt crown, width
38.5mm, good very fine £300-400

235  
*Order of Danilo I, Fourth Class breast badge, unmarked, in silver, with gilt and enamelled centre and gilt crown, width
40.5mm, good very fine £250-300

236  
*Order of Danilo I, Fifth Class breast badge or Silver Cross, unmarked, in silver and enamel, with gold and red enamelled cen-
tre, extremely fine £300-250

237  
*Order of the Freedom of Montenegro, breast badge, in gilt and enamels, width 41mm, extremely fine £200-250

238  
*Red Cross Decoration for the Balkan War 1913, type 1 by Lemaître, Paris, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 32.5mm,
extremely fine and rare [approximately 200 awarded] £400-500

233
234 235
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NETHERLANDS

239   
Copy: Kingdom of Holland (1806-1810), copy Knight’s breast badge, probably late 19th Century, in silver-gilt and enamels,
width 45.4mm, chipped below crown, good very fine £300-500

240  
*Order of the Netherlands Lion, Grand Cross sash badge, in gold and enamels, width 57.5mm, reverse centre detached, very
fine £500-700

241    
*Order of Orange Nassau, Grand Cross Set of insignia, by the Royal Mint, Utrecht, sash badge, in silver-gilt and enamels,
width 56.5mm, and breast star, in silver, with gilt and enamelled centre, 84mm, extremely fine, with sash (2) £500-700

242          
*House Order of Orange, type 1 (1905-08), Grand Cross set of insignia, by A. Witte, Den Haag, comprising sash badge, in sil-
ver-gilt and enamels, width 57mm, and breast star, in silver, with gilt and enamelled centre, 83.5mm, in case of issue, extreme-
ly fine and very rare, with sash  (2) £4,000-5,000

243    
*House Order of Orange, type 2 (1908-69), Grand Cross set of insignia, by A. Witte, den Haag, comprising sash badge, in sil-
ver-gilt and enamels, width 54.5mm, and breast star, in silver, with gilt and enamelled centre, 83.5mm, left limb of badge
chipped, good very fine, with sash (2) £1,200-1,500

244   
*House Order of Orange, type 3 (1969 to the present), Commander’s neck badge, by Begeer, in gilt and enamels, width
54.5mm, in case of issue, extremely fine, with related lapel fitting £180-220

245      
House Order of Orange Bronze Medal for Diligence and Ingenuity, with original neck ribbon, about extremely fine
and rare £150-200

242
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NORTH KOREA

246  
*Democratic People’s Republic, Order of Freedom and Independence, type 3, First Class insignia, comprising a silver-
gilt collar of twenty-five links representing alternating attributes of electric and water power and mugungwha flower, carrying the
gilt collar badge, width 27mm, and breast star, in gilt and enamels, with clip suspension, width 58.5mm, in fitted case of issue,
extremely fine, a rare set of insignia (2) £3,ooo-5,000

NORWAY

247   
*Order of St Olav, type 1 (1847-1905), Military Division, Commander’s neck badge, by Tostrup, Christiania, in gold and enam-
els, width 59.5mm, in case of issue, reverse centre chipped, good very fine £1,200-1,500

248   
*Order of St Olav, type 1, Civil Division, Knight First Class breast
badge, in gold and enamels, width 39.5mm, good very fine

£400-500

249   
*Order of St Olav, type 2, pre-1925, Grand Cross breast star, by
Tostrup, Christiania, in silver, with gold and enamelled centre,
78.5mm, central white enamel heavily chipped and subsequently
repaired, fine £300-400
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250      
Order of St Olav, type 2, Knight’s breast badge, by Tostrup, Oslo, in gold and enamels, width 40mm, in case of issue (interior
lacking), extremely fine £300-400

251  
*Order of St Olav, type 3, post-1937, Civil Division, Grand Cross sash badge, in gold and enamels, width 62mm, extremely fine,
with sash £600-800

252
*Order of St Olav, type 3, Civil Division, Commander’s neck badge, by Tostrup, Oslo, in gold and enamels, width 60mm, in
case of issue, extremely fine £500-700

253     
*Order of St Olav, type 3, Military Division, Commander’s set of insignia, by Tostrup, Oslo, comprising neck badge, in gold and
enamels, width 60mm, and breast star, in silver, with gold and enamelled centre and gilt O’s, 76mm, minor enamel marks on
badge, about extremely fine (2) £1,000-1,200

254       
*King’s Merit Medal, Haakon VII issue, in silver, reverse engraved (Anton Jørgen Ellefsen), extremely fine £200-300

255                
King Olaf V’s Commemorative Medal, Second Class, in silver, with crown; King Haakon’s Medal of Freedom; and War
Participation Medal, rosette on ribbon for those who served in Norwegian forces abroad, good very fine or better (3) £100-150

256       
Armed Forces Medal for Heroic Deeds 1982, in silver-gilt, extremely fine and rare £150-200

PHILIPPINES

257   
*United Nations Korean Medal, unofficial Tagalog version, by El Oro, Quezon City, in card box of issue, with related fittings,
as issued £300-500

POLAND

258  
*People’s Republic, Order of Merit, Grand Cross sash badge, in gilt and enamels, width 60mm, extremely fine, with sash

£200-300

253
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PORTUGAL

259    
*Combined Orders of Christ, Aviz and St James of the Sword, Republic issue, set of insignia, by Frederico Costa, Lisbon,
comprising sash badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 51mm, and breast star, in silver-gilt, with silver, gilt and enamelled cen-
tre, 87.5mm, in case of issue, the applied Cross of the Order of Aviz on reverse of badge lacking, otherwise extremely fine, with
sash and related miniature (3) £1,800-2,200

260          
*Order of the Tower and The Sword, Republic issue, Grand Cross set of insignia, comprising sash badge, in silver-gilt and
enamels, width 70.5mm, and breast star, in silver-gilt, with enamelled centre, 77.5mm x 65mm, extremely fine with sash (2)

£400-500

261  
*Order of St James of the Sword, Knight’s Collar, in silver-gilt and enamels, the twenty-two link collar comprising alternate
badges of the Order and wreaths, carrying the badge, 51mm, extremely fine £800-1,000

261
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ROMANIA

262   
*Principality of Alexandru Ioan Cuza, Order of the Union, Officer’s breast badge, by Krètly, Paris, in silver-gilt and
enamels, width 43mm, reverse of left limb chipped, good very fine and very rare £2,000-3,000

263    
*Principality of Alexandru Ioan Cuza , Order of the Union, Knight’s breast badge,, by Krètly, Paris,  in silver and enam-
els, width 43mm, reverse centre replaced and reverse left limb chipped, good fine and very rare £1,000-1,500

264  
*Order of the Star, Military Division, type 1 (1877-1932), Commander’s neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, with swords
in angles for War Merit, width 63mm, good very fine £250-300

265  
*Order of the Star, Military Division, type 1, Commander’s neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, with swords beneath
crown, width 62.5mm, obverse centre chipped, very fine £180-220

266  
*Order of the Star, Military Division, type 1, Commander’s neck badge, in bronze-gilt and enamels, with swords beneath
crown, width 64.5mm, extremely fine £200-300

267 
Order of the Star, Military Division, type 1, Officer’s breast badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, with swords in angles for War
Merit, width 43.5mm, some enamel loss to wreath, good very fine £120-150

268  
*Order of the Star, Military Division, type 2 (1932-47), Grand Cross breast star, by Resch, Bucharest, in silver, with gilt and
enamelled centre, without crown above upper limb of cross, 96mm, extremely fine £250-300

262
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269 
*Order of the Star, Military Division, type 2, Grand Cross breast star, probably by Resch, in silver, with gilt and enamelled
centre, with crown above upper limb of cross, 95mm, with oval back plate attached (this engraved ‘DECOMED’), chipped, very fine

£180-220

270   
*Order of the Star, Military Division, type 2, Grand Cross breast Star, by Heinrich Weiss, Bucharest, in silver, with gilt and
enamelled centre, without crown above upper limb of cross, 82mm, extremely fine £250-300

271    
*Order of the Star, Military Division, Grand Officer’s set of insignia, by Heinrich Weiss, Bucharest, comprising neck badge,
in silver-gilt and enamels, width 51mm, and breast star, in silver, with gilt and enamelled centre, variety without central cross
and with crown above wing tips of upper eagles, 66mm, badge on bravery ribbon, extremely fine (2) £500-700

272 
*Order of the Star, Military Division, type 2, First Class breast star, retaining pin hallmarked, in silver, gilt and enamels,
with crown above upper limb of cross, 80mm, good very fine £300-400

273   
*Order of the Star, Military Division, type 2, Commander’s neck badge, in bronze-gilt and enamels, width 50.5mm, in
Monetaria Nationala case of issue, extremely fine £200-250

274  
*Order of the Star, Military Division, Type 2, Commander’s neck badge, unmarked, in silver-gilt and enamels, with swords
in angles for War Merit, width 50.5mm, on War ribbon, extremely fine £200-250

275  
*Order of the Star, Military Division, type 2, Commander’s neck badge, by RW, in silver-gilt and enamels, with swords
beneath crown, width 50.5mm, extremely fine £200-250

271
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276   
*Order of the Star, Civil Division, type 1, Grand Cross sash badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 72mm, extremely fine,
with sash £400-500

277  
*Order of the Star, Civil Division, type 1, Grand Officer’s breast star, by Resch, Bucharest, in silver, with gilt and enamelled
centre, 89mm, extremely fine £200-250

278   
*Order of the Star, Civil Division, type 1, Commander’s neck badge, in bronze-gilt and enamels, width 64mm, extremely fine

£180-220

279  
*Order of the Star, Civil Division, type 2, Grand Cross sash badge, by Resch, Bucharest, in silver-gilt and enamels, width
60.5mm, extremely fine, with sash £300-350

280 
*Order of the Star, Civil Division, type 2, Grand Cross sash badge, by Heinrich Weiss, Bucharest, in silver and enamels,
width 62.5mm, royal monogram and date slightly off-centre, good very fine £250-300

281  
*Order of the Star, Civil Division, type 2, Grand Officer’s breast star, by Resch, Bucharest, in silver, with gilt and enamelled
centre, 75mm, extremely fine £200-250

282 
*Order of the Star, Civil Division, type 2, Commander’s neck badge, by C.F. Zimmerman, Berlin, in silver-gilt and enamels,
width 50.5mm, extremely fine £200-250

283  
Order of the Star, Civil Division, Commander’s neck badge, unmarked, in bronze-gilt and enamels, width 50.5mm, extreme-
ly fine £150-200
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284     
*Order of the Crown, Military Division, type 1 (1881-1932), Grand Cross sash badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width
71mm, chipped, very fine, with sash £350-400

285  
*Order of the Crown, Military Division, type 1, Commander’s neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 60mm, chipped
and repaired, very fine £200-300

286  
Order of the Crown, Military Division, type 1, Commander’s neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 59mm, points of
swords filed down apparently in adaptation for Civil wear, chipped and repaired, about very fine £120-150

287  
*Order of the Crown, Military Division, type 2 (1932-47), Commander’s neck badge, by C.F. Zimmerman, Berlin, in silver-
gilt and enamels, width 46mm, on Bravery ribbon, extremely fine £300-350

288 
*Order of the Crown, Military Division, type 2, Commander’s neck badge, in gilt and enamels, width 55mm, on Bravery
ribbon, minor chip on reverse, good very fine £200-300

289  
*Order of the Crown, Military Division, type 2, Commander’s neck badge, by C.F. Zimmerman, Berlin, in silver-gilt and
enamels, width 46mm, on War ribbon, extremely fine £200-300

290
*Order of the Crown Mounted Group of Seven, Order of the Crown, type 1, Military Division, Knight’s breast badge, in sil-
vered metal and enamels, light blue ribbon with dark blue edges, with bronze crossed swords, [unknown decoration lacking],
Medical Merit Cross, First Class, in silver-gilt and red enamel, Commemorative Cross of the 1916-18 War, 4 clasps, Carpat,
Ardeal, Marasti, 1918, Victory Medal, this an unofficial cast copy; Peles Castle Commemorative 1933, Carol I Centenary 1939,
mounted for wearing, fine and better (7) £200-250

291   
*Order of the Crown, Civil Division, type 1, Grand Officer’s set of insignia, by Resch, Bucharest, comprising neck badge, in
silver, gilt and enamels, width 60mm, and breast star, in silver, with silver, gilt and enamelled centre, 82mm, extremely fine  (2)

£400-500
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292     
*Order of the Crown, Civil Division, type 1, Grand Cross breast star, by Resch, Bucharest, in silver, gilt and enamels, 88mm,
extremely fine, with sash £250-300

293  
*Order of the Crown, Civil Division, type 1, Commander’s neck badge, by Karl Fleischhacker, Vienna, in silver, gilt and
enamels, width 61mm, extremely fine £200-300

294 
*Order of the Crown, Civil Division, type 1, Commander’s neck badge, in silver, gilt and enamels, width 60.5mm, extreme-
ly fine £180-220

295  
Order of the Crown, Civil Division, type 1, Commander’s neck badge, in silver, gilt and enamels, width 57mm, slight enam-
el damage to reverse, better than very fine £120-150

296   
*Order of the Crown, Civil Division, type 2, Grand Cross set of insignia, by Resch, Bucharest, comprising sash badge, in sil-
ver-gilt and enamels, width 55.5mm and breast star, in silver, with gilt and enamelled centre, 89mm, badge on War sash,
extremely fine (2) £500-700

297  
*Order of the Crown, Civil Division, type 2, Grand Cross sash badge, by Resch, Bucharest, in silver-gilt and enamels, 68mm,
minor enamel damage to points, good very fine, with sash £250-300

298    
*Order of the Crown, Civil Division, type 2, Grand Officer’s set of insignia, by Heinrich Weiss, Bucharest, comprising neck
badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 56mm, and breast star, in silver, with gilt and enamelled centre, 75mm, extremely fine
(2) £350-400

299  
Order of the Crown, Civil Division, type 2, Grand Officer’s breast star, by Heinrich Weiss, Bucharest, 75mm, extremely fine

£150-200

300  
Order of the Crown, Civil Division, type 2, Commander’s neck badge, by Resch, Bucharest, in silver-gilt and enamels, width
45.5mm, extremely fine £150-200

294
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301  
Order of the Crown, type 2, Civil Division, Commander’s neck badge, by Resch, Bucharest, in silver-gilt and enamels, width
45.5mm, in case of issue, extremely fine £250-300

302   
*Order of Carol I, Grand Cross Collar and badge, unmarked (probably by Paul Telge, Berlin), the twenty-two link silver-gilt and
enamelled collar comprising the arms of the four provinces of Romania (Muntenia, Moldavia, Oltenia and Dobrugea), the arms of the
Royal House of Hohenzollern and the monogram of Carol I, the attachment in the form of a silver Romanian eagle on gilt background,
the silver, gilt and enamelled badge attached to the Collar by the crown, width 61mm, good very fine and very rare £6,000-8,000

See also enlargement on inside front cover.

303      
*Order of Carol I, Grand Cross set of insignia, by Paul Telge, Berlin, comprising sash badge, in silver, gilt and enamels, width
77mm, and breast star, in silver and gilt, 84mm, reverse of badge chipped and some wear to the motto on star, better than very
fine and very rare, with modern sash  (2) £4,000-6,000

304     
*Order of Carol I, Grand officer’s set of insignia, by Paul Telge, Berlin, comprising neck badge, in silver, gilt and enamels, width
66.5mm and breast star, in silver and gilt, 86mm, slight chip to centre of reverse of badge, good very fine and very rare (2)

£3,000-4,000

305 
*Order of Carol I, Grand Officer’s breast star, by Joseph Resch, Bucharest, in silver and gilt, 75mm, extreme points of star
slightly bent, good very fine and very rare £1,200-1,500

306  
Order of Michael the Brave, 1916 issue, Copy First Class breast star, in gilt and blue enamel, 59mm, extremely fine

£150-200

307 
Order of Michael the Brave, 1916 issue, Copy Second Class neck badge, in silver-gilt and blue enamel, width 598mm,
extremely fine £150-200

304



308  
*Order of Michael the Brave, 1916 issue, Third Class breast badge, in silver-gilt and blue enamel, width 39mm, extremely
fine £300-350

309  
Order of Michael the Brave, 1941-44 issue, Copy First Class breast star, in gilt and blue enamel, 58mm, extremely fine

£150-200

310  
*Order of Michael the Brave, 1941-44 issue, Third Class breast badge, in gilt and blue enamel, extremely fine £300-350

311  
*Order of Michael the Brave, 1941-44 issue, Third Class breast badge, in gilt and blue enamel, width 39mm, about
extremely fine £300-350

312  
*Order of Michael the Brave, 1944-47 issue, Third Class breast badge, in gilt and blue enamel, width 39mm, extremely fine

£300-350

313  
*Queen Maria’s Cross, First Class neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 48mm, extremely fine £200-300

314 
*Queen Maria’s Cross, First Class neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 49mm, with War ribbon, extremely fine

£200-300
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315  
*Order of Ferdinand I, Grand Officer’s set of insignia, by Resch, Bucharest, retaining pin of star hallmarked, comprising neck
badge , in silver-gilt and green enamel, width 43.5mm, and breat star, in silver, with green enamelled centre, 72.5mm, in case of issue,
badge with considerable enamel loss but showing little sign of wear, star virtually as issued, very rare (2) £2,000-3,000

316  
*Order of Ferdinand I, Knight’s breast badge, in silver and green enamel, with 30.5mm, extremely fine, rare £300-350

317   
*Honour Cross of the Order of Merit, First Class neck badge by M. Weiss, Bucharest, in silver, gilt and enamels, width
54mm, good very fine £600-800

318  
*Honour Cross of the Order of Merit, First Class neck badge, by M. Weiss, Bucharest, in silver, gilt and enamels, width
54mm, central enamel scratched, good very fine and rare £500-700

317 316 318
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319   
*Honour Cross of the Order of Merit, reduced-sized breast cross, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 33mm, mounted on por-
tion of ribbon, extremely fine £300-400

320 
*Honour Cross of the Order of Merit, Knight’s breast badge, by Heinrich Weiss, Bucharest, in silver, gilt and enamels, width
43.5mm, good very fine £250-300

321  
*Honour Cross of the Order of Merit, Knight’s breast badge, by Heinrich Weiss, Bucharest, in silver, gilt and enamels, width
43.5mm, good very fine £250-300

322 
*Honour Cross of the Order of Merit, with Swords (1937-41), Grand Cross breast star, unmarked, in silver and gilt, with
gilt and enamelled centre, 85mm, two ball at tips of cross bent, very fine and very rare £1,200-1,500

323  
Order of Aeronautical Virtue, Military Division, Copy First Class neck badge with War Wreath, in bronze-gilt and enam-
els, width 58.5mm, extremely fine £150-200

324   
*Order of Aeronautical Virtue, Military Division, Second Class breast badge with War Wreath, in silver-gilt and enamels,
width 43mm, a Civil badge, with subsequent appended swords, good very fine £250-300

325  
*Order of Aeronautical Virtue, Military Division, Second Class breast badge, with uncertain maker’s mark on suspension
ring, in bronze-gilt and enamels, 43.5mm, with original War ribbon, good very fine £250-300

319 321320
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326 
*Order of Aeronautical Virtue, Military Division, Third Class breast badge, in silver and enamels, with silver clasp for
additional awards, 42.5mm, with original War ribbon, good very fine £300-400

327  
*Order of Aeronautical Virtue, Military Division, Fourth Class breast badge, in bronze-gilt, width 42.5mm, with original
War ribbon, extremely fine £120-150

328  
*Order of Aeronautical Virtue, Civil Division, First Class neck badge, with War Wreath, suspension ring hallmarked, in
silver-gilt and enamels, width 58.5mm, good very fine £500-700

329  
*Order of Aeronautical Virtue, Civil Division, Second Class breast badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 41.5mm,
extremely fine £200-250

330  
Order of Aeronautical Virtue, Civil Division, Fourth Class breast badge, in silver-gilt, width 41mm, extremely fine £100-150

327
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331  
*Faithful Service Order, type 1, Grand Cross sash badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 56.5mm, reverse centre detached,
heavily chipped, especially on the reverse, fine but rare, with sash £400-600

332   
*Faithful Service Order, type 2, Grand Cross breast star, by Heinrich Weiss, Bucharest, in silver gilt, with silver and enam-
elled centre, 85mm, central enamel chipped, very fine and rare £600-800

333 
*Faithful Service Order, type 2, Grand Cross breast star, by Resch, Bucharest, in silver, with gilt and blue enamelled centre,
85mm, minor enamel chips, good very fine and rare £700-900

334   
*Faithful Service Order, type 2, Grand Officer’s breast star, by Heinrich Weiss, Bucharest, in silver, with gilt and enamelled
centre, 74mm, extremely fine £500-700

331 332
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335  
*Faithful Service Order, type 2, Commander’s neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 50mm, reverse of badge chipped
and repaired, better than very fine, £800-1,200

336  
*Faithful Service Order, type 2, Officer’s breast badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 38mm, extremely fine £250-300

337    
*Order of the House of Hohenzollern with Swords, type 1 with Hohenzollern arms surmounted on eagle’s breast, Grand
Officer’s set of insignia, by Rudolph Souval, Vienna, comprising neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 52mm, and breast
star, in silver, with gilt and enamelled centre, 74mm, traces of verdigris at centre of star, badge with later ‘War’ Ribbon, good
very fine and rare (2) £1,200-1,500

336 336
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338 
Order of the House of Hohenzollern with Swords type 2 with crowned Hohenzollern arms in centre, Grand Officer’s
breast star, unmarked, in silver, with gilt and enamelled centre and swords, 74mm, extremely fine and rare £600-800

339  
*Order of the House of Hohenzollern, type 1 Officer’s cross, unmarked, in silver and enamels, width 39mm, extremely fine

£300-400

340   
*Order of the House of Hohenzollern, type 1 Knight’s breast badge, in silver, gilt and enamels, width 41mm, extremely fine

£200-300

341  
*Order of the House of Hohenzollern, type 2 Gold Merit Cross, in bronze-gilt and niello, good very fine; and Bronze Merit
Medal, extremely fine (2) £200-250

342  
*Order of the House of Hohenzollern, Gold Merit Medal, type 1, with crown and swords, in bronze-gilt, with original rib-
bon, extremely fine and rare £200-300

343  
*Order of the House of Hohenzollern, Gold Merit Medal, type 1, in bronze-gilt, extremely fine £150-200
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344  
*Bene Merenti Order of the Royal House (1935-40) Third Class breast cross, by Heinrich Weiss, Bucharest, in silver, with
black painted borders and green enamel wreath, width 42mm, some black paint lacking, good very fine £300-400

345  
*Bene Merenti Order of the Royal House with Swords (1937-40), First Class neck badge, in gilt and enamels, with silver-
gilt crown, width 44mm, with later ‘War’ ribbon, good very fine and rare £800-1,200

346  
*Bene Merenti Order of the Royal House with Swords, Second Class neck badge, by Rudolph Souval, Vienna, in silver-gilt and
enamels, similar to the last but without crown, 44mm, right reverse limb chipped and repaired, good very fine and rare £600-800

347  
*Order of Cultural Merit, Carol II issue (1931-40), Officers breast badge, by Resch, Bucharest, in silver, gilt and purple enam-
el, on literary award ribbon, width 40mm, in case of issue, chip to right reverse limb, good very fine £250-300

348
*Order of Cultural Merit, Carol II issue, Knight Second Class breast badge, in silvered metal and purple enamel, on theatri-
cal and musical award ribbon, width 40mm, extremely fine £150-200

349  
*Order of Cultural Merit, Carol II issue, Knight Second Class breast badge, in silvered metal and purple enamel, width 40mm,
on religious award ribbon, extremely fine £150-200
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350   
*Order of Cultural Merit, Mihai I issue (1940-44), Commander’s neck badge, in silver-gilt and purple enamel, width 50.5mm,
on literary award ribbon, extremely fine and rare £500-700

351  
*Order of Cultural Merit, Mihai I issue, Knight First Class breast badge, in silver-gilt and purple enamel, width 40mm, on
sports and physical exercises award ribbon, extremely fine £200-300

352  
*Order of St George (1940-47), retaining pin hallmarked, Officer’s breast cross, in silver with green enamelled wreath, width
41mm, good very fine and rare £600-800

353  
*Civil Guard Badge, First Class breast star, by Heinrich Weiss, Bucharest, in silver, with gilt and enamelled centre, 70mm,
extremely fine £400-500

354   
Civil Guard Badge, Second Class neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, reverse scratched, very fine £250-300
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355  
*Civil Guard Badge, Third Class, by Heinrich Weiss, Bucharest, in silver and enamels, in case of issue, extremely fine£300-400

356 
*Civil Guard Badge, Fourth Class, in silver, with enamelled centre, extremely fine £180-220

357 
Civil Guard Badge, Fifth Class, in gilt and enamels, extremely fine £100-150

358  
*People’s Republic, Hero of the
People’s Republic of Romania, in
silver-gilt, the centre set with white sap-
phires, suspension set with synthetic red
stone, width 46.5mm, in case of issue,
lower part of sapphire circle damaged
due to testing, very fine £200-300

359   
*Republic of Romania (post 1990),
National Order of Faithful Service,
Grand Cross Collar and badge, in gilt and
enamels, the twelve-link collar formed of
alternating badges of the Order and of
the Romanian arms, from which is
appended the gilt and blue enamelled
collar badge, width 41mm, extremely
fine  (lot)                                £800-1,000
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SESSION TWO

Thursday 11 June 2015, starting at 2.30pm

RUSSIA

360   
*Order of St Andrew, a European-made breast star of good quality manufacture, unmarked, late 19th Century, in silver, with
silver, gold, gilt and enamelled centre, 82mm, extremely fine £3,000-4,000

361  
*Order of St Alexander Nevsky, Military Division, a European-made breast star, doubly marked FR on retaining pin and
with M within hexagon on retaining pin and reverse centre, in silver, with gilt and enamelled centre, 88mm, traces of verdigris
at lower left sword, good very fine £1,200-1,500

362   
*Order of the White Eagle, breast star, by Eduard, St Petersburg 1908-17, in silver-gilt with enamelled centre, 88.5mm,
extremely fine £3,500-4,000

363 
*Copy: Order of St George, copy Grand Cross breast star, unmarked but by Rothe, Vienna, circa 1960, 86mm, extremely fine

£500-700

364   
*Order of St George, Fourth Class breast badge, unmarked, in bronze-gilt and enamels, width 36mm, good very fine £300-400

365   
*Order of St Vladimir, Civil Division, Fourth Class breast badge by Dmitri Osipov, Petrograd, circa 1916 and additionally
marked K on reverse of cross, in bronze-gilt and enamels, width 34.5mm, dark-toned, good very fine £300-400

366   
*Order of St Anne, Civil Division, Second Class neck badge, by Albert Keibel, St Petersburg 1896-1908, in gold and enam-
els, width 43mm, good very fine £700-900

367  
*Order of St Anne, Civil Division, Third Class breast badge, by Albert Keibel 1896-1908, in gold and enamels, width 34mm,
reverse right limb chipped, very fine £300-400 

368   
*Order of St Stanislaus, Civil Division, Third Class breast badge, by Eduard, St Petersburg 1908-17, in gold and enamels,
width 42mm, good very fine £300-400

369  
*Order of St Stanislaus, Military Division, Third Class breast badge, by Dmitri Osipov, Petrograd, in bronze-gilt and enam-
els, circa 1916, additionally marked K on the reverse of cross, width 39.5mm, reverse centre loose, very fine £200-300
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370   
*Insignia of Distinction of the Military Order of St George, a full Great War Chevalier’s set of four awards, comprising
First Class in gold, with kokoshnik (No 1083), Second Class, in gold with kokoshnik (No 12988), Third Class (255869), Fourth
Class (518616), mounted for wearing on contemporary riband bar, First Class with a test-mark and first and third ribands with
bows, generally good very fine (4) £3,000-4,000

371    
*Large Silver Zeal Medal, Nicholas I, variety without signature on truncation, 50mm (Diakov 451.2), on St Anne ribbon, with
later suspension, minor contact wear, good very fine £1,200-1,500

372   
*Small Silver Zeal Medal, Alexander II type 3, unsigned, 29mm (Diakov 637.6), very fine £250-300

370
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373   
*Large Gold Zeal Medal, Alexander III, by L. Steinman, 51mm (Diakov 896.1), on St Vladimir ribbon, with scuffs on obverse,
very fine and rare £4,000-6,000

374    
*Large Silver Zeal Medal, Alexander III, by L. Steinman, 51mm (Diakov 896.1), on St Vladimir ribbon, with later gilding and
surfaces tooled, fine £300-400

375    
*Small Silver Zeal Medal, Alexander III, by L. Steinman (signed with initials on truncation), 29mm (Diakov 896.6), on St
Anne ribbon, very fine £250-300

376   
*Small Gold Zeal Medal, Nicholas II, unsigned (by A. Vasyutinsky), 30mm (Diakov 1183.3), on St Vladimir ribbon, a few light
scuffs, virtually as struck £500-700
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377  
*Badge of Excellence for 15 Years Faultless Service, in silver-gilt, by Wilhelm Keibel, St Petersburg, dated 1854, on St
Vladimir ribbon (P. & B. I, 5.2), very fine £300-400

378  
*Badge of Excellence for 25 Years Faultless Service, in silver-gilt, by Kämmerer and Keibel, St Petersburg, dated 1842,
on St George ribbon (P. & B. II, 12.1), ribbon slightly frayed, better than very fine £500-700

379  
*Badge of Excellence for 40 Years Faultless Service, in silver-gilt, by Albert Keibel, St Petersburg, before 1896, on St
George ribbon (P. & B. II, 12.1), good very fine £300-400

380  
*Badge of Excellence for40 Years Faultless Service, in silver-gilt, by ИЛ (?), St Petersburg 1908-17, also on St George rib-
bon (P. & B. II, 12.1), good very fine £300-400

381   
*Medal for the Rescue of the Dying, small silver, Alexander II type 1, by R Ganneman (Diakov 643.5), 29mm, surface scuffs,
very fine £300-400

382   
*Medal for Blameless Service in the Police Force, in silver, by A. Griliches, 36mm (Diakov 925.4), scuffed, good fine

£150-200

383  
*Crossing of the River Torneo 1809, in silver, 28mm
(Diakov 326), suspension re-soldered, fine £300-400
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384   
*Capture of the Turkish Fortress of Bazardzhik 181o, silver-gilt cross, 35mm (Diakov 334), good very fine £500-700

385    
*Capture of the Turkish Fortress of Bazardzhik 1810, privately-made silver cross, 39mm (cf. Diakov 334), very fine

£300-400

386    
*Capture of the Turkish Fortress of Bazardzhik 1810, silver medal, as awarded to participants of the action, 31mm, a
well-worn example, about fine £200-300

387    
*Taking of Paris 1814, in silver, 28.5mm (Diakov 375.1), extremely fine £250-300

388    
*Persian War 1826-28, small-sized medal, in silver, 21mm (Diakov 472.2), very fine £200-300

389    
*Turkish War 1828-29, in silver, 26mm (Diakov 473), very fine £250-300
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390    
*St George Cross with Cypher of Alexander I 1839, as awarded to retired members of the Prussian Army who participat-
ed in the campaigns of 1813, 1814 and 1815, reverse impressed N3585, on original Prussian-style ribbon, good very fine and rare
[4,264 awarded] £2,000-3,000

391   
*Defence of Sebastopol 1854-55, in silver 28mm (Diakov 632), about extremely fine £250-300

392    
*Subjugation of Chechnya and Dagestan 1857-59, in silver, 28mm (Diakov 679), better than very fine £300-400

393    
*For Efforts in the Emancipation of the Serfs 1861, in silver, as awarded to members of noble committees on peasant set-
tlement and clerks on peasant affairs, 28mm (Diakov 704), very fine and rare £400-600

394    
*Caucasus Cross 1864, by НГ, cross formed of silver faced with a thin gold layer, swords and centre in gold, with applied
Imperial Eagle in silver (P. & B. II, 12.3; Diakov 721), 42mm, with screw suspension, upper part of swords slightly creased, very
fine £500-700
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395    
*Campaigns in Central Asia 1853-95, privately-made silver medal, by ЛЗ, St Petersburg, 28mm, very fine £300-400

396   
*Badge for the Defence of Port Arthur 1904, in silvered bronze, with enamelled centre, 35mm (P. & B. II, 10.5), with screw
suspension, good very fine £250-300

397    
*Defence of Port Arthur 1904, a French-made silver medal produced on behalf of the Paris Echo, 32mm (Diakov 1395), with
integral loop for suspension, good very fine £200-300

398    
*The Far Eastern Voyage of the Baltic Fleet under Admiral Rozhestvensky 1904-05, in bronze, 28mm, about
extremely fine £500-700
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SERBIA

399   
*Order of the Cross of Takovo, Grand Cross sash badge, obverse with Milan IV monogram, by Rothe, Vienna, in silver-gilt
and enamels, width 41mm, wreath chipped, very fine, with sash £800-1,ooo

400  
*Order of the Cross of Takovo, Grand Cross breast star, with Milan IV monogram at centre, by Karl Fleischhacker, Vienna, in sil-
ver, with gilt and enamelled centre, 95.7mm x 85mm, minor enamel scratch on ribbon of motto, good very fine £800-1,000

401   
*Order of the Cross of Takovo, Third Class neck badge, with Milan IV monogram at centre of obverse, by Georg Adam
Schied, Vienna, width 42mm, centre to left of monogram chipped, very fine £400-500

402    
*Order of the White Eagle, type 2 (1903-41), Grand Cross set of insignia, by Georg Adam Schied, Vienna, pre-1914, compris-
ing sash badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 35mm, and breast star, in silver-gilt, with gilt and enamelled centre, 93.5mm x
88mm, central cross of star repaired, very fine, badge somewhat better, with sash (2) £1,200-1,500

403   
*Order of the White Eagle, type 2, Third Class neck badge, by Georg Adam Schied, Vienna, pre-1914, in silver-gilt and enam-
els, width 35mm, chipped in places and enamel of scroll repaired, very fine £300-350

404   
*Order of the White Eagle, type 2, Fifth Class breast badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, a contemporary unofficial piece with
hinged scroll suspension and unusually wide crown, width 33.5mm, suspension ring strained, good very fine £200-300

405 
Order of the White Eagle with Swords (1915-41), Third Class neck badge, by Arthus Bertrand, Paris, in silver-gilt and enam-
els, width 40.5mm, very fine £400-500

406 
*Order of the White Eagle with Swords, Fifth Class breast badge, by Arthus Bertrand, Paris, in silver-gilt and enamels,
width 31.5mm, good very fine £250-300

407  
*Order of the White Eagle with Swords, Fifth Class badge, by uncertain maker, similar to the Bertrand pieces but with more
ornate scroll beneath crown, 31.5mm, good very fine £300-400

402
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408    
*Order of St Sava, type 1 (1883-1903), centre with red-robed saint on obverse and Milan I monogram on reverse, Second Class
set of insignia, by Georg Adam Schied, Vienna, comprising neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 49.5mm, and breast star,
in jewel cut silver, with gilt and enamelled centre, 82mm, good very fine or better (2) £800-1,000

409   
*Order of St Sava, type 1, Third Class neck badge, Georg Adam Schied, Vienna, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 49.5mm, small
enamel repair on left obverse limb, good very fine £300-350

410   
*Order of St Sava, type 1, Fourth Class breast badge, by Karl Fleischhacker, Vienna, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 40mm,
chipped both sides, very fine £150-200

411  
Order of St Sava, type 1 Fourth Class breast badge, by Anton Fürst, Vienna, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 39.8mm, reverse
centre chipped and eagles in angles lacking enamel, very fine £150-200

412   
Order of St Sava, type 2 (1904-21), as previous type but dated 1883 on reverse centre, Fourth Class breast badge, by Arthus
Bertrand, Great War period, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 39.5mm, good very fine £100-120

413   
*Order of St Sava, type 3 (1922-41), centre with yellow-robed saint on obverse and 1883 on reverse, First Class set of insignia,
by Huguenin Frères, Le Locle, comprising sash badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 44.5mm, and breast star, in silver, with
gilt and enamels, 92.5 x 88mm, good very fine, with modern sash  (2) £500-700

414 
Order of St Sava, type 3, Second Class breast star, by Huguenin Frères, Le Locle, in silver, with gilt and enamelled centre, 83
x 81mm, blue-enamelled motto around saint detached, very fine £100-150

415  
*Order of St Sava, type 3, Third Class neck badge, by Huguenin Frères, Le Locle, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 51mm, in
case of issue (lid slightly damaged), reverse lower limb chipped, good very fine £150-200

416  
Order of St Sava, type 3, Third Class neck badge, by Huguenin Frères, Le Locle, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 51mm, minor
chips, good very fine £120-150

417   
Order of St Sava, type 3, Fourth Class breast badge, by Huguenin Frères, Le Locle, in silver-gilt and enamels, width, 41mm,
enamel fault on sleeve of Saint, extremely fine £120-150

418   
Order of St Sava, type 3 Fourth Class breast badge, by Huguenin Frères, Le Locle, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 41mm,
extremely fine £70-100

419  
*Order of the Star of Karageorge (1904-41), Fourth Class breast badge,
by Georg Adam Scheid, pre 1914, in silver and enamels, width 42.5mm, on
wartime ribbon, chipped both sides, about very fine                     £150-200
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420  
*Order of the Star of Karageorge with Swords (1912-41), Third Class neck badge, by Arthus Bertrand, Paris, in silver-gilt
and enamels, 49mm, enamel in 0 of 1904 on reverse lacking, otherwise extremely fine £600-800

421  
*Order of the Star of Karageorge with Swords, Fourth Class breast badge, by Huguenin Frères, Le Locle, in silver-gilt and
enamels, width 40.5mm, reverse chipped, very fine £200-300

422  
*Order of the Star of Karageorge with Swords, Fourth Class breast badge, by Huguenin Frères, Le Locle, in silver-gilt and
enamels, width 41.5mm, centres chipped, good fine £150-200

423  
*Order of the Star of Karageorge with Swords, Fourth Class breast Badge, by unknown maker, in bronze-gilt and enam-
els, width 39.5mm, extremely fine £250-300

424  
*Military Order of the Star of Karageorge (established 1915), Gold Cross, with 1914-18 on reverse, by Arthus Bertrand, in
silver and gilt, 39.5mm, good very fine £250-300

425  
*Medal for Bravery 1876, First production type, 27mm, a well-worn example, about fine but rare £150-200

426   
*Medal of Queen Natalija 1886, Cyrillic N type, in silver-gilt, width 34mm, very fine £300-400

427    
*Republika Srpska, Military Order of the Star of Karageorge, Grand Cross set of insignia, comprising sash badge, in sil-
ver-gilt and red enamel, width 55.5mm and breast star, in silver, gilt and enamels, 85mm, solder on reverse of badge, otherwise
extremely fine (2) £500-700

428     
*Republika Srpska, Order of Njegos, First Class set of insignia, comprising sash badge, width 55mm and breast star, 89mm,
in silver, gilt and enamels, fire stone in angle of star detached, otherwise extremely fine, with sash (2) £600-800

428



429    
*Republika Srpska, Order of Njegos, Second Class set of insignia, comprising neck badge, width 55mm and breast star,
89mm, in silver, gilt and enamels, extremely fine (2) £400-600

SLOVAKIA

430   
*Slovak Republic (1939-45), Order of the Slovak Cross, Grand Cross set of insignia, comprising sash badge, in silver –gilt
and white enamel, width 57mm, and breast star, retaining pin stamped K and 987, in silver, with gilt and white enamelled cen-
tre, 87mm x76mm, in case of issue, extremely fine and rare, with sash  (2) £3,000-4,000
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431   
*Slovak Republic, Order of the Slovak Cross, Knight’s breast badge, in silver and white enamel, in case of issue, extreme-
ly fine £400-600

SPAIN

432   
*Order of Charles III, Commander’s neck badge, by Jose Gomez, Madrid, early 20th century, in silver-gilt and enamels, width
50mm, in case of issue, reverse left of cross chipped and enamel on Madonna’s robe flaked, very fine £200-300

433     
*Order of Civil Merit, Grand Cross set of insignia, comprising sash badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 49mm, and breast
star, in silver-gilt and enamels, the inner and outer central circles and the points of the crown all set with diamonds, the band of
the crown set with alternate rubies and emeralds and the arms of the enamelled cross set with sapphires, 76mm x 74mm, of mod-
ern manufacture, extremely fine (2) £1,000-1,500
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434     
Order of Isabella the Catholic, Grand Cross set of insignia, comprising sash badge, width 46mm, and breast star, 75mm, in
silver-gilt and enamels, of modern manufacture, extremely fine (2) £200-300

435   
*Order of Cisneros, Grand Cross breast star, in silver-gilt and enamels, the rays around the eagle’s head and the points of the
star all set with diamonds, 75mm, of modern manufacture, extremely fine £600-800

436   
*Academic Award?, comprising gold cross of St James of the sword set with garnets, with gold head of Minerva superimposed
on lower part of cross, height 80mm, extremely fine £300-400

SWEDEN

437   
*Order of the Seraphim, Collar, in bronze-gilt and blue enamel, of twenty-two alternating links in the form of gilt seraphim
and blue-enamelled Crosses of Lorraine, extremely fine and rare £4,000-6,000

438   
*Order of the Seraphim, set of insignia, by Carlman, Stockholm, comprising sash badge, with date mark for 1962, in gold and
enamels, width 57mm, and breast star, in silver, with gilt and enamelled centre, 85mm, extremely fine, with sash  (2)£4,000-5,000

439   
*Order of the Sword, Grand Cross Collar, in bronze-gilt, mid-19th century, of twenty-two alternating links in the form of black-
enamelled helmets on ornate gilt background and gilt swords and sashes, in later case by Carlman, some losses to black enam-
el, good very fine and very rare £5,000-7,000

Offered with a label attributing the Collar to County Chief von Kramer of Uppsala.

440   
*Order of the Sword, Sword Emblem, circa 1800, as presented to junior officers, with silver-gilt hilt and silver blade, the end
of the blade with ring for suspension, length 70mm, in later case, very fine and extremely rare, only three or four examples
known to exist £1,500-2,000

Ex Klenau auction, 8 June 1974.
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441     
*Order of the Sword, Grand Cross set of insignia, unmarked, comprising sash badge, in gold and enamels, width 53mm, breast
star, in silver, with gold and blue enamelled centre and gold crowns, 80.5mm, star with small chip to right of sword point, oth-
erwise extremely fine, with sash  (2) £2,000-2,500

442   
*Order of the Sword, Commander’s breast star, by Carlman, Stockholm, with date mark for 1919, in silver, with gilt and blue
enamelled centre, 78mm, about extremely fine £500-700

443       
*Order of the Sword, Officer’s breast badge, in gold and enamels, width 34mm, minor reverse chip, very fine £200-250

444       
*Order of the Sword, Knight’s breast badge, in gold and enamels, 38mm, good very fine £180-220

445       
Order of the Sword, Badge of the Sword, without Swords, in silver, with blue enamelled centre, width 37mm, extremely fine

£100-150

446   
*Order of the Sword, Gold Bravery Medal, edge dated 1937, 31mm, in case of issue, extremely fine and rare £1,000-1,500

447 
*Order of the North Star, Grand Cross Collar, in bronze-gilt and enamels, of twenty-two alternating links in the form of the white-
enamelled North Star and cyphers of two crowned blue enamelled reverse facing F’s, light chips, good very fine, rare £3,000-4,000

448   
*Order of the North Star, Grand Cross breast star, in silver, 80mm, an early piece with double retaining pin, both right-hand
points repaired, very fine £200-300

449   
*Order of the North Star, Grand Cross breast star, in silver, 76mm, extremely fine £200-300

450  
Order of the North Star, Grand Officer’s breast star, in silver, 76mm, extremely fine £150-200

451  
Order of the North Star, Grand Officer’s breast star, in silver, 72mm, extremely fine £120-150

452      
Order of the North Star, Officer’s breast badge, in gold and enamels, width 35mm, an early piece with hinged crown suspen-
sion, reverse chipped, better than very fine £180-220

453       
Order of the North Star, Knight’s breast badge, in gold and enamels, width 36mm, extremely fine £150-200
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454  
*Order of Vasa, Grand Cross Collar, by Carlman, Stockholm, the sixteen-link bronze-gilt and enamelled collar with alternating
sheaves (the emblem of the House of Vasa), crowned nettle leaves with central red and white shield (the arms of Holstein), and the
Swedish arms flanked by cornucopiae and caduceus, in old case, minor flaws to white enamels, almost extremely fine and very rare

£4,000-6,000

455  
*Order of Vasa, Grand Cross set of insignia, by Carlman, Stockholm, comprising sash badge, in gold and enamels, width 54mm,
and breast star, in silver, 77mm, in case of issue, extremely fine  (2) £800-1,000

456  
*Order of Vasa, Grand Cross breast star, in silver, 76mm, an early piece with double retaining pin, extremely fine £250-300

457    
*Order of Vasa, Grand Officer’s set of insignia, by Carlman, Stockholm, comprising neck badge, in gold and enamels, width
54mm and breast star, in silver, 77.5mm, in case of issue, extremely fine (2) £400-600

458  
Order of Vasa, Grand Officer’s breast star, in silver, 68mm, extremely fine £150-200

459   
*Order of Vasa, Commander’s neck badge, by
Carlman, Stockholm, with date mark for 1950, in gold
and enamels, width 53mm, in case of issue (hinge
strained), extremely fine £250-300

460   
Order of Vasa, Knight Second Class breast badge,
by Carlman, Stockholm, in silver, gold and enamels,
in case of issue, extremely fine £100-120

461   
*Faithful Service Medal presented to the
King’s Own Grenadier Battalion at
Drottningholm 1799, in silver, 47mm, contact
marks, good very fine and toned £300-400

459456
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462        
*University of Uppsala, Tercentenary of King Gustavus Adolphus II’s Grant of Lands 1924, Gold Medal, by Erik
Lindberg, with crown suspension, named on reverse (K Hermann Grass), extremely fine £400-600

463        
*Royal Patriotic Society Large Gold Medal for Long and Prosperous Activity, Gustav VI issue, awarded in 1968,
engraved on reverse (Karl Haag 1968), extremely fine £400-600

464                  
Miscellaneous: Order of Vasa, Knight’s breast badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 39mm, lightly chipped and point of
cross bent, better than very fine and Order of Vasa Silver Merit Medal, width 31mm, in Carlman case of issue, virtually mint
state; with Order of Amaranth, neck badge, in bronze-gilt, width 39mm, very fine  (3) £150-200

465                   
Miscellaneous: restrike medals (2), circa 1946, comprising Medal for Bravery at Sea, Gustav III issue (1789-92 type) and
Medal for Bravery in the Field, Oscar I issue (1844-59 type), both in silver, without crown; and a cast copy of a Carl XIII Medal
for Bravery in the Field, type with Order of the Sword on obverse, mixed grades and quality  (3) £150-200

466             
Miscellaneous: Medal for Laudable Deeds, Oscar II type 2 (Till Dragonen No 19 Hurtig), lightly scuffed, almost
extremely fine and Medal for Zeal and Probity in the Service of the Realm, Gustav V issue, in silver, reverse die-struck
(Till Anton Ivarsson), in case of issue, extremely fine  (2) £120-150

467                    
Miscellaneous: Various Medals etc. (8), comprising: Crown Prince Gustav’s Silver Wedding Commemorative 1906, in sil-
ver; Oscar II’s Golden Wedding Badge, 1907, in silver-gilt; Gustav V’s 70th Birthday Commemorative, in gilt and enamels;
Delaware Tercentenary 1938, in silver; Swedish Pioneers 1948, in silver; Gustav V’s 90th Birthday 1948, in silver-gilt; Gustav VI’s
85th Birthday 1967, in silver; and U.S. Bicentenary 1976, in silver, last in case of issue, good very fine and better  (8) £250-300

468                 
Miscellaneous: Gustav V Memorial 1950, in silver, extremely fine and scarce; with Royal Patriotic Society, small sil-
ver Merit Medals (2), Oscar II pre- and post-1905 types, small silver Long Service Medal, named (Åt Johan Frederik Bodén
för Långvarig trogen tjenst) and Royal Pro Patria Society small silver Medal for Dutiful Service, Oscar II pre-1905 type, very
fine and better  (5) £150-200

THAILAND

469             
*The Ancient and Auspicious Order of the Nine Precious Stones, Male Knight’s set of insignia (one Class only), com-
prising sash badge, in silver-gilt set with synthetic stones representing one of the nine precious stones, comprising ruby, emer-
ald, topaz, garnet, sapphire, pearl, zircon, lapis-lazuli, and central diamond, the whole set with pastes, width 35mm, breast star,
in silver, the centre similarly set with pastes and nine synthetic representations of the precious stones, 79.5mm, and ring as worn
on the left index finger of male recipients, in silver gilt, similarly set with pastes and synthetic representations of the nine pre-
cious stones, 32mm, centre of star loose, otherwise extremely fine and extremely rare (3) £1,500-2,000

462 463



470  
*Order of the White Elephant, type 1 Second Class breast star, in silver-gilt and enamels, 68.5mm, extremely fine £300-400

TURKEY

471     
*Order of the Osmanieh, Grand Cross set of insignia, comprising sash badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 64mm, and
breast star, with Turkish hallmarks on reverse centre, in silver, with gilt and enamelled centre, 100mm, badge chipped on
reverse, very fine, star somewhat better, with sash  (2) £1,000-1,200

472 
*Order of the Osmanieh, Grand Cross breast star, by Krètly, Paris, in silver, with gold and enamelled centre, 84mm, extreme-
ly fine £400-600
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473      
*Order of the Medjidie, Grand Cross set of insignia, with Turkish hallmarks, comprising sash badge, in silver, with gold and
red enamelled centre and gold and red enamelled star and crescent suspension, width 61.5mm, and breast star, in silver, with
gold and red enamelled centre, 85mm, both lightly chipped, very fine, with sash  (2) £600-800

474    
*Order of Nishani Shefkat, Grand Cross set of insignia, comprising sash badge, in gold and enamels, width 53mm, and breast
star, in gold, silver and enamels, five points in angles set with diamonds and with green-enamelled olive branches with berries set in
rubies, 80.5mm, one point in angle of star loose and one olive branch chipped, very fine and better, rare  (2) £5,000-7,000

475  
*Order of Nishani Shefkat, Third Class neck badge, in gold, silver and enamels, five points in angles set with diamonds and
with green enamelled olive branches with enamelled berries, width 60mm, central gold medallion scratched and enamel chipped
below, good very fine £1,500-2,000

476    
*Life Saving Medal, founded 1859, in silver, 37mm , extremely fine £180-220

477    
*Cami-i-Nusret Medal AH 1247 (1831), in silver, 28mm, centres weak, very fine £200-300

473
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478    
*Treaty of Hünkâr Iskelesi Medal AH 1249 (1833), in silver, 28mm, about extremely fine £400-600

479   
*Kurdistan Campaign AH 1263 (1846), in silver, 26.5mm, almost very finer and rare £400-600

480    
*Bosnian Campaign AH 1266 (1849), in silver, 36mm, edge bruise, very fine £300-350

481  
*Montenegrin Campaign AH 1279 (1862), in silver, 36mm, very fine £150-200

482  
*Cretan Campaign AH 1285 (1868), in silver, 36mm, very fine £250-300

483  
*Russian Campaign AH 1294 (1877), in silver, type with El Ghazi to right of toughra, very fine £180-220

478 479
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YUGOSLAVIA

484     
*Order of the Yugoslav Crown, First Class set of insignia, by Huguenin Frères, Le Locle, comprising sash badge, width 55mm
and breast star, 79mm, in silver-gilt and enamels, centre of star slack, otherwise extremely fine, with sash (2) £700-900

485   
*Order of the Yugoslav Crown, Second Class set of insignia, by Huguenin Frères, Le Locle, comprising neck badge, width
55mm and breast star, 74mm in silver-gilt and enamels, about extremely fine (2) £500-700

486 
Order of the Yugoslav Crown, Third Class neck badge, by Huguenin Frères, Le Locle, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 55mm,
extremely fine £250-300

484
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Other Properties

CHINESE ORDERS, MEDALS AND DECORATIONS

487   
*Order of the Double Dragon, type 1 (1882-c.1901), Third Class, Third Grade breast star, by Godet, Berlin, in silver, with gilt
and enamelled centre and blue central paste stone, 80mm, some enamel in central border lacking, good very fine and very rare

£3,000-4,000

On 12 June 1900 the German Plenipotentiary to China, Baron Clemens von Ketteler, was murdered in the streets of Pekin by members of the
Imperial Guards Brigade.  The Kaiser demanded that that the Emperor should erect a monument in Ketteler’s memory and that he should come
to Berlin personally to apologise to the Kaiser.  It was impossible for the Emperor himself to visit so his brother, the Second Prince Chung (and
father of Pu-Yi), travelled to Europe in his stead.  After waiting in Basel for a fortnight he was finally received by Wilhelm in September, 1901.
As a gesture of goodwill, Chung had specially ordered Chinese Order insignia from the firm of Godet for presentation to German subjects dur-
ing his visit and a number of awards were made.  Official ‘Permission to Wear’ was not, however, sanctioned by Berlin.

488  
Copy: Order of the Double Dragon, type 1, a Collector’s copy of a Second Class, Second Grade neck badge, by Rothe, Vienna,
circa 1960, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 68mm, extremely fine £300-400

489  
*Order of the Double Dragon, type 2 (1901-11), Second Class, Third Grade breast star, in silver and enamels, with central
carved and upper smooth coral, 90mm, virtually as issued, rare thus £1,500-2,000

490        
*Order of the Double Dragon, type 2, Third Class, First Grade neck badge, in silver and enamels, with blue central stone and
smooth upper coral, with gilt ribbon suspension, width 80mm, in brown lacquer case of issue, with gilt seal marks on lid and with
original blue and yellow neck ribbon, a few chips to lacquer of box, otherwise extremely fine and rare with case £3,500-4,000

491             
*Order of the Double Dragon, type 2, Third Class Third Grade neck badge, in silver and enamels, with blue central stone and
smooth upper coral, with gilt ribbon suspension, width 75.5mm, in black lacquer case of issue, with gilt seal marks on lid and
with original blue and yellow neck ribbon, a few minor marks to case, otherwise virtually as issued, rare thus £4,000-5,000

Provenance: By descent from R. T. TURLEY, who was a missionary, member of the Royal Geographical Society and contributor of several articles
and maps related to Manchuria; he also became a local correspondent for The Daily Telegraph and other newspapers.  This award is reported
to have been made in recognition of Turley’s foundation of a school for blind children in Mukden, Manchuria.
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492   
*Order of the Precious Brilliant Golden Grain, First Class set of insignia, comprising sash badge, width 83mm and breast
star, 102mm, both in silver, gilt, enamels and red pastes, with large Chinese seals on reverses, Chinese maker’s mark on reverse
of star brooch-pin, French import marks, in decorated cloth-covered case of issue, some enamel wear, brooch-pin loose and one
red paste lacking from central border of sash badge, good very fine, with original sash (2) £6,000-8,000

493    
*Order of the Golden Grain, Second Class set of insignia, comprising sash badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 63mm and
breast star, in silver, with gilt and enamelled centre, with reverse seal, 86mm, both pieces with French import marks, in cloth
case of issue, extremely fine, with sash  (2) £4,000-5,000

Offered with Warrant of Appointment in favour of MR ‘FU LAI SHI’, Consul General of the Kingdom of Denmark residing in Budapest, mounted
on cloth and signed by President Xu Si Chang on the 23rd day of the 4th month of the 9th year of the Republic (1920).

494  
*Order of the Golden Grain, Third Class neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 60.5mm, in lacquer case of issue,
extremely fine £800-1,000

495  
*Order of the Striped Tiger, Second Class sash badge, Yong Zeng workshop, Canton, reverse seal inscription reads ‘Yong Zeng
Zi Zao’, with digital mark 8X1 above, in silver-gilt and enamels width 74mm, reverse scratched, good very fine £1,500-2,000

496    
*Merit Decoration of the Investigative Office of the Bureau of Internal Affairs, Second Class, Second Grade breast
badge, in silver and enamels, width 52mm, extremely fine £500-700

494 495
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497    
*Merit Decoration of the Ministry of Telecommunications, 1914, Second Class breast badge, in silver and enamels,
width 40.5mm, with original ribbon, extremely fine £300-400

498    
*Merit Decoration of the Ministry of Telecommunications, 1914, Sixth Class breast badge, in silver and enamels, 37mm,
with incorrect ribbon, good very fine £200-300

499  
*Order of the Brilliant Jade, Fifth Class neck badge, in in silver-gilt and blue enamels, with central blue jade, width 65mm,
in lacquer case of issue, extremely fine £700-900

500   
*Order of the Brilliant Star, First Class, Third Grade breast star, in silver-gilt and enamels, reverse numbered 481, 90mm,
one ray chipped, very fine £400-600

501 
*Order of the Brilliant Star, Third Class neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, reverse numbered 301, width 60mm, in case
of issue, extremely fine £300-500

502  
*Golden Bell Medal, issued circa 1935 to those providing major financial support for the development of the Chinese Air
Force, in silver and enamels, width 45mm, in case of issue, extremely fine £500-700

503   
*Wei Pei Fu Military Academy Qualification Award, circa 1925, ‘for Enthusiasm in Public Affairs’, in silver-gilt and enam-
els, with tin-type central portrait of the Marshal, width 46mm, extremely fine £500-700

504    
*Wei Pei Fu Merit Medal, circa 1925, in silver-gilt and enamels, with tin-type central portrait of the Marshal, width 38mm,
good very fine £500-700

505    
*Wei Pei Fu Merit Medal, circa 1925, in silver-gilt and enamels, with tin-type central portrait of the Marshal, width 46mm,
reverse left flag chipped, very fine £400-600

506    
*Governor Tang Chi Yao of Yunnan Province Military Merit Medal, in bronze-gilt and enamels, width 45mm, extreme-
ly fine £600-800

504 505 506



507  
*Governor Tang Chi Yao of Yunnan Province National Support of the Army Merit Medal, Fourth Class, in silvered
bronze, bronze-gilt and enamels, width 55mm, extremely fine £400-600

508   
*People’s Republic, Order of Liberation, Third Class badge, in silver with gilt centre and red enamelled star, reverse num-
bered 16900, 47mm, in case of issue, with related ribbon fitting, virtually as issued £300-400

509   
*People’s Republic, Order of August 1st, Third Class badge, in silver, with gilt and red enamelled centre, reverse numbered
04725, 50mm, in case of issue, with related ribbon fitting, virtually as issued £500-700

A COLLECTION OF GREEK MEDALS AND DECORATIONS

510   
*Mounted Group of Six: Cross of Valour 1913; Order of George I, Gold Cross with Swords; Military Merit medal, First issue,
Fourth Class and Third Class Crosses; 1940-41 War Medal; and National Resistance medal 1941-45, mounted for wearing, good
very fine (7) £200-250

511  
Mounted Trio: Order of George I, Silver Cross; Military Merit medal, Fourth Class; and Allied Victory Medal, mounted for
wearing, good very fine £100-150

507 508 509
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512  
*Dress Miniatures: A Second World War Air Force Mounted Group of Nine, comprising Order of St George (2), with and with-
out Swords, in gilt and enamels; Order of the Phoenix, badges (2), in gilt and enamels and in silver and enamels; Air Force Flying
Cross, 1940; War Cross, 1940-41; Distinguished Conduct Medal 1940; War Medal; and 1941-45 Star, mounted for wearing,
extremely fine  (9) £200-250

513  
*Cross of the Bavarian Volunteer Corps, in bronze, very fine £200-250

514  
*Silver Cross for the War of Independence 1821-29, very fine for issue £200-300

515   
*Bronze Cross for the War of Independence 1821-29, fine £150-200

516  
*Iron Star of the Proclamation of Constitution of 1843, some corrosion, about very fine £200-300

517   
*Iron Cross of the Proclamation of the Constitution of 1843, very fine £200-300

518    
Balkan War Medal 1912-13 and Bulgarian War Medal, both on non-combatant ribbons and 1916-17 War Cross, Second
Class, by Zessimos, very fine or better (3) £80-120

512 513

514 515 516 517



519    
*Commemorative Medal of the 1912-1913 Wars, in bronze, obverse as the Bulgarian War medal, rev., olive branch with
inscription ‘In Memory of the 1912-13 Wars’, good very fine and very rare £300-500

520  
*War Cross of the Autonomous state of North Epirus, by Huguenin Frères, Le Locle, in darkened silvered bronze, good
very fine and rare £300-500

521  
*Rimini Badge of the Third Greek Mountain Brigade 1944, in embossed bronze, very fine and rare £300-400

522    
*Medal of Honour, George I, believed to have been awarded for the Greco-Turkish War 1897, better than very fine and very
rare £800-1,000

523   
*Silver Royal Household Medal, George I, without signature below truncation, virtually mint state and toned £600-800

519 521520
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524   
*Silver Royal Household Medal, George I, also unsigned, similar to the last but with differing form of suspension, extreme-
ly fine £500-700

525  
*Silver Royal Household Medal, George I, signed TONY SZIRMAI beneath truncation, some contact marks, good very fine

£400-500

526  
*Silver Royal Household Medal, George I, variety with King’s bust facing left, signed SZIRMAI beneath truncation, extreme-
ly fine and apparently unpublished, extremely fine £700-1,000

527  
*Dress Miniature: Silver Royal Household Medal, George I, a dress miniature, 16mm, of good workmanship, extremely fine
and very rare as a miniature £200-300

528   
*Gold Royal Household Medal, Constantine I, in silver-gilt, some gilding lacking due to past acid-testing, very fine and
rare £300-400

529    
*Bronze Royal Household Medal, Alexander, in bronze, on Austrian-style triangular ribbon, extremely fine £150-200

524 525 526 527
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530  
*Gold Badge for Gentlemen on the Centenary of the Greek Royal House, 1963, by Vourakis, Athens, as awarded to
those who present at the Centenary banquet or related to the Greek Royal House, in silver-gilt, width 58mm, in case of issue,
extremely fine £500-700

531 
*Silver badge for Ladies on the Centenary of the Greek Royal House, 1963, by Vourakis, Athens, width 36mm, in case
of issue, extremely fine £500-700

532  
*Bronze badge for Gentlemen on the Centenary of the Greek Royal House, 1963, by Vourakis, Athens, width 59mm,
in case of issue (hinges detached), extremely fine and very rare £700-900

533   
*Hellenic Red Cross Decoration for the Greco-Turkish War 1897, a silver and red enamel pin-back badge mounted on
red bow, with date engraved in angles of cross, 23mm, enamel damaged, only fine but extremely rare £500-700

534   
*Hellenic Red Cross Decoration for the First Balkan War 1912-13, type 2, in silver, with red enamelled centre, very fine

£200-250
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535  
*Hellenic Red Cross Decoration for the First Balkan War 1912-13, type 3, in bronze and enamels, extremely fine

£200-300

536  
*Hellenic Red Cross Decoration for the Corinth Earthquake 1928, adapted from the 1916-20 decoration with date on
the obverse and inscription on the reverse erased, the reverse inscription replaced by engraved ‘Corinth 1928’ and with blue-
enamelled ribbon bar inscribed ‘Solidarity’, good very fine and very rare £250-300

537 
Hellenic Red Cross Decorations (3), comprising Fifth Class, in bronze and enamels, this with related miniature, 1940-41,
in bronze and enamels and 1946-49, in silvered bronze with gilt star on ribbon denoting a subsequent award generally extreme-
ly fine  (4) £150-200

Various Properties

OTHER WORLD ORDERS AND DECORATIONS

538  
Annam, Order of the Dragon, Officer’s breast badge, in silver gilt and enamels, with blue painted centre, width 47mm, some
central blue paint lacking, good very fine: and Japan, Order of the Sacred Treasure, Fifth Class breast badge, in silver gilt
and enamels, width 43mm, in lacquer case of issue, one red ‘stone’ lacking, good very fine, with related lapel fitting £120-150

539    
*Belgium, Order of Leopold, ‘Spanish Crown’ type (1832-38), Knight’s breast
badge, in silver and enamels, with gold and enamel centre, width 38.5mm, light
enamel wear, very fine and rare                                                                £300-400

540     
*Brazil, Empire, Order of S. Benedict of Aviz, Knight’s breast badge, in
gold and enamels, mid-19th Century, width 23mm, one limb chipped, better than
very fine and rare £400-600

535 536 537
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541        
*Brazil, Order of the Rose, Dignitary’s set of insignia, French-made, comprising neck badge, in gold and enamels, width
49.5 mm and breast star, in gold and enamels, 55mm, extremely fine and very rare (2) £4,000-6,000

Provenance: Acquired from the Estate of Princess Augusta Victoria of Hohenzollern, widow of King Manuel II of Portugal.

542          
*Comoro Islands, Order of the Star of Comoro, type 1 (pre-1896), Knight’s breast badge, in silver-gilt, width of star
35.5mm, extremely fine and rare £300-400

543 
*Germany, Bavaria, Order of Theresa, badge for a Lady of Honour, in gold and enamels, the central T set with diamonds,
width 45mm, in case of issue, mounted on Lady’s bow and with additional sash, extremely fine £1,800-2,200

Provenance: Bestowed upon LUDMILLA GRÄFFIN ZU CASTELL CASTELL, 18 March 1929.  Offered with the original Warrant, signed by Crown Princess
Antonia of Bavaria, and with relating Statutes.

541
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544   
*Germany, Bavaria, Order of St George, breast star by Eduard Quellhorst, Munich, circa 1880, in silver, silver-gilt and blue
enamel with applied central gold-mounted red enamel Cross of St George, with pierced jewel-cut silver rays, reverse gilt and with
double brooch-pin for wearing, 62.5mm, small enamel chip and light overall wear, good very fine £1,000-1,500

545  
*Germany, Hohenlohe, Order of the Phoenix, Knight’s breast badge, in gold and enamels, 18th Century, reverse with the
monogram of Christian Albrecht of Hohenlohe-Langenburg (1765-89), width 32.5mm, phoenix on obverse centre damaged and
lacking surround, the monogram also chipped, good fine and very rare £600-800

546  
Germany, Iron Crosses (7): 1914 First Class, by Königlische Münzamt, Stuttgart; 1914 Second Class (4), one by MFH, one
with Kavellerie badge on ribbon; 1939 First Class, maker’s mark 4; 1939 Second Class, and also a 1939 First Class clasp for the
1914 Cross; Yugoslavia, Commemorative War Cross 1941-45, in gilt and enamels; Russia, Civil War, contemporary minia-
ture of the Bulak–Balahovich Cross of Valour, in silver-gilt and white enamel; together with miscellaneous European medals etc.
(10), First Class Iron Crosses both lacking keeper for brooch-pin, fine or better (20) £250-300

547  
Imperial Germany, mounted group of nine: Iron Cross 1914, Second Class, by Wagner, BADEN, Silver Civil Merit medal,
PRUSSIA, War Aid Merit Cross, BADEN, War Merit Cross, in war metal, THIRD REICH, Great War Commemorative Cross with Swords,
by R.V. Pforzheim, PRUSSIA, Long Service awards, 1913-20 issue, First Class cross, Second and Third Class medals, and THIRD

REICH, Faithful Service Cross in silver; mounted group of seven: Iron Cross 1914, Second Class, Third Reich, War Merit Cross,
Second Class, with Swords, OLDENBURG, Friedrich August Cross Second Class, Hanseatic Cross, Lubeck issue, THIRD REICH, Great
War Commemorative Cross with swords by R.V. Pforzheim, AUSTRIA, War Commemorative, with swords on ribbon, HUNGARY, War
Commemorative; mounted group of seven: Iron Cross 1914, Second Class, Hanseatic Cross, Hamburg issue, THIRD REICH,
Great War Commemorative Cross with Sword, PRUSSIA, Reserve Long Service medal, Second Class 1913-20, AUSTRIA, War
Commemorative, with swords on ribbon, HUNGARY, War Commemorative medal, BULGARIA, War Commemorative medal; mount-
ed trio: AUSTRIA, War Merit Cross Third Class with War Wreath, Hanseatic Cross, Hamburg issue, Iron Cross 1914, Second Class,
very fine or better; together with SAXE-COBURG-GOTHA, War Merit Decoration 1914-15, extremely fine (27) £350-400

548  
Germany, Third Reich, mounted group of six: Iron Cross 1939 Second Class, War Merit Cross Second Class, Fire Service
Decoration Second Class, Air Defence Medal, Faithful Service Crosses (2) , First and Second Classes,, mounted for wearing, very
fine; together with a Pair, comprising Army Long Service type 1 Third and Fourth Class medals, also mounted for wearing,
extremely fine  (8) £150-200
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549  
*Greece, Order of the Redeemer, King Otho issue (1832-62), Knight’s breast badge, with French hallmark 1835-38 on suspen-
sion ring, in silver and enamels, with gold and enamelled centre, width 41mm, minor reverse chip, extremely fine £300-400

550       
*Iceland, Order of the Icelandic Falcon, Type 2, Commander’s neck badge, by Kjartan Ásmundsson, Reykjavik, in silver-
gilt and enamels, width 44mm, in case of issue, extremely fine £250-300

551 
*India, Bahawalpur, Imtiaz i Abbasia, Second Class neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 50.5mm, good very fine

£400-600

552  
*Italy, Two Sicilies, Order of the Two Sicilies, Joseph Napoleon Second issue, Knight’s breast badge, in gold and enamels,
a variety with full obverse legend reading JOS. NAPOLEO. SICILIARUM. REX. INSTITUIT., width 40mm, on old ribbon with rosette hav-
ing a gold bar-and-button fitting for suspension, slight enamel loss at three points, otherwise good very fine £2,000-3,000

553 
*Italy, Two Sicilies, Constantinian Order of St George, Grand Cross breast star, by Tanfani and Bertarelli, in silver-gilt
and red enamel, 88mm, good very fine £200-300

554   
Japan, Order of the Golden Kite, Sixth Class breast badge, in silver-gilt, width 42mm, in lacquer case of issue, with related
lapel fitting, virtually as issued £140-160

555   
Japan, Order of the Golden Kite, Seventh Class breast badge, in silver and gilt, circa 1900, width 43.5mm, in lacquer case
of issue, with related lapel fitting, extremely fine £120-150

556  
Japan, Order of the Golden Kite, Seventh Class breast badge in silver and gilt, circa 1900, width 43.5mm, in lacquer case
of issue (this lightly chipped), with related lapel fitting, extremely fine £100-120

557 
*Malaysia, Pahang, Order of the Crown of Pahang, Second Class set of insignia, comprising sash badge, 60mm, and
breast star, 77mm, in silver-gilt and enamels, badge acid-tested on reverse, otherwise extremely fine; with a related dress minia-
ture breast star (3) £700-900

558  
Malta, Sovereign Military Order of Malta, Cross of a Knight of Honour, in gilt and enamels, width 51mm, extremely fine

£150-200

559   
Malta, Merit Cross of the Order of Malta, Commander’s neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels; Italy, Republic, Order
of Merit, Lady Commander’s breast badge, in silver-gilt and white enamel; France, Marshal Mac-Mahon, silvered bronze com-
memorative medal, by Chaplain, 70mm; with a modern copy of a Chinese War Lord decoration and a bronze-gilt decorative piece,
generally very fine (5) £100-150

560  
Manchukuo, Order of the Auspicious Clouds, Seventh Class breast badge, in silver-gilt, width 46mm, in lacquer case of
issue, with related lapel fitting, about extremely fine £150-180

561   
Manchukuo, Order of the Auspicious Clouds, Eighth Class breast badge, in silver, width 46mm, in lacquer case of issue,
with related lapel fitting, extremely fine £100-120
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562         
*Mexico, Order of Our Lady of Guadalupe, Military Division, Commander’s neck badge, in gold and enamels, probably
French-made, reverse legend AL PATRIOTISMO HEROICO, 79.5mm (including eagle suspension) x 49.5mm, centre and upper right
limb slightly chipped, good very fine and of excellent quality £2,500-3,500

563   
*Mexico, Order of Our Lady of Guadalupe, Military Division, Commander’s neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width
51mm, upper limb of cross chipped and repaired, very fine £700-900

564  
*Mexico, Order of Our Lady of Guadalupe, Civil Division, Knight’s breast badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 33mm,
good very fine £300-400

565  
Netherlands, Order of Orange-Nassau, Civil Division, Officer’s breast badge and Silver and Bronze Merit Medals, all in
Kanselrij der Nederlandse Orden cases of issue, first with minor chips, good very fine, others virtually as issued (3) £100-150

566  
*Pakistan, Star of the Great Leader (Sitara-i-Qu’aid-i-Azam), neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, 70mm,suspension
ring detached and enamel chipped, better than very fine and rare £350-400

567  
Tamgha-i-Pakistan, type 1, in bronze-gilt, unnamed, extremely fine £120-150

568   
*Pakistan, Star of Courage (Sitara-i-Jur’at) in silver, reverse impressed (PA-7139 Maj. Fayyaz Ibrahim, Arty
(Posthumous)), very fine £200-300

Offered with detailed extracts from The History of Pakistan Army Aviation, taken from Major Iftikhar’s account of the events leading up to the
death of Major Ibrahim on 15 December 1971 and the award of honours to both men. 

569  
*Pakistan, Tamgha-Basalat, type 1, in bronze, unnamed, extremely fine £120-150

570 
*Pakistan, Tamgha-Basalat, type 2, in silver and green enamels, reverse impressed (SSP), good very fine £120-150

571 
*Pakistan, Medal of Performance (Tamgha-i-Imtiaz), in gilt and green enamel, reverse impressed (Lt. Col.
Muhammad Arif), good very fine £120-150

572  
*Pakistan, Medal for Courage
(Tamgha-i-Jur’at), in bronze-gilt,
reverse impressed (3840302 L/NK
Anwar Khan Punjab 6 September
1965), very fine                        £120-150

573 
*Pakistan, Medal for Bravery in
the 1971 War (Tamgha-i-Shujaat),
in bronze, reverse impressed (Cpl.
Hussain Ali 1972), suspension ring
bent, about very fine                £120-150

574  
*Pakistan, Quaid-i-Azam Police
Medal for Bravery, engraved
(Astari Gul. J.C.O.354. Jem.
Command: Indep, Wing. Mymen-
singh, E.P.), test-mark on rim, very
fine £140-160
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Stanislaus August Poniatowski

575  
*Kingdom of Poland, Order of the White Eagle, a magnificent and large type 1 set of insignia attributed to Stanislaus
August Poniatowski, who reigned as the last King of Poland, Stanislaw II August (1764-1795), unsigned, late 18th Century,
comprising: sash badge in silver-gilt, gold and finely-painted enamels, both the badge and suspension lavishly set with diamonds
including two light yellow stones at the upper star ball-points, height 123mm (including suspension), width 87.5mm; and breast
star, in bronze-gilt with steel-sprung articulated rays, applied silver cross edged with gold-mounted rubies and with gold legend
PRO FIDE REGE et LEGE, ray tips pierced for thread suspension, height 120mm, width 130mm, the set with light overall wear and
a few scratches or test-marks to the star, generally, good very fine, with later sash ribbon  (2) £70,000-90,000

Provenance: Private purchase from Spink & Son, London, 3 March 1966, when attributed to Stanislaw August Poniatowski (1732-1798), and
offered with an edited copy of the 1966 Spink invoice.  A reduced illustration of the sash badge appears in Robert Werlich’s Orders and
Decorations of All Nations (fig. 1024).

STANISLAUS AUGUSTUS PONIATOWSKI (1732-98), a member of the Polish nobility, arrived at the Russian Court in 1755 where he became romanti-
cally involved with the future Catherine II.  In 1764 he was elected King of Poland with Catherine’s support, and in the following year he found-
ed the Order of St Stanislaus in honour of the country’s Patron Saint.  The last King of Poland was himself a great patron of the Arts and found-
ed the Polish National Theatre as well as commissioning many notable works.  However with Austria, Prussia and Russia all seeking to dismem-
ber Poland in pursuit of their own interests, the country’s existence as a sovereign state was effectively ended in 1795.  Poniatowski was forced
to abdicate in November 1795 and died on 12 February 1798, a virtual prisoner in the Marble Palace, St Petersburg.

See also enlargement of badge on front cover.
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576  
*Poland, Infantry N.C.O. School, Ostrów Mazowiecki, Instructor’s badge, in silver, with red-enamelled edge to shoulder-
board, signed J.M. (by J. Michrowski, Warsaw, after a design by Karol Kuzminski approved in 1918), screwback suspension, plain
reverse with engraved Roman numeral LXVI, with bronze screwplate of J. Michrowski, width 37.5mm (Wesolowski p. 75, 198),
good very fine, with original enamelling, rare as an Instructor’s badge £400-600

577 
Poland, Virtuti Militari, WWII or later issues (6), all unmarked and unnumbered breast badges, Third Class (1), in bronze-
gilt and enamels, Fourth Class (3), one in bronze-gilt, and Fifth Class (2), very fine and better; other Polish medals, decorations
and badges (75), including miniature awards (32); together with various award, service and association documents named to
Edward Baranowski, Marian Zajac (5), Marian Just-Tegoborski (6) and named bronze-gilt Polish Millennium medal 1966, Julia
Just-Tegoborski (2), Boleslaw Swidziniewski (16), also with two named identity discs, very fine or better (lot) £400-500

578   
Romania, Order of the Crown, Civil Division, type 1, Knight’s breast badge, by Resch, Bucharest in silver, gilt and enamels,
width 40.5mm, in case of issue with Ferdinand I (1914-27) monogram, extremely fine and Serbia, Order of the White Eagle,
Civil Division, type 2 (1903-41), Knight’s breast badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 30.5mm, good very fine (2) £120-150

579  
Romania, Mounted Group of Seven: Order of the Crown, Military Division, Officer’s breast badge, in silver and enamels,
one sword lacking hilt; Order of the Star, Military Division, Knight’s breast badge, on War Ribbon, with swords beneath crown,
25 Year Long Service Medal, Second Balkan War medal 1913, 1916-18 War medal, four clasps Oituz, Marasti, Carpati, Ardeal,
Medal for Bravery and Loyalty, First Class, 40th Anniversary of the reign of Carol I 1906, mounted for wearing (except Order of
the Crown), very fine or better  (7) £250-300

580  
Romania, Mounted Group of Five: Order of the Star, Civil Division, Knight’s breast badge, Order of the Crown, Civil
Division, Knight’s breast badge, 25 year Long Service medal, 1916-18 War medal, 1 clasp Carpati, Allied Victory Medal, unofficial
type 1, mounted for wearing, very fine or better (5) £150-200

581
*Russia, Order of St. Vladimir, Fourth Class breast badge in gold and enamels, unsigned, of Napoleonic War period, with
large-sized centre, height 38.6mm (including suspension ring), width 35.3mm, extremely fine £6,000-8,000

Provenance: Elphinstone family; by direct descent and on loan to the National Maritime Museum, Greenwich (reserve collection), circa 1937 to the present.

582     
*Russia, Order of St Vladimir, Second Class neck badge in gold and enamels, by Julius Keibel, St Petersburg, marked
beneath enamel on upper and lower limbs of cross on reverse and with 56 zolotniki assay office mark on reverse of suspension
ring, zzheight 58mm (including suspension ring), width 52.5mm35.3mm width 72.5mmzz, relief surfaces of enamel on reverse
with contact wear or scuffs, very fine to good very fine £8,000-10,000

583  
Copy: Russia, Order of St Stanislaus, a Civil Division sash badge, with maker’s name and Imperial Warrant erased, with
copy swords and pre-1856 ‘touching’ eagles subsequently added, the swords and the suspension ring with copy hallmarks, very
fine, sold as a copy; together with a copy Imperial Russian flag  (2) £400-600

584   
Russia, Campaign Medals (4), Crimea 1853-56, Polish Campaign 1863-64, Russo-Japanese War 1905, in bronze, Red Cross medal
for the Russo-Japanese war, in silver and red enamel, with AP on loop, first virtually mint state, others very fine (4) £200-300

585  
Russia, Battle of Leipzig 1813, restrike bronze-gilt jeton (Diakov 368.2), extremely fine £50-100

586  
*Dress Miniatures: Russia, a miniature sword in silver and silver-gilt with pre-1898 84 zolotniki silver mark, having ten pendant
rings each carrying a dress miniature in silver, gilt and enamels, comprising: Order of St Vladimir, Military Division, Order of St
Stanislaus, Military Division, GREAT BRITAIN, Order of the Bath, Military Division, Order of S Michael and St George, FRANCE, Légion
d’Honneur,BELGIUM. Order of Leopold, GREECE, Order of the Redeemer, ROMANIA, Order of the Star Military Division, with swords in
angles for Military Bravery, EGYPT, Order of the Nile, by Lattes, POLAND, Order of Virtuti Militari, very fine  (lot) £600-800

587  
Russia, Tercentenary of the Romanov Dynasty, badge, in silver and gilt, by к.п, reverse border inscribed (E.S.
Ountberger 22 February 1913) (P.B. I, 14.3); with jetons (2), comprising Imperial and Medical and Surgical Academy,
by AH, in silver and enamels, with gold chalice and serpents, reverse engraved (I.M.H.A. G. I. Guiritch 1818/XII/o6, 1848-
1853) and a bronze-gilt piece for Workers at the Moscow Storehouse of the Red Cross 1914-16, with enamelled red
cross, very fine or better (3) £500-700



588          
*Soviet Union, Gold Star for Hero of the Soviet Union, no. 7570, good very fine £6,000-8,000

589  
*Soviet Union, Order of Lenin, type 5, with five-sided suspension, no. 31228 (Mc Daniel type 5, variation 1), virtually mint
state £1,500-2,000

590 
*Soviet Union, Order of Alexander Nevsky, type 3, with screwback suspension, no. 21112, very light overall wear, with
original gilding and enamel in excellent original condition, good extremely fine £1,500-2,000

591  
Serbia, Order of St Sava, Fourth Class breast badge, by Kovnica Sorlini, Varazdin, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 42mm, in
case and card box of issue £150-200

The box contains the card of Bojidar Pouritch (Božidar Purić), Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary to the Kingdom of Yugoslavia,
who presumably presented the award.

592       
*Spain, Holy Inquisition, Officer’s badge, 18th Century, in silver and enamels, the surround and suspension set with pastes,
centre with green-enamelled cross of Lorraine on a blue globe, palm branch to left, sword to right, EXSVRGE DOMINE JVDICA CAVSAM

TVAM around, 45 x 22 mm, minor wear, generally very fine and rare £1,000-1,500

Ex Peter Maren Collection, Morton & Eden, 2 July 2013, lot 396 and American Numismatic Society Collection (part I), Morton & Eden, 24-25
May 2006, lot 998.

593  
Spain, Order of Charles III, early 19th Century breast badge, in gold and enamels, width 38.5mm, chipped, with one limb of
the reverse cross totally lacking enamel, good fine; together with a reduced size badge, in gilt and enamels, width 24mm and a
modern copy of the Ecclesiastical Order of Jesus and St Peter, extremely fine  (3) £200-300
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594 
*Spain, Military Order of St Ferdinand, Fourth Class breast star, in jewel-cut silver, silver-gilt and enamels, with applied
wreath sprays in angles, circa 1900, 86mm, minor losses to green enamel of wreath and brooch-pin slightly bent, good very fine

£800-1,000

595    
*Spain, Military Order of St Ferdinand, Officer’s Cross in gold and enamels, with French marks on suspension ring, type
issued to French officers who participated in the campaign of 1822, width 36mm, chipped, good fine £300-400

596 
*Spain, Order of St Hermenegildo, Knight’s breast badge, in gold and enamels, circa 1840-50, width 40mm, some losses to
dark blue enamel around legend, otherwise with minimal evidence of wear, extremely fine £300-400

597   
*Spain, Order of Isabella the Catholic, Commander’s neck badge, pre-1847, in gold and enamels with suspension ring also
enamelled, width 50mm, reverse centre chipped on obverse and centre slightly rotated, good very fine and of superb quality

£300-400
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598    
*Spain, Carlist, Ejército del Maestrazgo Cross 1840, in gold and enamels, of high quality contemporary workmanship,
with carefully-painted legends on obverse white enamel and reverse centre, width 40.5mm, extremely fine and very rare

£1,000-1,200

599 
Turkey, Order of the Medjidie, Third Class neck badge, in silver, with gold and red enamelled centre and star and crescent,
width 62m, in case of issue, extremely fine £250-300

600  
U.S.A., Purple Heart and Bronze Star Group of Eleven awarded to Specialist 5th Class David R. Hoyt, 52nd Signal
Battalion U.S. Army, comprising Purple Heart, Bronze Star, Army Commendation Medal with four oak leaf clusters,
Humanitarian Service Medal, Meritorious Service Medal, Army Achievement Medal with two oak clusters, Defense Medal with
Star, Vietnam Service Medal with 2 bronze stars, Good Conduct Medal with bar, South Vietnam Cross of Gallantry, with laurel
leaf, and South Vietnam campaign medal, first in case of issue with related lapel fitting, very fine and better; together with the
recipient’s , discharge papers, three original certificates for the Purple Heart, Bronze Star and Army Commendation Medal, two
Signal Battalion badges and 30 photographs taken by and of him during his tour of duty in Vietnam  (lot) £150-200

601  
*Vatican, Mentana Cross 1867, in silver, as awarded to officers, 40mm, extremely fine £200-250

602   
Dress Miniatures: an impaired Group of Ten mounted on a gold chain: AUSTRIA, Order of the Crown, in silver-gilt, with
gold centre, reverse centre lacking; FRANCE, Légion d’Honneur, in gold and enamels and AUSTRIA, Order of Franz Joseph, in gold
and enamels, these both lacking centres; VATICAN, Order of Christ, in silver-gilt and enamels; BAVARIA, Order of St Michael, in
gold and enamels, reverse centre lacking; SWEDEN, Order of Vasa, in silver-gilt and enamels; SPAIN, Order of Charles III, in gold
and enamels, NORWAY, Order of Olav type 1, WÜRTTEMBERG, Order of Friedrich and BELGIUM, Order of Leopold, these four all lack-
ing centres, otherwise generally fine or better £300-400

603 
Miscellaneous medals (18): Allied Victory medals (5), Belgium, France, Italy, Japan, U.S.A; FRANCE, Croix de Guerre; GERMANY

(3), Iron Cross 1914, Second Class, by the Royal Mint Berlin, War Merit Cross with Swords, Sudetenland Medal 1938; POLAND, copy
Auschwitz Cross; SOVIET UNION (3), Capture of Warsaw 1944, Victory over Japan 1945 (2); U.S.A. (4), World War II, Korean and
Vietnam medals, Honorable Service While a Prisoner of War, SOUTH VIETNAM, War Medal, very fine and better (18) £120-150
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SESSION THREE

Friday 12 June 2015, starting at 12.00 noon

BRITISH ORDERS, MEDALS AND DECORATIONS

The Property of a US Private Collector

A COLLECTION OF MEDALS RELATING TO ADMIRAL LORD NELSON

604 
*Alexander Davison’s Medal for the Battle of the Nile, 1st August 1798, in silver (as awarded to officers below the rank
of captain), by C.H. Küchler, Peace standing on shore supporting oval medallion of Nelson, rev., the fleet sailing into Aboukir Bay
to attack the French; edge impressed FROM ALEXR. DAVISON ESQR. ST. JAMES’S SQUARE – A TRIBUTE OF REGARD, 47mm (BHM 447; Eimer
890; Hardy 5; MH 482; Pollard 15), extremely fine and rare and set within glazed watch-style frame with loop for suspension
and length of ribbon from an NGS miniature medal, minor hairlines but virtually as struck £1,200-1,500

605  
*Alexander Davison’s Medal for the Battle of the Nile, 1st August 1798, in silver (as awarded to officers below the rank
of captain), by C.H. Küchler, Peace standing on shore supporting oval medallion of Nelson, rev., the fleet sailing into Aboukir Bay
to attack the French; edge impressed FROM ALEXR. DAVISON ESQR. ST. JAMES’S SQUARE – A TRIBUTE OF REGARD, 47mm (BHM 447; Eimer
890; Hardy 5; MH 482; Pollard 15), sometime cleaned, good very fine and rare, in leather-bound fitted case inscribed in gilt let-
ters DAVISON’S NILE MEDAL 1ST AUGUST 1798 £800-1,200

606  
*Alexander Davison’s Medal for the Battle of the Nile, 1st August 1798, in copper-gilt (as awarded to petty officers), by
C.H. Küchler, Peace standing on shore supporting oval medallion of Nelson, rev., the fleet sailing into Aboukir Bay to attack the
French; edge impressed FROM ALEXR. DAVISON ESQR. ST. JAMES’S SQUARE – A TRIBUTE OF REGARD, 47mm (BHM 447; Eimer 890; Hardy
5; MH 482; Pollard 15), some scuffs in reverse field and other minor marks, extremely fine £500-700
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607  
*Alexander Davison’s Medal for the Battle of the Nile, 1st August 1798, in bronzed copper (as awarded to ratings and
marines) , by C.H. Küchler, Peace standing on shore supporting oval medallion of Nelson, rev., the fleet sailing into Aboukir Bay
to attack the French; edge impressed FROM ALEXR. DAVISON ESQR. ST. JAMES’S SQUARE – A TRIBUTE OF REGARD, 47mm (BHM 447; Eimer
890; Hardy 5; MH 482; Pollard 15), fitted with loop for suspension, almost extremely fine £250-300

608 
Battle of the Nile, 1798, copper medal by Hancock & Kempson, bust of Nelson three-quarters left, rev., the river-gold Nilus
reclining on shore and watching the fleet action, 48mm (BHM 448; Eimer 889; Hardy 6; MH 475), usual die flaw at base of
reverse, about extremely fine £150-200

609 
*Battle of the Nile, 1798, bronze token penny for Portsmouth, bust of Nelson left, rev., inscription – TAKEN 9 SAIL OF THE LINE

3 DESTROYED, 33mm (Dalton & Hamer 8), good very fine and rare £200-300

610 
*Battle of the Nile and Ferdinand IV’s triumphal entry into Rome on 29th November 1798, copper-gilt medal by T.
Wyon Snr., winged Victory, holding oval medallion of Nelson, seated before pyramid, rev., British shield and fouled anchor with
banner inscribed NOV 29 LAUS DEO 1798, 38mm (BHM 450 and vol. III pp. 233 and 277; Eimer 892; Hardy 8 – RR in AE-gilt; MH
484), extremely fine and rare £150-200

611  
Battle of the Nile and Ferdinand IV’s triumphal entry into Rome on 29th November 1798, silver medal by T. Wyon
Snr., types as previous lot, 38mm (BHM 450 and vol. III pp. 233 and 277; Eimer 892; Hardy 8 – RRR in silver; MH 484), dark
toned, almost very fine and very rare £150-200

612  
Battle of the Nile and Ferdinand IV’s triumphal entry into Rome on 29th November 1798, a similar medal to previ-
ous lot but in copper-gilt, pierced, very fine; and an example in white metal, extremely fine  (2) £120-150

613  
*Battle of the Nile, 1798, white metal medal, half-length figure of Nelson three-quarters left, with title of Baron of the Nile,
rev., NINE FRENCH SHIPS OF THE LINE TAKEN AND TWO DESTROYED, 37mm (BHM 451 - RRR; Hardy 9 - RRR; MH 479), some corrosion
spots, good very fine, very rare £150-200

The date of 6th October 1798 on the medal is incorrect. The 6th November was most likely intended, when Nelson was elevated to his barony.
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614  
Battle of the Nile, 1798, copper medal, bust of Nelson three-quarters right, rev., three ships engaged in action, 38mm (BHM
452; Eimer 893; Hardy 10; MH 476), extremely fine; and examples of the same medal in copper-gilt and white metal, some
marks, very fine; together with brass counter, bust of Nelson right, rev., Neptune, 32mm (cf. Hardy 13 and MH 480-481), very
fine and rare (4) £200-250

615 
*Battle of the Nile, 1798, gold badge in the form of an anchor, the stock inscribed NELSON on one side and 1 AUGT 1798 on the
other, 24mm x 18mm (Hardy -; MH -), lacking the head and suspension ring, otherwise very fine and very rare £300-500

616  
Battle of the Nile, French bronze plaquette by L. Patriarche, 1910, illustrating the story of Capt. Luce Casabianca and his son
Giocante immortalised by Felicia Hemans’ poem Casabianca (“The Boy stood on the Burning Deck ….”), 71mm x 54mm (Hardy
14), very fine; Nelson’s Return Home, 1800, white metal medal, bust left, rev., Britannia hailing Nelson’s ship, 38mm (BHM
490; Eimer 918; Hardy 22; MH 490), about very fine; Battle of Copenhagen, 1801, copper medal, Justice with medallions of
Parker and Nelson, rev., the Ore Sound, 38mm (BHM 510; Eimer 933; Hardy 23; MH 491), once cleaned,  very fine  (3) £150-200

617  
*Ferdinand IV Restored to his Throne at Naples, 1799, copper medal by C.H. Küchler, bust right, rev., Nelson’s flagship
The Foudroyant arriving in Naples Bay, 48mm (BHM 479; Eimer 908; Hardy 21; MH 489), some staining and scuffs on reverse,
extremely fine £200-300

618  
*Matthew Boulton’s medal for the Battle of Trafalgar, 1805, specimen in silver, by C.H. Küchler, uniformed bust of
Nelson left, rev., a view of the naval engagement; ENGLAND EXPECTS EVERY MAN WILL DO HIS DUTY on ribbon above; edge impressed
TO THE HEROES OF TRAFALGAR FROM M: BOULTON., 48.3mm (BHM 584; Eimer 960; Hardy 40; MH 493), dark toned, extremely fine

£1,000-1,500

Boulton wished to emulate Davison in issuing a medal to the men of the fleet after the Battle of Trafalgar. Examples in white metal/pewter were
issued to surviving seamen and marines in 1806. Thereafter specimens in silver, copper/bronze and white metal were struck to satisfy the
demands of officers present at the battle (but to whom the medal was not actually issued) and to collectors later in the 19th century. 
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619 
*Matthew Boulton’s medal for the Battle of Trafalgar, 1805, specimen in copper, by C.H. Küchler, uniformed bust of
Nelson left, rev., a view of the naval engagement; ENGLAND EXPECTS EVERY MAN WILL DO HIS DUTY on ribbon above; edge impressed
TO THE HEROES OF TRAFALGAR FROM M: BOULTON., 48mm (BHM 584; Eimer 960; Hardy 40; MH 493), minor marks, extremely fine

£600-800

620  
*Matthew Boulton’s medal for the Battle of Trafalgar, 1805, specimen in white metal, by C.H. Küchler, uniformed bust
of Nelson left, rev., a view of the naval engagement; ENGLAND EXPECTS EVERY MAN WILL DO HIS DUTY on ribbon above; edge impressed
TO THE HEROES OF TRAFALGAR FROM M: BOULTON., 48.3mm (BHM 584; Eimer 960; Hardy 40; MH 493), brilliant, virtually as struck

£700-900

621
*Alexander Davison’s(?) medal for the Battle of Trafalgar, 1805, in white metal, by Thomas Halliday, starboard view
of HMS Victory; THE LORD IS A MAN OF WAR – EXODUS C. 15. V 3 etc, rev., bust of Nelson over shield and motto of the Order of the
Bath with inscriptions around, 53mm (BHM 585; Eimer 959; Hardy 42; MH 498), framed as usual within a gilt-brass ring with
suspension loop, extremely fine and very rare £1,500-2,000
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622  
*Dr. Turton’s medal for the Battle of Trafalgar, 1805, in silver, by Thomas Wyon Snr., uniformed bust of Nelson left, rev.,
the two British columns approaching the enemy line-of-battle before the commencement of the action, 45mm (BHM 586; Eimer
961; Hardy 43; MH 496), lightly toned, extremely fine and rare £1,500-2,000

623  
*Nelson’s Victories, set of four gilt-bronze medalets, circa 1805, bust of Nelson left, rev., each different, with inscriptions for
St. Vincent, Aboukir, Copenhagen and Trafalgar, 20mm (BHM 592; Eimer 967b; Hardy 3, 12, 24, 49; MH 514-517), extremely
fine, in brass circular box of issue  (5) £150-200

624 
Nelson’s Victories, set of four gilt-bronze medalets, circa 1805, types as previous lot, 20mm (BHM 592; Eimer 967b; Hardy
3, 12, 24, 49; MH 514-517), extremely fine, in brass circular box of issue  (5) £150-200

625  
Nelson’s Victories, set of four gilt-bronze medalets, circa 1805, types as previous lot, 20mm (BHM 592; Eimer 967b; Hardy 3, 12,
24, 49; MH 514-517), very fine to extremely fine, in brass circular box of issue; and a gilt-bronze medalet commemorating Nelson at
the Nile, Copenhagen and Trafalgar from another Naval Victories series, 24mm (cf. BHM 925; Hardy 51.5), very fine  (6) £200-250

626 
Nelson’s Victories, an empty silver circular box, hallmarked for Samuel Pemberton, Birmingham, 1805, the lid and base with
borders decorated with the Greek key pattern, both fully hallmarked, intended for a set of four silver medalets commemorating
St. Vincent, Aboukir, Copenhagen and Trafalgar, 22mm (cf. Hardy 3, footnote), very fine and  rare £150-200

627  
Nelson’s Victories, gilt-bronze medalets for St. Vincent and Trafalgar (2), 20mm (Hardy 3 and 49 (2));  with similar sized gilt-
bronze medalets for St Vincent with obv., dove on foul anchor (5, BHM -), Aboukir, obv., powder barrels and ships (2, BHM -),
Copenhagen, obv., dove and globe (BHM -), Preliminaries for Peace, obv., plough and crossed swords (2, BHM -) and Definitive
Treaty Signed (3, BHM 546), very fine and several types unpublished in BHM, Hardy and Milford Haven (16) £300-500

628  
*Naval Victories (1794-1816), a set of six bronze-gilt medalets with portraits of Earl Howe, Earl St. Vincent, Admiral Duncan,
Sir Sydney Smith, Lord Nelson and Lord Exmouth, rev., with details of their naval actions, 24mm (BHM 925; Hardy 51; MH 573),
mainly about extremely fine and contained in original gilt-brass circular box with filigree work on lid and inscribed NAVAL VIC-
TORIES, very rare when complete  (7) £600-900

A similar set but incomplete, lacking the medal of Sir Sydney Smith, was sold by Baldwin’s, 4 May 2006, lot 2187.
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629 
Admiral Lord Collingwood at Trafalgar, 1805, copper medal, bust of Collingwood three-quarters left, rev., the two British
columns of ships approaching the enemy line-of-battle, 38mm (BHM 593: Eimer 968; Hardy 55; MH 558), minor marks,
extremely fine £150-200

630  
*Death of Nelson, 1805, silver medal, by Abramson, bust right, rev., rostral column decorated with anchors, 40mm (BHM
574; Eimer 964; Hardy 59; MH 497), toned, about extremely fine and rare £200-300

631  
Death of Nelson, 1805, silvered bronze medal, by Thomas Webb, head of Nelson left, rev., Bellona advancing across the sea,
54mm (cf. BHM 577; Eimer 957; Hardy 63; MH 507), polished, about very fine; other medals, 38mm, in white metal (Hardy 67)
and bronze (Hardy 68), good very fine; brass medalets (3, cf. Hardy 60 (2), 69), mainly fine, last pierced; cast medals (3, Hardy
65 (2) and 66) and a silvered metal oval uniface medal with bust of Nelson left, inscribed LD NELSON – DIED OCTBR 21 1805, with-
in wreath, 32mm x 22mm (Hardy -; MH -), damaged  (10) £200-300

632 
*Nelson Memorial Brooch, in gold, in the form of an anchor, the stock in black enamel and inscribed NELSON, 27mm x 18mm,
extremely fine, fitted with brooch mount on reverse and with safety chain and pin, rare £400-600

633       
*Memorial to Nelson, a rectangular silver plaque, circa 1806, repoussé, by Peter Wyon, wreathed medallion of Nelson on side of
altar, Fame to left with crocodile at her feet and Britannia mourning to the right, the British Lion beside her  and the (named) stern
of HMS Victory beyond; faintly signed P. Wyon F. to lower right, 44mm x 77mm (Hardy 70 with illustration of this piece), extreme-
ly fine and extremely rare, possibly a trial for the plaques that were set into silver boxes (see following lot) £1,500-2,000

Ex Suckling Collection, Morton & Eden 33, 3 July 2008, lot 270.
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634  
*Memorial to Nelson, a silver box, with four plaques similar to the previous lot set into the lid, sides and base, the ends dec-
orated with oak branches, 49mm high x 84mm wide x 49mm deep, hallmarked on lid and base for John Linnit and William
Atkinson, London, 1812, very fine and extremely rare £4,000-6,000

635  
Nelson’s Monument in Birmingham, 1809, bronze medal, by Peter Wyon, the monument, rev., inscription in wreath,
52mm (BHM 678; Hardy 80; MH 535), good very fine; Lord Nelson and the Duke of Wellington, bronze medals (2), by
Mills and Droz, busts on either side, 41mm (BHM 1047; Hardy 82; MH 519), very fine to extremely fine; Nelson’s Memorial,
large uniface cast bronze medal  after Webb, Nelson’s head to left with double inscriptions around, 72mm (cf. BHM 1056; Hardy
84; MH 508), very fine  (4) £200-300

The last mentioned piece is a cast of the obverse of Webb’s box medal which contained twelve circular prints of naval actions (see following lot).
Hardy refers to it as a uniface trial medallion, previously unrecorded.

636 
*Record of British Valour (Victories of the Peninsular War), 1815, copper box medal, by I. Porter and E. Orme, bust of
Wellington left, rev., Victory inscribing tablet; containing thirteen circular coloured prints of the principal engagements (as well
as Waterloo), the inside of lid and base with monochrome printed titles, 74mm (BHM 866), very fine and contained within red
morocco case of issue inscribed RECORD OF BRITISH VALOUR £600-800

Ex Christie’s, 19 October 2005, lot 302 (part).

637  
Book: Record of British Valour (Victories of the Peninsular War), 1815, a red morocco-bound booklet containing title
page and twelve coloured prints of the principal engagements (as contained within the box medal), 105mm x 85mm, very fine
and rare £150-200
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638 
*Record of British Valour (Naval Victories), 1817, copper box medal, by Thomas Webb with the reverse after Flaxman,
head of Nelson left, rev., Bellona advancing across the sea; containing twelve circular coloured prints of naval actions with
descriptive texts, of events from 1780 to 1816, published by Edward Orme, 1817, the inside of lid and base with monochrome print
of a compass, 74mm (BHM 1056; Hardy 83; MH 508), very fine and contained within red morocco case of issue inscribed
RECORD OF BRITISH VALOUR £600-800

Ex Christie’s, 19 October 2005, lot 302 (part). 

639  
Nelson Crimson Oaks Society, founded 1808, white metal medal, bust of Nelson left, rev., masonic symbols etc, 53mm
(BHM 640; Hardy 85; MH 526), pierced, very fine and rare; with copper medal from Mudie’s series of National Medals, 41mm
(BHM 595; Hardy 87); another from the same obverse, rev., NE A BARUHAM EN 1758 MORT EN 1804 (sic) – 1816 (Hardy -); bronze
medal by T. Webb, 41mm (BHM 596; Hardy 88) and bronze medal for the Liverpool Seamen’s Friendly Society, 1820, 38mm
(BHM 1064; Hardy 89), very fine or better  (5) £300-500

Ex 638



640        
*Nelson Memorial, silver medal from Mudie’s series of National Medals (1820), by Webb and Droz, bust of Nelson three-quarters
left, rev., Bellona  on prow of ship, 41mm (BHM 595; Hardy 87; MH 518), toned, extremely fine and rare in silver £500-700

Ex O’Byrne collection, Christie’s, 10th July 1962, lot 123 part and Morton & Eden 33, 3 July 2008, lot 264.

641  
*Nelson Memorial, silver medal, possibly intended for Mudie’s series of National Medals (1820), by Webb and Droz, head  of
Nelson  left, rev., Bellona  on prow of ship, 41mm (BHM 596; Hardy 88; MH 520), minor marks, extremely fine and rare,
unrecorded in silver £500-700

642  
Nelson Memorial, bronze-gilt medals (2), similar to previous lot, one example showing deterioration of the reverse die by the
thunderbolt held in Bellona’s hand, 41mm (BHM 596; Hardy 88; MH 520), mainly extremely fine  (2) £150-200

643  
Greenwich Hospital School, silver prize medal, by Halfhide, bust of Nelson left, rev. named to Marshall Little, 1861,
36mm (Hardy 90; MH 528), pierced, extremely fine; Shipwrecked Fishermen & Mariner’s Royal Benevolent Society,
silver life-saving medal, named on edge to Stephen Percy Junr., 38mm (Hardy 91; MH 863), pierced, very fine (neither with
suspension bars)  (2) £200-250

644  
*Nelson Testimonial Medal, 1844, in white metal, by E. Avern, bust of Nelson left within garter bearing ENGLAND EXPECTS etc,
rev., Trafalgar Square and Nelson’s Column; inscribed TO COMMEMORATE THE OPENING OF THE NELSON TESTIMONIAL TRAFALGAR SQUE

– 21 OCTOBER 1844, 61mm (BHM  -; Eimer -; Hardy 97; MH 531), pierced, about extremely fine and very rare £1,000-1,500

Testimonial Medals such as this and the following lot were presented to 357 Greenwich Pensioners who had served at one of Nelson’s four major
actions, those of St. Vincent (39), Nile (35), Copenhagen (45) and Trafalgar (238), together with a gratuity of ten shillings, at a ceremony held
at the Royal Greenwich Hospital on 2nd April 1845. The awards were funded by the Testimonial Committee of the parishioners of St. Martin-in-
the-Fields. For more details see Captain Douglas-Morris, Naval Medals, 1793-1856, pp. 49-53. He knew of fewer than ten surviving medals, one
of which was paired with an NGS medal.

640 641

644



645 
*Nelson Testimonial Medal, 1844, in white metal, by E. Avern, bust of Nelson left within garter bearing ENGLAND EXPECTS

EVERY MAN etc, rev., Trafalgar Square and Nelson’s Column; inscribed TO COMMEMORATE THE OPENING OF THE NELSON TESTIMONIAL

TRAFALGAR SQUE – 21 OCTOBER 1844, 61mm (BHM  -; Eimer -; Hardy 97; MH 531), pierced, very fine and very rare £700-1,000

646  
White metal commemoratives (8), for Nelson’s Column, 1843 (3, BHM 2124, 2125, 2126; Hardy 95, 96, 99); Borough of
Nelson Incorporated, 1890 (Hardy 103), this pierced; Trafalgar Centenary, 1905 (Hardy 110); and calendar medals (3, cf.  Hardy
129); brass medalets (2, Hardy 115), pierced; and other Trafalgar Centenary items (4, including Hardy 119, 122), mainly very fine
to extremely fine  (15) £200-300

647  
*Blue Jacket Heavy Gun Prize Firing Medal, in silver, by J.N. Masters of Rye, facing bust of Nelson, rev., five blue jackets
loading heavy gun; edge engraved  F. SKEIN GR. R.M.A. CHAMPION SHOT H.M.S. OCEAN 1902, 48mm (Hardy 142), lacking sus-
pension bar but with separated brooch bar engraved F.SKEIN – GR. R.M.A. – H.M.S. OCEAN YEAR 1902, 48mm (Hardy 142;
Sandwich M18), has been cleaned, very fine and very rare, only apparently six awarded in silver  (2) £600-800

The medal was introduced in 1902, sponsored by The Blue Jacket & Coastguard Gazette with awards made retroactively in 1900 and 1901.
H.M.S. Terrible provided the winning crews for 1900 and 1901 and in 1902 the prize went to one of the gun crews of H.M.S. Ocean with the sil-
ver medal, as here, awarded to the Gun Captain and bronze medals given to his gun crew. The score was 9 hits with 9 rounds in 1 minute, beat-
ing the scores attained in the two previous years.  In 1903 two sets of medals were awarded separately to Battleship crews and Cruiser crews and
in 1904 the award was discontinued on the introduction of the Admiralty’s Naval Good Shooting Medal, the first awards of which were made
retroactively in 1903.

645
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648 
Grand Nelson Friendly Society - Norwich, past president’s gilt-metal and enamelled badge, named and dated 1936;
Trafalgar bicentenary issues, 2005 (2), cased; other base metal medals etc. (16) including two white metal medals for the deaths
of Nelson and Wellington, 38mm (BHM -), many very fine or better  (19) £120-150

649  
Nelson’s Naval Gold Medal, bronze-gilt facsimile, numbered 027/200 of a limited edition issued by The Nelson Society in
2005 (Hardy 37), with ribbon and in case of issue with certificate signed by Anna Tribe OBE JP, the great, great, great grand-
daughter of Nelson and Emma Hamilton £80-120

650  
*Wax Study on Slate of Victory crowning a Monument to Nelson, by William Wyon, circa 1830-40, winged Victory
standing right, holding palm and crowning with wreath a bust of Nelson set on rostral column inscribed DUNCAN, ST.VINC(ENT),
HOWE, in pale pink wax, the slate incised with concentric circles within which traces of Nelson’s motto PALMAM QUI MERUIT FERAT ,
75mm, about extremely fine, unique £800-1,000

Ex Spink auction, 27th September 2007, lot 407 (with enlargement on p. 101) and, together with a number of other wax models and studies for
medals, previously in the possession of Monica and Robert Castle Cleary, who were descended from William Wyon. The design appears to be a
study for a naval prize medal which was never adopted.

Other Properties

651         
*Nelson’s Victories, set of four silver medalets, circa 1805, bust of Nelson left, rev., each different, with inscriptions for St.
Vincent, Aboukir, Copenhagen and Trafalgar, 20mm (BHM 592; Eimer 967b; Hardy 3, 12, 24, 49; MH 514-517), good very fine and
toned; contained in a circular silver box, hallmarked for Birmingham, 1799, maker’s mark IT, very rare as a boxed set £600-800

652     
Death of Nelson, 1805, white metal medal, by Peter Wyon, oval medallion of Nelson on obelisk set above sepulchre before
which stands a weeping sailor, rev., Britannia and Neptune beside funerary urn, 51mm (BHM 579; Eimer 958; Hardy 65; MH
511), good very fine, rare thus £150-200

650
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653          
*Death of Nelson, 1805, bronze medal, by Thomas Webb, bare head of Nelson left, rev., Bellona stepping across waves
towards war galleys, after John Flaxman, 53mm (BHM 577; Eimer 957; Hardy 63; MH 507), virtually as struck £250-300

654         
*Death of Nelson, 1805, white metal medal, by Thomas Webb, bare head of Nelson left, rev., Bellona stepping across waves
towards war galleys, after John Flaxman, 53mm (BHM 577; Eimer 957; Hardy 63; MH 507), edge rim not fully struck up, minor
blemishes, extremely fine, rare in white metal £200-250

BRITISH CAMPAIGN MEDALS

655 
*Naval General Service 1793-1840, 1 clasp, Copenhagen (William Reid), several scuffs and marks, about very fine

£800-1,000

Ex Lees collection, Sotheby March 1986 and Glendining December 1929

Roll confirms, Ordinary Seaman H.M.S. Defiance. [Two other recipients by the name of William Reid on the roll, one Private R.M., clasp Syria
and Captain R.E., clasp Algiers]

654653
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656  
*Naval General Service 1793-1840, 2 clasps 1 June 1794, Trafalgar (Henry Park), well-worn overall and with an edge
bruise, generally fine £5,000-6,000

Roll confirms.  ABLE SEAMAN HENRY PARK served was born in Scarborough, circa 1771 and served aboard Vice-Admiral Graves’s flagship Royal
Sovereign at the Glorious First of June, where she suffered 14 killed and 41 wounded.  Park remained with the ship under Vice-Admiral
Cornwallis and is believed to have served during ‘Cornwallis’s Retreat’ in June, 1795.  

At Trafalgar A.B. Park was aboard Bellerophon, to which he had transferred in 1801.  The ‘Billy Ruffian’ was the fifth ship in Collingwood’s col-
umn and destined to play a significant rôle in the battle at the cost of 27 killed including her Captain, John Cooke, and 123 wounded.  With other
petty officers and crew from Bellerophon, Park transferred to the newly-repaired and recommissioned H.M.S. Bedford, under Captain James
Walker, on 24 October 1807, becoming a second gunner.  Bedford formed part of the Sir Sidney Smith’s flotilla escorting the Portuguese Royal
Family to Brazil, 1807-08.

Park married Elizabeth Cook in 1809 and later service to September 1814 may have included Impregnable and Queen.  In later life he is listed
as a Greenwich Out-Pensioner, no. 1656.  He died on 7 February 1857 at Brixham, Devon.

Provenance: By direct descent.  Offered with some research and a copy of a ‘tin’ photograph of a child holding Park’s medal. 

657                 
*Military General Service 1793-1814, 4 clasps Vittoria, St Sebastian, Orthes, Toulouse (T. Dennison, Gunner, R. Arty.),
scuffed and with rim bruises, polished in the past, good fine £800-1,000

Roll confirms GUNNER THOMAS DENNISON, who was wounded at San Sebastian.

658          
*Military General Service 1793-1814, 5 clasps Vittoria,
Pyrenees, Nive, Orthes, Toulouse (J. Taylor, R. Arty. Drivers.), a
couple of edge knocks and sometime polished, very fine or better

£1,000-1,200

Roll confirms.

659      
*Military General Service 1793-1814, 4 clasps Fuentes d’Onor,
Ciudad Rodrigo, Badajoz, Salamanca (George Hill, Subn. 88th

Foot.), rim bruise on reverse and some scuffs, very fine to good
very fine; with a contemporary brooch-mounted embossed silver
Connaught Rangers badge in the form of a star with Peninsula War
battle honours on 12 rays, 83 x 70 mm, good very fine  (2)

£3,000-3,500

Ex 659
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660       
*Peninsular War: a contemporary copy of a gold clasp for the Battle of Orthes for attachment to the Army Gold Medal or the
Peninsular Gold Cross, good very fine; together with an oval card portrait of a British officer, early 19th Century style and wear-
ing a Baronet of Nova Scotia badge, in a gilt and glazed frame (2) £250-300

661        
*Peninsular Campaign: An engraved gold badge in the form of a cross, with crowned royal monogram at centre, crossed lau-
rel branches below, on the arms PEN-IN / SU / LA / 1813, plain reverse, 28.2mm, suspended from a contemporary wide black,
white, red and blue ribbon, good very fine £300-500

662 
*Waterloo 1815, an Honorary Waterloo medal presented to H.R.H. Prince Frederick, Duke of York who, though not per-
sonally present at the Battle was Commander-in-Chief of the Army in 1815, officially impressed (The Master of the Mint to
H.R.H. The Comm. in Chief), steel clip and split ring suspension, numerous surface and edge marks and pits and perhaps
fire-damaged, about very fine £2,000-2,500

A number of Honorary Waterloo medals are known, generally with naming citing The Master of the Mint and usually without suspension,
although the steel clip on the Duke of York’s example appears to be original and might perhaps have been specified in the C-in-C’s case.  The
Master of the Mint was the energetic William Wellesley Pole, the Duke of Wellington’s elder brother, who supervised the enormous task of
preparing over 36,000 silver medals which were, for the first time, individually named using a specially-adapted machine previously used for
coinage. 

PRINCE FREDERICK, DUKE OF YORK AND OF ALBANY, EARL OF ULSTER, K.G., G.C.B., G.C.H. was the second son of George III and, until his death in
1827, heir to the throne of his brother George IV.  During a long and, in a number of respects, distinguished military career there were also
unsuccessful campaigns, personal setbacks and scandals.  Popularly the ubiquitous Grand Old Duke of York… nursery rhyme is said to have been
created (or, more probably, re-created) in mockery of his command in the Flanders Campaign of 1793-4, and he was later afflicted by
omnipresent gambling debts.  He resigned his post as Commander-in-Chief in 1809 before being reinstated (by his brother, the Prince Regent)
in 1811 and his statue, at least, was accorded a place in Waterloo Place in London, where it still stands.

Formerly ex John Tamplin Collection, Dix, Noonan & Webb, 20 Sept. 2002 (lot 13).

663          
*Army of India 1799-1826, long hyphen, 1 clasp Poona, impressed in India (Private. Cannac Ballnac. 2nd Bn. 9th Rt.
N.I.), good very fine £1,100-1,300

Ex Glendining auctions, July 1956 and February 1978.

Ex 660
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664         
*Burma 1824-26, in silver, with later gilding, unnamed as issued, original steel clip and ring sus-
pension, minor marks, very fine                                                                                                  £400-600

665 
Punjab 1848-49, 1 clasp, Mooltan (Sepoy Jewurum Doobe 1…..I), heavy contact wear, fair;
India General Service 1895-1902, 1 clasp Punjab Frontier 1897-98 (4247 Sapper Lal Khan Bl.
Sappers & Miners), about very fine; another but in bronze, 1 clasp Waziristan 1901-02 (Syce
Katmar 5th Bl. Cavy.) fair; Victory Medals (3- 2976 Sepoy Mardana, 58 Rfls / 7366 Carp.
Mela Ram, Wks. Dte. / G. Man Noor Mohd Meso. Rys.), generally very fine (5)       £180-220

666    
*India General Service 1854-95, an unnamed specimen with all twenty-three clasps awarded
from Pegu to Waziristan 1894-95, extremely fine £300-500

667            
*Crimea 1854, 4 clasps Alma, Balaklava, Inkermann, Sebastopol, officially impressed (Henry
Mole. 20th Regt.), virtually extremely fine, with original ribbon                                   £1,000-1,500 

Killed in action at the Battle of Inkermann, 5 November 1854; roll confirms (as “Moles”).  Offered with photocopied
rolls.

668    
Crimea 1854-56, 1 clasp Sebastopol, engraved in sloping capitals (Corpl. A. Kirkup 71st Hd. Lt.
Infry.), contact wear, about very fine, with copied research £100-120

664 667

666 (reduced)



669 
*Family Group:
Lieutenant John Joshua Nunn, 90th Foot, Pair: Crimea 1854-56, 1 clasp, Sebastopol, engraved in capitals (Ensign J.J.
Nunn, 90th Regt); and Indian Mutiny 1857-58, no clasp (Lieut. J.J. Nunn 90th Lt. Inf.), with related dress miniature of
the Crimea medal (engraved naming, as the full-sized); and a Second World War Trio attributed to Lieutenant John Joshua
Nunn, Irish Guards, comprising 1939-45 Star, Africa Star, and War Medal with oak leaf for mention in despatches, good very
fine or better (6) £2,000-3,000

JOHN JOSHUA NUNN (90th Foot) was killed in action during the capture of the Alum Bagh, 24 September 1857.  

JOHN JOSHUA NUNN (Irish Guards) was killed by sniper fire near Medjez-el-Bab Tunisia, 30 April 1943, while volunteering to rescue some wound-
ed colleagues.  He is buried at the Massicault Cemetery and was posthumously mentioned in despatches (London Gazette: 23 September 1943).

670          
*Indian Mutiny 1857-58, without clasp (Voltr. E.M. Burton, 2nd S I Horse), good very fine to extremely fine £600-800

671          
Canada General Service, 1 clasp Fenian Raid 1866, officially renamed (Private J. Ritchie, 17th Battalion), very fine

£60-80

672  
South Africa 1877-79, 1 clasp, 1879, erased, with South Wales Borderers cap badge and modern copy of a V.C.; Second World
War Medals (11), 1939-45 Stars (2- one with copy Battle of Britain clasp), Atlantic, Arctic, Africa, Pacific, Burma, Italy, France
and Germany Stars, Defence and War medals; also a copy Air Crew Europe Star, U.N. Korea medal and various Second War
badges (5), including an ARP badge with related whistle  (lot) £100-150

673 
*Hunza Nagar Badge 1891, bronze, unnamed, reverse with original eyes for suspension, very fine £350-450

Ex 669
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674  
India General Service 1895, 1 clasp Punjab Frontier 1897-98 (4353 Pte. J. Laker 4th Dragoon Gds.), rim knocks and
swivel loose, about very fine  (2) £100-150

675  
Queen’s Sudan 1896-98, engraved in Arabic, as issued to the Egyptian Army (‘4059-4’); another, in bronze (Syce Jhall00
Khan. 1st Lancers), first scratched, second with suspension repaired, fine (2) £150-200

676           
Khedive’s Sudan 1896-1908, 2 clasps The Atbara, Khartoum, engraved (1983. Gunner. C. Baker. 16. Coy. E.D. RA),
good very fine £100-150

677  
Queen’s South Africa, 2 clasps Transvaal, South Africa 1902 (6816 Pte. G. Honey, E. Surrey Regt.); and King’s South
Africa, 2 clasps (7151 Pte. M. Lynch. 2-G. Gds.), very fine or better  (2) £120-150

678             
Queen’s South Africa 1899 (3): 5 clasps Relief of Kimberley, Paardeberg, Johannesburg, Diamond Hill, Wittebergen (2971
Cpl. C. George 10th Hussars), rivet replaced and some scuffs, very fine; 5 clasps Relief of Kimberley, Paardeberg,
Driefontein, Transvaal, Wittebergen, engraved (22665 Sapr. J Hill R.E.), small correction to rank, extremely fine; and 6
clasps Tugela Heights, Orange Free State, Relief of Ladysmith, Transvaal, Laing’s Nek, South Africa 1901 (5821 Pte J
Farrington. R. Lanc: Regt.), edge bruises, cleaned and with a few marks, very fine to good very fine  (3) £250-350

679  
Boer War and Great War Group of Four awarded to Private John Tagg , Royal Sussex Regiment: Queen’s South
Africa, five clasps Cape Colony, Orange Free State, Transvaal, South Africa 1901, South Africa 1902 (5831 Pte. J. Tagg Rl.
Sussex Regt.), 1914 Star and clasp (2/R. Suss. R.), British War and Victory Medals (L-5831), first with edge bruises, gen-
erally very fine, with related ribbon bar and copied research (4) £200-250

JOHN TAGG was discharged on 3 January 1916 on termination of his period of engagement.

680  
China 1900, no clasp (849 Sowar Gil Singh 16th Bl. Lcrs.), edge bruising, almost very fine £100-120

681 
1914 Star and Bar (8575 Pte. G. Robinson, L.N. Lan: R.); 1914-15 Star trio (T3-02476 Pte. F. Chalkin A.S.C.), with
related ribbon bar; 1914-15 Star and Victory Medal pair (T4094081 Dvr H. Hagger. A.S.C.); British War and Victory Medal
pair (T-308215 Dvr. C. J. Jack. A.S.C.); British War Medal and Memorial Plaque Pair (35029 Pte. W. Crease. North’n
R. / William John Crease); Territorial War Medal (1791 Pte. E. Gorman. Hants. R.); Silver War Badge (235953) (Pte.
Albert E. Johnston, Labour Corps, late Queen’s Regt.); together with various Great War related badges (10), including ‘War
Service’ badges (3) and Tank Corps cap badge, very fine or better, many of the medals with copied research  (lot) £250-350

GEORGE ROBINSON was awarded the Meritorious Service for services in France (Edinburgh Gazette: 22 January 1919) and WILLIAM JOHN CREASE

died on 3 July 1917 while serving with the 142nd Company Labour Corps.

682  
Great War and later Group of Five awarded to Edward John Shakespeare, Royal Field Artillery, 1914 Star and bar
(48319 Dvr. E.J. Shakespeare. R.F.A.), British War and Victory Medals (A-Cpl. R.A.), Defence Medal, Imperial Service
Medal, George VI type 2 (Edward John Shakespeare), last in Royal Mint case of issue, with original Central Chancery cer-
tificate, very fine or better, with related ribbon bar, dog tags (2), Home Guard cloth sleeve tag and lapel badges and copied
research (5) £150-200

Imperial Service Medal: London Gazette: 28 April 1950 (Postman, London Postal Region).

683  
1914 Star (5012 Pte. J.R. Poole R.A.M.C.), 1914-15 Star and Victory Medal Pair (15741 Pte. B. Clegg Yorks. L.I.), British
War and Victory medal pair (31561 Pte. C. Darling. The Queen’s R.), Mercantile Marine War Medal (John Hamilton),
Victory medal (34458 Corpl. W.R. Wray. W. York. R.), Naval Long Service and Good Conduct, George V type 2 (K 59107
H.E. Cooper. L. Sto. H.M.S. Hermes.); Second World War Medals (14) 1939-45 (2), Atlantic, Africa (2), Pacific, Burma, Italy
(3), France and Germany Stars, Defence and War medals and a Great War trio and 1911 Coronation group of miniatures (26)

£180-220

JOHN RANDALL POOLE, 7th Field Ambulance R.A.M.C., was formerly a postman in Stockton-On-Tees,  He was killed by shell fire on 14 September
1914 and is buried in Vailly British Cemetery.



684  
Great War Medals to two brothers: (i) Alexander Sandilands, East Yorkshire Regiment attached South Wales Borderers,
1914-15 Star trio (590 Pte. A. Sandilands. E. York. R.) and Memorial Plaque (Alexander Sandilands); (ii) George Henry
Sandilands, Royal Engineers, B.W.M. and Victory pair (36733 Sapr. G.H. Sandilands. R.E.); together with a Borough of
Kingston Upon Hull white metal Coronation medal 1902, extremely fine or better (7) £250-350

ALEXANDER SANDILANDS was killed on 9 June 1917 and is buried in Fins New British Cemetery.  Offered with the lot are a Memorial Scroll and
Buckingham Palace slip, Army form B104-82 notifying Alexander’s mother of his death, forwarding slips for Alexander’s 1914-15 Star and British
War and Victory medals, Fins New British Cemetery and Thiepval Memorial poster, Imperial War Graves Commission letters (3), including one
containing a photograph of the original Battlefield Cross, newspaper obituary, recent photographs of the cemetery and grave, Certificate of
Transfer to Reserve for George Henry Sandilands and a P.O.W. letter sent from Gustrow camp by Lance Corporal George Richardson, 11th East
Yorkshire Regiment, who later married into the family.

685   
Memorial Plaques (2) (Herbert Charles Crow / James Macmillan), good very fine (2) £100-150

HERBERT CHARLES CROW’ 1/24th London Regiment, died 26 May 1915 and is commemorated on the Le Touret Memorial.  There are three casual-
ties named James Macmillan listed, all from Scottish regiments.

686 
Second World War Group of Seven awarded to Major Denis Frank Crosthwaite, Durham Light Infantry, 1939-45,
Africa, Italy, France and Germany Stars, Defence and War Medals, Coronation 1953, with related miniatures, three identity discs
and Warrant of Appointment as Second Lieutenant D.L.I. 29 August 1930 (14) £100-150

See also lot 697 for a related sweetheart’s brooch.

687  
Second World War and Malaya Group of Five awarded to Probationary Lieutenant A.J. Fullick, Federation of
Malaya Police, late R.A.F.V.R., 1939-45 Star, Africa Star with North Africa 1942-43 clasp, Italy Star, War Medal with oak leaf
for Mention in Despatches, General Service Medal 1918-62, 1 clasp Malaya, George VI type (740 P/Lt. A.J. Fullick F. of M.
Pol.), good very fine with letter of enclosure for the WWII medals, forwarding slip for the GSM and copied research (5)

£400-600

MID: London Gazette: New Year’s Honours 1945 (Corpl. R.A.F.V.R.).

688  
Second World War and Malaya Group of Five awarded to Serjeant D.J. Griffith, Federation of Malaya Police,
1939-45, France and Germany Stars, Defence and War Medals, General Service Medal, 1 clasp Malaya, George VI type (393 Sjt.
D. J Griffiths. Malaya Police), mounted for wearing, very fine (5) £350-400

689  
Malaya Pair: General Service 1918-62, 1 clasp Malaya, George VI type (J898 Insp. W.D.McIntosh F. of. M. Pol.), Pingat
Setia Bomba 1997, mounted for wearing good very fine (2) £250-300

690 
Malaya Trio: General Service Medal 1918-62, 1 clasp Malaya, Elizabeth I type 1 (1143 P/Lt. H. W. Taylor F. of M. Pol.),
Malaya Active Service Medal, Pingat Jasa Malaysia, mounted for wearing, about extremely fine  (3) £250-300

691   
Group of Six to Lieutenant-Colonel David Alexander, R.A.O.C., late R.A.S.C.: General Service Medal 1918-62, 1 clasp
Cyprus (Capt. D.A. Simpson R.A.S.C.), Silver Jubilee 1977, Nigerian Independence 1960, UN Congo, UN Cyprus, mounted
for wearing good very fine, with original MOD Office Pass, ONUC Identity Card and Driver’s Permit, UN Cyprus identity card
and copied research including extract from the Jubilee 1977 roll £400-600



692   
*Omani and British Group of Six awarded to Sergeant Arthur Sherman, Omani Army, late R.E.M.E., OMAN Order
of the Special Royal Emblem, 15th National day 1985, 20th National Day 1990, General Service Medal 1918-62, 1 clasp Malaya
(Elizabeth II type 2) (22307366 Sgt. A. Sherman R.E.M.E.), Army Long Service and Good Conduct, Elizabeth II (Sgt.),
NIGERIA, Independence Medal 1960 first with case of issue containing related miniature and award scroll, second and third
with related miniatures, mounted for wearing , generally extremely fine, offered with Certificate of Service book, confirming
Nigerian award, boxes of issue for the two British medals, the Nigerian Independence Medal and the Omani 15th National Day
and four cloth crowns  (9) £500-600

693   
Omani and British Group of Five awarded to Staff Sergeant J. P. Hall. 17/21st Lancers, attached Sultan of
Oman’s Forces, Oman Peace Medal with crown on ribbon denoting Operational award, 15th National Day 1985, Campaign
Service Medal 1962-2007, 1 clasp, Northern Ireland (24041273 Cpl. J.P. Hall 17/21 L.), U.N. Medal for Cyprus, Army Long
Service and Good Conduct, Elizabeth II (Sgt.), mounted for wearing, extremely fine, offered with copied articles from the White
Lancer and Vedette giving details of S. Sgt. Hall’s service in Oman (5) £500-600

694    
Omani Peace Medal, engraved (Oman Peace Medal-W02 J. Docherty the Life Guards), lacquered, extremely fine,
with original named forwarding document £70-90

692
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OTHER MEDALS AND MINIATURES

695              
*Jewelled Regimental Brooch: 1st (King’s) Dragoon Guards, by J.W.B. of Birmingham, hallmarked 1982, in partially
rhodium-plated gold, with enamelled Habsburg-Lorraine arms, 27.3 x 37.4mm, extremely fine £300-400

Purchased from Paul Longmire Ltd., February 1983.

696  
*Jewelled Regimental Brooch: Durham Light Infantry, by the Goldsmiths and Silversmiths Company, in gold, the crown,
tassels beneath and horn all set with diamonds, in case of issue, with bar-mount, extremely fine £400-500

Given by Major D.F Crosthwaite to his wife.  See lot 686 for his medal group.

697  
Medal Menu Holders: A set of four medal menu holders by Horton & Allday, Birmingham, 1898, the medal discs unmounted
but suspensions and carriages fitted with hinged stands and sprung menu card supports, comprising: India General Service
1854, 1 clasp Burma 1885-7 (1704 Pte. G. Thomas 1st Bn Rif. Brig.); South Africa 1877-79, 1 clasp 1877-8-9 (1784. Pte.
T. Wallis, 1/24th Foot.); Afghanistan 1878-80, 1 clasp Ali Musjid (8. Bde/378. Pte. D. Lynch. 51st. Regt.); and Egypt
1882, dated reverse, 1 clasp Tel-El-Kebir (4832. Pte. E. Wright. 1/Scots Gds.), Egypt with star wear, otherwise generally
very fine to good very fine; together with a B.W.M. and Victory pair (306661 Pte. O. Kellow. R. War. R.) and a cased N.R.A.
‘Grand Aggregate’ shooting prize in the form of a Maltese Cross in copper, Bisley, eng. 1891, 34mm, these extremely fine  (7)

£400-600

698  
*Dress Miniatures: Group of Thirteen as worn by Major-General Sir Patrick Hehir, K.C.I.E., C.B., C.M.G., Indian
Medical Service and Principal Medical Officer at the Siege of Kut, comprising Order of the Indian Empire, Order of the
Bath Military Division, Order of St Michael and St George, Order of St John, these all in gold and enamels, India General Service
1854-95, 1 clasp Burma 1885-7, India General Service 1895-1902, 2 clasps, Tirah 1897-98, Samana 1897, 1914, British War and
Victory Medals, last with oak leaf, India General Service 1908, 1 clasp Afghanistan N.W.F. 1919, Durbar 1903, Durbar 1911, Silver
Lifesaving Medal of the Order of St John, mounted for wearing, extremely fine  (13) £700-900

Major General Hehir’s full-sized medals were sold by Dix, Noonan & Webb, September 2006.
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699 
*Dress Miniatures: Group of Seven, Order of the Star of India, Order of the Indian Empire, both in silver-gilt and enamels,
Royal Victorian Order, in silver and enamels, India General Service 1895-1902, 3 clasps, Punjab Frontier 1897-98, Samana 1897,
Tirah 1897-98, Tibet, 1 clasp Gyantse, British War and Victory medals, court mounted, extremely fine (7) £300-400

BRITISH ORDERS

700           
The Orders (and Dress Miniatures) awarded to Sir Basil Edward Nicolls, K.B., C.V.O., C.B.E., whose long and dis-
tinguished B.B.C. career began in the 1920s and spanned the introduction of television in the early 1950s, comprising:

Knight Bachelor’s badge, first type, in silver-gilt and red enamel, hallmarked London, 1926;
The Royal Victorian Order, Commander’s neck badge in silver-gilt and enamels, no. 1124, by Collingwood, in case of issue
with neck riband and instructions for wearing, with Warrant;
The Most Excellent Order of the British Empire, Civil Division, type 2, Commander’s neck badge in silver-gilt and enam-
els, by Garrard, also in case of issue with neck riband and instructions for wearing, with Warrant; 
Dress Miniatures mounted for wearing (6): C.V.O., C.B.E., 1914-15 Star, British War and Victory Medals, India General Service
with 1 clasp Afghanistan N.W.F. 1919, generally extremely fine  (lot) £1,000-1,200

C.B.E.: New Year Honours, 1 January 1945

C.V.O.: 8 June 1950: ‘For personal services to The King as Director of Home Broadcasts,
BBC’.

The lot is offered with original Warrants for the C.V.O. and C.B.E. as well as a copy of the
very first issue of The Listener, volume 1, no. 1, which appeared on 16 January 1929.  Sir
Basil Nicolls was instrumental in the introduction of the magazine, which was to appear
weekly until its closure in January, 1991.

SIR BASIL NICOLLS (1899-1903) served in the Great War and in India before joining the BBC,
a private company until it became a Corporation in 1926.  He was briefly Acting Director
General from June to December 1952 and was actively involved in preparations for the
now-celebrated broadcast of the Coronation in June 1953 via the new, popular medium of
television.  He also escorted the Queen and Duke of Edinburgh during their visit to
Broadcasting House and to the BBC’s Maida Vale studios on February 27, 1953 (when the
photograph reproduced here was taken).

Provenance: By family descent.
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701   
*The C.B., C.M.G. and Boer War Group awarded to Colonel R.J.S. Simpson, R.A.M.C., comprising:
The Most Honourable Order of the Bath, Military Division, Companion’s neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels;
The Most Distinguished Order of St Michael and St George, Companion’s neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels;
Order of St John, Officer’s breast badge, in plain silver; 
Queen’s South Africa, 3 clasps Cape Colony, Orange Free State, Transvaal, engraved (Major R.J.S. Simpson. R.A.M.C.);
King’s South Africa, 2 clasps South Africa 1901, South Africa 1902, engraved (Major R.J.S. Simpson. M.B., C.M.G.,
R.A.M.C.);
Coronation 1911, unnamed as issued, good very fine to extremely fine  (6) £1,400-1,800

C.B.: London Gazette: 4 June 1917; C.M.G.: London Gazette: 27 September 1901; M.i.D.: London Gazette: 27 July, 1917: ‘For valuable servic-
es in connection with the War’.

The lot is offered with the following original documents, photographs and other items:
Commission as Surgeon in the Army Medical Department, 3 February 1883;
United Grand Lodge of Freemasons, certificate on vellum, 1883;
Three letters of congratulation and recommendation, 1890-91;
Grant of Dignity of a Companion of the Order of St Michael and St George, dated 27 September 1901;
Official Notice of Appointment to the Order of St Michael and St George, Downing Street, dated 20 November 1902;
Grant of Dignity of a Companion of the Order of the Bath, dated 4 June 1917;
Notice of Mention in Despatches (on 27 July 1917), printed date 1 July 1919;
Three pairs of khaki, uniform and dress uniform epaulettes, with Order of the Bath buttons and crowns, a gilt belt buckle and cap badge;
A reprint of Simpson’s Modern Hygrometry (from the R.A.M.C. Journal, May 1923);
Several obituary notes, including one in a copy of the University of Edinburgh Journal, Summer 1932.
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ROBERT JOHN SHAW SIMPSON, M.B., C.B., C.M.G. joined the Royal Army Medical Corps in 1883 and was in India before becoming Assistant
Surgeon at the Royal Arsenal, Woolwich, 1891-96.  From 1896-99 he served at Pietermaritzburg and on the outbreak of the Boer War organised
the hospital at Wynberg, later becoming Secretary to the Principal Medical Officer.  According to his obituaries he was Mentioned in Despatches
for the Boer War as well as being appointed C.M.G. (in 1901).  Following retirement in 1913 he rejoined on the outbreak of the Great War to take
command of the Royal Herbert Hospital and was rewarded with the C.B.  He died in November 1931 at the age of 73.

See also following lot.

702  
*Dress Miniatures: A cased group of five as worn by Colonel R.J.S. Simpson, comprising Order of the Bath (Military), in
gold and enamels, Order of St Michael and St George, in gold and enamels, Order of St John, in silver, Queen’s South Africa, 3
clasps Cape Colony, Orange Free State, Transvaal, King’s South Africa, 2 clasps South Africa 1901, South Africa 1902, and the rib-
bon only for 1911 Coronation (i.e. the miniature missing), of high quality manufacture, extremely fine  (5) £100-150

703        
*The Most Honourable Order of the Bath, Civil Division, Companion’s breast badge, by Garrard & Co., hallmarked
London 1898, with gilt ribbon buckle, almost extremely fine £350-400

704  
Royal Victorian Medal, Victoria, in silver, engraved (6906 Corpl. C.H. Dyke
Grenr. Guards), contact wear, good fine                                                  £180-220

Not listed on roll of recipients.

705     
Royal Victorian Medal, Edward VII, in bronze, unnamed, about extremely fine

                                                                                      £100-150

706  
A Royal Victorian Medal Pair: Royal Victorian Medal, Elizabeth II type 2, in
silver, unnamed as issued, mint state, in case of issue and Efficiency Medal,
Territorial issue, George VI first type (2085318 Cpl. W.F. Harris. R. Sigs.),
good extremely fine and toned, in card box of issue with typescript named label
(2) £200-300

Roll confirms the award of the Royal Victorian Medal on 22 February 1972 to WILLIAM

FREDERICK HARRIS, Head Security Guard at the British High Commission, Singapore, on the
occasion of Her Majesty’s visit to Singapore.

707  
Imperial Service Order, Edward VII, by Elkington and Co., in silver-gilt and
enamels, in case of issue for an I.S.M., small chip on enamel of lower part of
crown, otherwise extremely fine £150-200

708    
Order of St. John, breast star, in gilt and white enamel, 50mm; Officer’s breast
badge, in silver and white enamel; Membership medal, in silver (14808 W.J.
Martin Northern Heights Div. No 1 Dis, S.J.A.B. 1935); Imperial Service
Medal, George VI type 2 (Edward Charles Barnes), good very fine or better;
and a Khan Sahib badge, George V, reverse erased (5)                             £200-250
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709  
*Order of British India, type 2, First Class neck badge, in gold and light blue enamels, good very fine £800-1,000

710  
*Order of British India, type 2, Second Class neck badge, in gold and dark blue enamels, extremely fine £800-1,000

GALLANTRY AWARDS

711 
*A Burma Distinguished Service Order Pair awarded to Major Thomas Henry des Voeux Wilkinson, 1st Battalion
Rifle Brigade: Distinguished Service Order, Victoria, in gold and enamels, and India General Service 1854-95, 2 clasps Burma,
1885-7, Burma 1887-89 (Lieut. & Adj J.H.D.V. Wilkinson, 1st Bn. Rifle Brig.), D.S.O. in case of issue, extremely fine,
I.G.S. good very fine  (2) £5,000-7,000

709 710



D.S.O. London Gazette: 25 November 1887: ‘For services in Burma.’

Mention in Despatches: London Gazette: 2 September 1887:
‘Lieutenant Wilkinson, Rifle Brigade, has done most excellent service as Superintendent of Signalling in the 6th Brigade. His activity and ener-
gy were witnessed by his Excellency the Commander-in –Chief in India, and Brigadier Low speaks in the highest terms of the tact and courage
displayed by him in working out the system of signalling station, which has been crowned with such success.’

The lot is offered with the following additional items:
Rules for Army Signallers Volumes I and II, American Baptist Mission Press, Rangoon 1887, written by Wilkinson, an original studio portrait
photograph, a riband bar, and the original case for the 1897 Diamond Jubilee medal (which Wilkinson was awarded on 22 June 1897, shortly
before his promotion to Major on 5 September in the same year).

712  
Distinguished Conduct Medal, Victoria, edge skimmed and has been renamed in impressed plain capitals (4173 Sgt: H.
Blair 2.nd: S. Wales B’rs:), well-worn and suspension refixed, fair, offered with faults £150-250

Ex Sotheby’s auction, 23 November 1977, lot 749.  

It may be noted that Blair’s original group, comprising Edward VII D.C.M., Queen’s South Africa with 3 clasps Cape Colony, Orange Free State,
Johannesburg and King’s South Africa with 2 clasps, was in the ollection of the American Numismatic Society (sold by Morton & Eden, part 1,
24-25 May 2006, lot 328).  The D.C.M. was gazetted on 27 September 1901 ‘For conspicuous bravery in fighting round Modderfontein on 2nd
February, 1901’.
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713  
Family Group:
i) Corporal Harry Perks, Hampshire Regiment and Jersey Company, 7th Battalion Royal Irish Rifles, late East
Battalion Jersey Militia, Four: Military Medal (4236 Cpl. H. Perks 7/R. Ir. Rif), 1914-15 Star (7-4326 Pte. H. Perks R.
Ir. Rif.), British War and Victory Medals (Cpl.), mounted for wearing, extremely fine; together with a presentation gold watch
(with later strap), reverse engraved Presented by the inhabitants of Jersey to Corporal Harry Perks M.M. 7th Batt.
R.I.R. in recognition of his Distinguished Conduct in H.M. Service. April 1918
ii) Corporal Alfred William Perks, Royal Fusiliers (elder brother of Harry), British War and Victory Medal Pair (Cpl.
A.W. Perks R. Fus.), good very fine
iii) Attributed to Harry John Perks, 8th Airborne Division (son of Alfred William), World War II trio, 1939-45, France
and Germany Stars, War Medal, extremely fine, with two related Airborne Division badges (9) £1,000-1,500

M.M. London Gazette: 19 November 1917.

The following is taken from the Jersey Evening Post, 22 April 1918 (original cutting included in the lot):

‘In August 1917 (at Frezenberg Ridge), when in charge of the First Aid Post, Perks distinguished
himself by following the attacking troops, rendering aid to the men as they fell and then removing
the wounded into such places of safety as could be found.  He was under shell and rifle fire the whole
time and in recognition of his devotion and gallantry he was awarded the Military Medal.’

HARRY PERKS joined the Jersey Contingent of the Royal Irish Rifles in February 1915 and in June trained
as a stretcher-bearer. He arrived at the Western Front in December. In January 1918, along with the
majority of the remaining members of the Jersey Contingent, he joined the 2nd Battalion Hampshire
Regiment. He ended the war at Reed Camp, Colchester. He is buried at Mont à l’Abbé Cemetery, St
Helier, Jersey.  

Further information with the lot includes an account of the St Helier Town Hall reception for Harry
Perks and Corporal H.J. Quenell (also a winner of the Military Medal) and a report of Perks’s funeral
on 12 October 1921.

714  
Military Cross, George V, unnamed as issued; and Order of the British Empire, type 1, Military Division, Member’s badge,
good very fine (2) £400-500
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715  
Family Group: 
Queen’s South Africa, no clasp (919 Corpl. E.J. Holmes, P. Elizabeth T.G), with 40th Anniversary of the Occupation of
Matabeleland bronze commemorative medal, 1933;
The Reverend Cecil Frederick Joy Holmes, D.S.O., Army Chaplains Dept., Territorial Force, Distinguished Service
Order, George V, in case of issue, with two Oxford University Boat Club prize medals in silver and bronze, the silver engraved
Keble College Clinker Fours 1897 and with crew’s names including Holmes’s;
Probationary Nurse Gertrude Eirene Holmes, M.B.E., South African Military Nursing Service (wife of C.F.J.
Holmes, D.S.O.), Order of the British Empire, Civil Division, Member’s badge, in case of issue, with bow for wear by Ladies and
bilingual Victory Medal (P. Nurse G.E. Holmes), with related riband bar including M.i.D., and badges; and
Lieutenant Charles W. T. Holmes, R.A. (son of F.J.H. and G.E. Holmes), ribbon bar for 1939-45 and France and Germany
Stars, R.A. cap badge, original Army in India Identity Card and Military Motor Vehicle Driving Licence, generally extremely fine,
offered with copied research (lot) £900-1,000

CECIL FREDERICK JOY HOLMES: D.S.O.: London Gazette: 6 September 1918:
“For distinguished and gallant services rendered on the occasion of the destruction or damage by enemy action of Hospital Ships, Transports
and Storeships.”
Also entitled to Légion d’Honneur, Chevalier: London Gazette: 17 August 1918.

GERTRUDE EIRENE HOLMES: M.B.E.: London Gazette: 14 January 1921; M.i.D.: London Gazette: 31 January 1919 (E.A.F.)

716  
*Indian Police Medal, George VI, for Distinguished Conduct (Sarwar Shah Dp. Supdt. of Police. N.W.F.P.), very fine

£250-300

Gazette of India: July 10 1943:

PIR SARWAR SHAH, Deputy Superintendent of Police, Bannu, N.W.F.P.
‘On Friday, 16 April 1943, the Bannu City Police received information that a strong and well-armed hostile gang, led by Fateh Jang, one of the
most dangerous and ruthless raiders on the Bannu border, had come to an adjacent serai to raid the city and kidnap persons attending the
Friday fair. The police turned out and engaged the gang immediately, and a battle followed during which the gang lost eight killed, including
Fateh Jang himself and several other notorious outlaws. Two more were intercepted and killed near the border. This successful raid prevent-
ed a serious raid and also rid Bannu of a number of notorious proclaimed offenders but it cost the police six men killed and four wounded.

The two officers who are awarded the King’s Police and Fire Services Medal died during this encounter while personally engaging the hos-
tiles attack and their extreme bravery and personal example played an important part in the frustration and rounding up of the gang. The
other two officers who are awarded the Indian Police Medal were largely responsible for the successful tactics and sound dispositions of the
police parties and they set an excellent example of personal courage under heavy fire.’

717
*Indian Police Medal, George VI, for Meritorious Service (Frederick Crosby, Inspr. of Police. U.P.), in case of issue,
extremely fine £200-250

Gazette of India: 1 January 1947: ‘Frederick Crossly [sic] Reserve Inspector (Retired) Aligarh United Provinces.’

Apparently awarded to recognise Crosby’s intervention in an attack on a Government official.  In protecting the official, Crosby suffered an injury
to his cheek resulting in a permanent scar.
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718  
*The C.B.E. and Burma M.C. Group awarded to Major P.H. ‘Val’ Meadows, who operated for several months
behind Enemy Lines as Intelligence Officer and was additionally twice Mentioned in Despatches, Seven:
The Most Excellent Order of the British Empire, Civil Division, type 2, Commander’s neck badge in silver-gilt and enam-
els, by Collingwood, in case of issue with neck riband and instructions for wearing, with Warrant dated 1 January 1963;
Military Cross, dated 1945, privately engraved (Major P.H. Meadows. Burma), in case of issue, with original forwarding
slip, now card-backed (12th Frontier Force Regiment Indian Army);
1939-45 Star, Burma Star, Defence and War Medals, with M.i.D., with forwarding box;
Singapore, Meritorious Service Medal, in silver, officially engraved (Mr. P.H. Meadows 9.8.89), in case of issue;
Brunei, Order of Loyalty to the State of Brunei, Fourth Class breast badge, in bronze-gilt and enamels, by Spink & Son,
in case of issue, generally extremely fine  (7) £2,000-3,000

Offered with the following additional items:

Original recommendation for the Military Cross, from which the following is taken:

15 Nov 1944
T/Capt Percey Herbert Meadows
ARAKAN, Aug.-Nov. 1944. 
‘Capt Meadows, B.I.O., has been intimately concerned with force “BOLSTER” since its inception at PONRA (PM 352284) six miles down the
NAF river south of MAUNGDAW.  It was designed to act as a patrol and ambush base in “no mans land”, and to restore the morale of the vil-
lagers who were suffering from Jap oppression and atrocities.  The results have exceeded expectations; upwards of 120 Japs have been killed
at very small cost, invaluable information has been obtained, confidence has been restored and hundreds of acres of paddy are now ready for
harvesting.  Capt Meadows has been largely responsible for these impressive achievements.  He was responsible for coordinating the recce
policy, and personally took part in many of the ambushes.  A man of great personal courage and endurance he has lead small parties deep
into enemy territory to obtain information, and his exploits have been many and daring causing bewilderment and uneasiness among the
Japs.  His personality and dealings with the villagers have had a noticeable morale raising effect, which has resulted in much more reliable
and varied information being brought in, and he has made contacts that will be invaluable when operations begin.  His work and initiative
throughout have been outstanding, and he has shown a complete disregard for his personal safety in carrying out his task.  He is fully deserv-
ing of the award for which he is recommended.’

Original Commanding Officer’s report and recommendation dated January, 1947;
Karachi Aero Club ‘Wings’;
Full statutes of the Order of the British Empire, with official named correspondence to accompany the C.B.E. Warrant;
Several photographs and a copy of the Daily Telegraph’s obituary, 1 August 1997.

PERCIVAL HERBERT MEADOWS, known during his career as both ‘Perc[e]y’ and
‘Val’, was born in 1919 and educated at Wye College (where he qualified in
tropical horticulture), and later (after the war) at Magdalene College,
Cambridge, and at SOAS.  He worked on a coffee plantation in Kenya and a
tea plantation in Ceylon before enlisting with the Lincolnshire Regiment
following the outbreak of the Second World War.  He won the Combined
Services Welterweight Boxing Championship before being posted to India,
where he received an emergency commission in July, 1941.  Serving with 8th

Battalion, 12th Frontier Force Regiment, initially on the Northwest Frontier,
he went on to Intelligence training in Karachi while also finding time to gain
his pilot’s licence in a Gypsy Moth.  

As Brigade Intelligence Officer with the 74th Indian Infantry Brigade he
served in Arakan (see M.C. recommendation), subsequently transferring to
the 3/2nd Gurkha Rifles where he commanded a detachment and also
became Station Commander.  His C.O. in the Gurkhas later wrote (January
1947): ‘Due to his ability in all spheres and his initiative I had complete
confidence in the efficiency of the detachment at all times.  Shrewd in his
calculations he is a most able organiser and administrator... …this officer
is outstanding and I strongly recommend him for appointment to a regu-
lar commission and in particular for employment in intelligence duties’.

Following the war Meadows joined the Malayan Civil Service but volun-
teered for active service at the outbreak of the Emergency, when his Burma
experience proved invaluable.  1949 found him in Macao from where, as
Honorary British Consul, he sent back to London intelligence reports on the
Chinese Revolution.  His next posting was to Singapore where he became
Deputy Permanent Secretary (with Special Duties) in the office of the Prime
Minister, Lee Kuan Yew; the two became trusting and loyal friends in a valu-
able, sometimes moderating relationship which continued well after
Independence.  Meadows was appointed C.B.E. in the 1963 New Year
Honours list and is also entitled to the Efficiency Medal (not found); he died
in Norfolk in July 1997 at the age of 78.



719  
*An Escaper’s M.M. Group awarded to Flight Sergeant A.R. Cottle, 47 Squadron, R.A.F., Five:

Military Medal, George VI (1265632 Sgt. A.R. Cottle, R.A.F.);
1939-45 Star, Italy Star, Defence and War Medals, a few surface marks, good very fine; together with Flying Logbook,
substantial further original documentation and related items (see below) (lot) £3,000-4,000

M.M.: London Gazette: 16 May, 1944.  The official recommendation for the award reads as follows:

‘On the 16th November 1943 Sgt. Cottle was the Navigator of a plane which was shot down near Kalymnos.  When the aircraft hit the water
he was dragged under the water by the sinking aircraft and had great difficulty in reaching and climbing into the dinghy which was now
some 100 yards away.  His right arm was useless owing to a bullet wound.  Late on the following night Sgt. Cottle was picked up and taken
to an Italian Convent Hospital at Kos.  He refused to answer any questions put to him by the German interrogating officer.  After a few days,
he sold his watch, etc. and was able to buy civilian clothes.  He slipped out of the hospital and was taken to a safe hiding place by some friend-
ly Greeks.  Each night he went down to the shore to try and contact a caique and on the night of December 5th he was successful and was
taken to the Turkish coast and then transported to a hospital.  Sgt. Cottle has shown great determination in escaping from the enemy territo-
ry, although wounded.  It was a very fine achievement and an example to others of courage and initiative.’

Included with the lot are:

Original Flying Logbook covering the period 13 May 1942 to Cottle’s repatriation on 12
February 1944;

Goldfish Club Membership Card, named F/Sgt A.R. Cottle, August 24th 1943,
and Goldfish Club uniform patch; 

A signed statement by Cottle describing being shot down on 16 November 1943:
‘After attacking target we were ourselves attacked by two M.E. 109’s and one Arado
196.  These planes made one attack which was unsuccessful.  One M.E.109 and the
Arado then broke off, but the remaining M.E.109 pressed home attack after attack
starting at 1000 yds and closing to 20 yds.  We kept turning into the attack and also
corkscrewing, but we were unsuccessful in shaking off the M.E.. (During its second
attack I received g.s.w. mentioned in previous signal.)  Bullets and cannonshells
were continuously pouring into the plane.  My cupola was completely shot away also
fixed aerial and I noticed the extreme tip of the starboard wing had disappeared.

‘These attacks lasted for at least five minutes, then without warning the plane hit the
sea.  As I was still facing the tail at the moment of impact, I swivelled around and
saw F/O Bond slumped over the controls (whether he had been shot or knocked
unconscious I am unable to say).  There was a fire burning furiously on the star-
board side of the well behind the pilot and this prevented me from getting to F/O
Bond through the fuselage.  So I clamboured [sic] on to the port wing and made my
way to the pilot’s cockpit, but as soon as I got there the plane sank under me and I
went down to some considerable depth entangled in the aerial wire.  F/O Bond went
down with the plane…   …I should like to add that had the V.G.O. been mounted in
this plane it is highly probable that we would have beaten off the attacker.’
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A copy of The Pocket Padre with pencilled diary notes on back cover (some indistinct): 16 Pranged!!; 17 Schnelboot; 18 Kos; 19 Interrogated;
25 Got up; 26 Decided to escape; 28 [Interrogated(?)     ]; 1 Left hospital [    ]; 2 Stay in barn over n[ight]; 3 No luck; 5 Escaped to Bodrum;
6 Left Bodrum; 7 Arrived [Kuþadasi?]; 8 On to Smyrna; 17 Left Smyrna; 19 Arrived Aleppo… ;

Other documents, including Movement Order dated 28/29 Jan. 1944; 

Royal Air Force Service and Release Book recording service from 14 Sept. 1940 to 7 April 1946: ‘Has outstanding ability as an organiser and
can be entrusted with any responsibility.  He is an expert operator of electrical calculating machines and a good mathematician…

Silver Rugby prize medal engraved 9 S.F.T.S. / R.A.F. Rugby XV 1940-41, 25.5mm, a broken ‘dog tag’ (reading COTTLE A.R. [   ]5632), two cloth
R.A.F. Observer’s badges and a medal riband bar;

47 Squadron Reunion Menu, 1947, with signatures, newspaper cuttings and a copy photograph

ALFRED ROY COTTLE, born on 24 January 1916, earned his Goldfish Club membership when forced to ditch on 24 August 1943 after attacking a
schooner and then being jumped by a FW190.  On that occasion he spent only an hour so in the dinghy before being picked up by a U.S. destroy-
er.  After being shot down and injured on 16 November, however, his second spell in the dinghy lasted for over 30 hours before he was picked
up by a German Schnellboot and captured.

In escaping from Kos Cottle received vital assistance from Greek citizens who unfortunately paid for their resistance to the Germans, although
Cottle was in due course able to provide intelligence which was of real value to the Allies when the island was finally liberated.

Provenance: By direct descent; previously on loan to the R.A.F. Museum, Hendon (reserve collection). 

720    
*The Sicily Military Cross Group awarded to Captain Stanley Charles “Bombs” Panter, Parachute Regiment, who
was later captured at Arnhem and recommended for a Bar to his M.C., Nine:

Military Cross, dated 1943, privately-engraved (Capt. S.C. Panter Parachute Regt.), together with an unconfirmed and
undated bar for second award;
1939-45 Star, Africa Star with 1st Army clasp, Italy Star, France and Germany Star, Defence and War Medals;
Coronation 1953, privately engraved (Major S.C. Panter Royal Fusiliers);
Territorial Efficiency Decoration, reverse dated 1955; with
Netherlands, Battle of Arnhem bronze honorary medal, 59.5mm, engraved (Capt. S.C. Panter Para. Regt.), this in
Gerritsen van Kempen card box of issue;
good very fine or better, offered with much original documentation, related items and memorabilia (see below)  (lot)

£4,000-6,000

M.C.: London Gazette: 23 December 1943:
‘For conspicuous gallantry and initiative in action.  On the 14th of July 1943.  The officer was in company with a part of the 2nd Battalion
Parachute Regiment which had been dropped on the Catania Plain in Sicily, to secure the high ground South of the River Simeto.  On two occa-
sions this officer led small parties to deal with enemy machine-gun positions that were menacing the Battalion’s flank, on each occasion he
succeeded in capturing the machine guns and killing or capturing the crews.  Later this officer single-handed captured an enemy howitzer
together with ammunition, and himself organised a gun crew from the men of the battalion and directed the fire from this weapon on to the
enemy.  Throughout the action he displayed great courage under heavy fire and complete contempt for danger.’

Territorial Efficiency Decoration: London Gazette: 25 February 1955.



The lot is offered with the following:

Two ‘dog tags’ (octagonal and circular), both named SC PANTER 165617 LIEUT CE; gun-layer’s badges (2), in gold braid and khaki; anti-tank and
crown (2) badges in khaki; a trident badge; riband bar representing MC (with bar) and Panter’s first three Stars; and two (unmatched) Captain’s
dress ‘stripes’;
A Medjez El Bab skull-and-crossbones pennant, 1942;
Sequence of photographs of the first parachute drop (by Panter) made from an American Dakota using a British parachute;
Original telegrams and letters, including telegram to Fusilier Panter dated 25 August 1939 “Join 9 RF.” and  various correspondence advising
Mrs Panter that her husband was missing, 25 Sept. 1944 and later;
Nine original personal greetings telegrams, circa 1937-41;
Ticket for Buckingham Palace Investiture, 18 April 1944;
Two original PoW Camp identity documents, both with photographs (one illustrated);
Panter’s 112-page ‘Wartime Log’ (approx.. 100 pages filled), prepared during his time as a Prisoner-of-War and including: his interesting detailed
personal account of Operation “Market” [sic], capture at Arnhem, interrogation, escape during a bombardment and subsequent recapture; “S”
Company, 2nd Parachute Regimental roll and Memorial; numerous watercolours, sketches and drawings by Panter and some others, including
views of Arnhem and Oflag 79; and cuttings, poems, other contributions, tickets, prison camp stamps, personal records, etc.;
Memorabilia from Arnhem Commemoration and Memorial, September 1947;
A 10th Bn. (T.A.) Parachute Regt. ‘Visitors Falling Plate’ runner-up medal, 1960, 38mm;
International Police Association membership card with photograph, 1961;
Newspaper cuttings, two pencil portraits and two portrait photographs, and photocopied research;
A German photograph, taken after Panter’s capture and subsequently published in Germany, of his kit and equipment (clearly showing his name,
with related 1996 correspondence).

Ex 720



STANLEY CHARLES “BOMBS” PANTER, born in Warwickshire on 5 September 1909, joined the 9th (2nd City of London) Royal Fusiliers as a private
soldier just before the outbreak of War in August, 1939, having previously been an active member of the Territorial unit based in Balham High
Road, Tooting, South London.  He fought in France and Belgium, was evacuated and granted an emergency commission as 2nd Lieutenant on
28 December 1940.  

In late 1941 Panter volunteered for the 1st Parachute Brigade shortly after its formation, and by July 1942 he was commanding an experimental
airborne platoon nicknamed “Panter’s Pirates” before a formal transfer to the Parachute Regiment is recorded as having taken place on 1 August.
He served in Tunisia, including Medjez El Bab, and as part of Operation Torch led a successful operational jump with parachute mortars over
Tunis in December, 1942 (when he seems to have gained the sobriquet ‘Bombs’ for the first time).  He was in Italy from September 1943 to 1
May 1944 before dropping with the A Company in Sicily (Operation Husky), and was awarded an immediate M.C. for Catania Plain.

Panter landed near Arnhem on the afternoon of Sunday 17 September 1944 as T/Capt., Officer Commanding Support Company, 2nd Parachute
Battalion and was closely involved in the capture and defence of the Arnhem Road Bridge under Frost, based at “Company HQ” to the north of
the bridge where they held out until capture by the Germans on Thursday 21st.  As Panter was wounded he was sent to a makeshift hospital but
succeeded in obtaining boots and a revolver, and walked out of the building during Allied shellfire on the night of the 21st.  Unluckily he did not
get far, walking straight into a German patrol beside the river, and he was recaptured.  Like many Arnhem prisoners he was sent initially to Stalag
XIIA at Limburg before transfer to Oflag 79 (Brunswick), via Oflag XIIB; Oflag 79 was as it happened the former home of a German parachute
regiment and was to be liberated by the U.S. Ninth Army on 12 April 1945.

After the war Panter served with the Territorial Army until 1959, receiving the Territorial Efficiency Decoration in 1955, and he also joined the
City of London Special Constabulary.  He evidently wore an unofficial bar to his M.C. for Arnhem but it should be reiterated that although he
was recommended for this by his unit it was not confirmed at Divisional - or, perhaps, ‘suits’ - level.  Stan Panter died 0n 20 April, 1968. 

See also inside back cover .

END OF SALE



Conditions of Business for Buyers
 
 
1. Introduction 
(a) The contractual relationship of Morton & 
Eden Ltd. and Sellers with prospective Buyers 
is governed by:- 
(i) these Conditions of Business for Buyers; 
(ii) the Conditions of Business for Sellers 
displayed in the saleroom and available from 
Morton & Eden Ltd ;  
(iii) Morton & Eden Ltd.’s Authenticity 
Guarantee; 
(iv) any additional notices and terms printed in 
the sale catalogue, in each case as amended by 
any saleroom notice or auctioneer's 
announcement. 
 
(b) As auctioneer, Morton & Eden Ltd. acts as 
agent for the Seller. Occasionally, Morton & 
Eden Ltd. may own or have a financial interest 
in a lot.  
 
2. Definitions  
"Bidder" is any person making, attempting 
or considering making a bid, including 
Buyers; 
"Buyer" is the person who makes the highest 
bid or offer accepted by the auctioneer, 
including a Buyer’s principal when bidding 
as agent; 
"Seller" is the person offering a lot for sale, 
including their agent, or executors; 
“M&E” means Morton & Eden Ltd., 
auctioneers, 45 Maddox Street, London W1S 
2PE, company number 4198353. 
"Buyer’s Expenses" are any costs or 
expenses due to Morton & Eden Ltd. from 
the Buyer;  
"Buyer’s Premium" is the commission 
payable by the Buyer on the Hammer Price 
at the rates set out in the Important 
Information for Buyers; 
"Hammer Price" is the highest bid for the 
Property accepted by the auctioneer at the 
auction or the post auction sale price; 
"Purchase Price" is the Hammer Price plus 
applicable Buyer’s Premium and Buyer’s 
Expenses; 
"Reserve Price" (where applicable) is the 
minimum Hammer Price at which the Seller 
has agreed to sell a lot. 
 
The Buyer’s Premium, Buyer’s Expenses 
and Hammer Price are subject to VAT, 
where applicable. 
 
3. Examination of Lots  
(a) M&E’s knowledge of lots is partly 
dependent on information provided by the 
Seller and M&E is unable to exercise 
exhaustive due diligence on each lot. Each lot 
is available for examination before sale. 
Bidders are responsible for carrying out 
examinations and research before sale to 
satisfy themselves over the condition of lots 
and accuracy of descriptions.   
 
(b) All oral and/or written information 
provided to Bidders relating to lots, including 
descriptions in the catalogue, condition reports 
or elsewhere are statements of M&E’s opinion 
and not representations of fact. Estimates may 
not be relied on as a prediction of the selling 
price or value of the lot and may be revised 
from time to time at M&E’s absolute 
discretion. 
 

 
 
4. Exclusions and limitations of liability 
to Buyers 
(a) M&E shall refund the Purchase Price to  
the Buyer in circumstances where it deems 
that the lot is a Counterfeit, subject to the 
terms of M&E’s Authenticity Guarantee. 
 
(b) Subject to Condition  4(a), neither M&E 
nor the Seller:- 
(i) is liable for any errors or omissions in any 
oral or written information provided to 
Bidders by M&E, whether negligent or 
otherwise; 
(ii) gives any guarantee or warranty to Bidders 
and any implied warranties and conditions are 
excluded (save in so far as such obligations 
cannot be excluded by English law), other than 
the express warranties given by the Seller to 
the Buyer (for which the Seller is solely 
responsible) under the Conditions of Business 
for Sellers; 
(iii) accepts responsibility to Bidders for acts 
or omissions (whether negligent or otherwise) 
by M&E in connection with the conduct of 
auctions or for any matter relating to the sale 
of any lot. 
 
(c) Without prejudice to Condition 4(b), any 
claim against M&E and/ or the Seller by a 
Bidder is limited to the Purchase Price for the 
relevant lot. Neither M&E nor the Seller shall 
be liable for any indirect or consequential 
losses. 
 
(d) Nothing in Condition 4 shall exclude or 
limit the liability of M&E or the Seller for 
death or personal injury caused by the 
negligent acts or omissions of M&E or the 
Seller. 
 
5. Bidding at Auction 
(a) M&E has absolute discretion to refuse 
admission to the auction. Before sale, 
Bidders must complete a Registration Form 
and supply such information and references 
as M&E requires. Bidders are personally 
liable for their bid and are jointly and 
severally liable with their principal, if 
bidding as agent (in which case M&E’s prior 
and express consent must be obtained).  
 
(b) M&E advises Bidders to attend the 
auction, but M&E will endeavour to execute 
absentee written bids provided that they are, 
in M&E’s opinion, received in sufficient 
time and in legible form. 
(c) When available, written and telephone 
bidding is offered as a free service at the 
Bidder’s risk and subject to M&E’s other 
commitments; M&E is therefore not liable 
for failure to execute such bids. Telephone 
bidding may be recorded.  
 
6. Import, Export and Copyright 
Restrictions 
M&E and the Seller make no representations 
or warranties as to whether any lot is subject 
to import, export or copyright restrictions. It 
is the Buyer's sole responsibility to obtain 
any copyright clearance or any necessary 
import, export or other licence required by 
law, including licenses required under the 
Convention on the International Trade in 
Endangered Species (CITES).  
 

 
 
7. Conduct of the Auction 
(a) The auctioneer has discretion to refuse 
bids, withdraw or re-offer lots for sale 
(including after the fall of the hammer) if 
(s)he believes that there may be an error or 
dispute, and may also take such other action 
as (s)he reasonably deems necessary. 
 
(b) The auctioneer will commence and 
advance the bidding in such increments as  
(s)he considers appropriate and is entitled to 
place bids on the Seller’s behalf up to the 
Reserve Price for the lot, where applicable.  
 
(c) Subject to Condition 7(a), the contract 
between the Buyer and the Seller is 
concluded on the striking of the auctioneer's 
hammer. 
 
(d) Any post-auction sale of lots shall 
incorporate these Conditions of Business. 
 
8. Payment and Collection 
 
(a) Unless otherwise agreed in advance, 
payment of the Purchase Price is due in 
pounds sterling immediately after the auction 
(the "Payment Date").  
 
(b) Title in a lot will not pass to the Buyer 
until M&E has received the Purchase Price in 
cleared funds. M&E will generally not 
release a lot to a Buyer before payment. 
Earlier release shall not affect passing of title 
or the Buyer's obligation to pay the Purchase 
Price, as above. 
 
(c) The refusal of any licence or permit 
required by law, as outlined in Condition 6, 
shall not affect the Buyer’s obligation to pay 
for the lot, as per Condition 8(a). 
 
(d) The Buyer must arrange collection of lots 
within 10 working days of the auction.  
Purchased lots are at the Buyer's risk from 
the earlier of (i) collection or (ii) 10 working 
days after the auction.  Until risk passes, 
M&E will compensate the Buyer for any loss 
or damage to the lot up to a maximum of the 
Purchase Price actually paid by the Buyer. 
M&E’s assumption of risk is subject to the 
exclusions detailed in Condition 5(d) of the 
Conditions of Business for Sellers.  
 
(e) All packing and handling of lots is at the 
Buyer's risk. M&E will not be liable for any 
acts or omissions of third party packers or 
shippers. 
 
9. Remedies for non-payment 
Without prejudice to any rights that the 
Seller may have, if the Buyer without prior 
agreement fails to make payment for the lot 
within 5 working days of the auction, M&E 
may in its sole discretion exercise 1 or more 
of the following remedies:-  
 
(a) store the lot at its premises or elsewhere 
at the Buyer’s sole risk and expense; 
 
(b) cancel the sale of the lot; 
 
(c) set off any amounts owed to the Buyer by 
M&E against any amounts owed to M&E by 
the Buyer for the lot;  
 
 
 
 



(d) reject future bids from the Buyer;  
 
(e) charge interest at 8% per annum above 
Lloyds TSB Bank plc Base Rate from the  
Payment Date to the date that the Purchase 
Price is received in cleared funds; 
 
(f) re-sell the lot by auction or privately, with 
estimates and reserves at M&E’s discretion, 
in which case the Buyer will be liable for any 
shortfall between the original Purchase Price 
and the amount achieved on re-sale, 
including all costs incurred in such re-sale; 
 
(g) Exercise a lien over any Buyer’s Property 
in M&E’s possession, applying the sale 
proceeds to any amounts owed by the Buyer 
to M&E. M&E shall give the Buyer 14 days 
written notice before exercising such lien; 
 
(h) commence legal proceedings to recover 
the Purchase Price for the lot, plus interest 
and legal costs;  
 
(i) disclose the Buyer’s details to the Seller 
to enable the Seller to commence legal 
proceedings. 

10. Failure to collect purchases 
(a) If the Buyer pays the Purchase Price but 
does not collect the lot within 20 working  
days of the auction, the lot will be stored at  
the Buyer's expense and risk at M&E’s 
premises or in independent storage. 
 
(b) If a lot is paid for but uncollected within  
6 months of the auction, following 60 days 
written notice to the Buyer, M&E will re-sell 
the lot by auction or privately, with estimates 
and reserves at M&E’s discretion. The sale 
proceeds, less all M&E’s costs, will be 
forfeited unless collected by the Buyer 
within 2 years of the original auction.  
 
11. Data Protection 
(a) M&E will use information supplied by 
Bidders or otherwise obtained lawfully by 
M&E for the provision of auction related 
services, client administration, marketing and 
as otherwise required by law.  
 
(b) By agreeing to these Conditions of 
Business, the Bidder agrees to the processing 
of their personal information and to the 
disclosure of such information to third 
 

parties world-wide for the purposes outlined in 
Condition 11(a) and to Sellers as per 
Condition 9(i).   
 
 

12. Miscellaneous 
(a) All images of lots, catalogue descriptions 
and all other materials produced by M&E are 
the copyright of M&E.  
 
(b) These Conditions of Business are not 
assignable by any Buyer without M&E’s 
prior written consent, but are binding on 
Bidders' successors, assigns and 
representatives.   
 
(c) The materials listed in Condition 1(a) set 
out the entire agreement between the parties. 
 
(d) If any part of these Conditions of Business 
be held unenforceable, the remaining parts 
shall remain in full force and effect. 
 
(e) These Conditions of Business shall be 
interpreted in accordance with English Law, 
under the exclusive jurisdiction of the 
English Courts, in favour of M&E.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Morton & Eden Ltd.’s Authenticity Guarantee
 
 
If Morton & Eden Ltd. sells an item of 
Property which is later shown to be a 
“Counterfeit”, subject to the terms below 
Morton & Eden Ltd. will rescind the sale and 
refund the Buyer the total amount paid by 
the Buyer to Morton & Eden Ltd. for that 
Property, up to a maximum of the Purchase 
Price.  
 
The Guarantee lasts for two (2) years after 
the date of the relevant auction, is for the 
benefit of the Buyer only and is non-
transferable.  
 
“Counterfeit” means an item of Property 
that in Morton & Eden Ltd.’s reasonable 
opinion is an imitation created with the intent 
to deceive over the authorship, origin, date, 
age, period, culture or source, where the 
correct description of such matters is not 
included in the catalogue description for the 
Property.  
Property shall not be considered Counterfeit 
solely because of any damage and/or 
restoration and/or modification work 
(including, but not limited to, traces of 
mounting, tooling or repatinating). 
Please note that this Guarantee does not apply 
if either:- 

 
 
(i) the catalogue description was in 
accordance with the generally accepted 
opinions of scholars and experts at the date of 
the sale, or the catalogue description indicated 
that there was a conflict of such opinions; or  
 
(ii) the only method of establishing at the date 
of the sale that the item was a Counterfeit 
would have been by means of processes not 
then generally available or accepted, 
unreasonably expensive or impractical; or 
likely to have caused damage to or loss in 
value to the Property (in Morton & Eden 
Ltd.’s reasonable opinion); or 
 
(iii) there has been no material loss in value of 
the Property from its value had it accorded 
with its catalogue description. 
 
To claim under this Guarantee, the Buyer 
must:- 
 
(i) notify Morton & Eden Ltd. in writing 
within one (1) month of receiving any 
information that causes the Buyer to  
question the authenticity or attribution of the  
Property, specifying the lot number,  

 
 
date of the auction at which it was 
purchased and the reasons why it is believed to 
be Counterfeit; and 
 
(ii) return the Property to Morton  
& Eden Ltd. in the same condition as at the 
date of sale and be able to transfer good title in 
the Property, free from any third party claims 
arising after the date of the sale.  
 
Morton & Eden Ltd. has discretion to waive 
any of the above requirements.  Morton & 
Eden Ltd. may require the Buyer to obtain at 
the Buyer's cost the reports of two 
independent and recognised experts in the 
relevant field and acceptable to Morton & 
Eden Ltd. Morton & Eden Ltd. shall not be 
bound by any reports produced by the Buyer, 
and reserves the right to seek additional 
expert advice at its own expense.  In the 
event Morton & Eden Ltd. decides to rescind 
the sale under this Guarantee, it may refund 
to the Buyer the reasonable costs of up to 
two mutually approved independent expert 
reports, provided always that the costs of 
such reports have been approved in advance 
and in writing by Morton & Eden Ltd. 
 

 



  ABSENTEE BID FORM 
 (please print clearly or type) 
 
 
Sale Title: 
 
Orders, Decorations and Medals 
 
Date: 
11-12 June 2015 
 
 
Please mail or fax to: 
Morton & Eden Ltd. 
Nash House 
St George Street 
London W1S 2FQ 
Fax:  +44 (0)20 7495 6325 
 
 
Important 
Please bid on my behalf at the above sale for 
the following Lot(s) up to the hammer price(s) 
mentioned below.  These bids are to be 
executed as cheaply as is permitted by other 
bids or reserves and in an amount up to but not 
exceeding the specified amount.  The 
auctioneer may open the bidding on any lot by 
placing a bid on behalf of the seller.  The 
auctioneer may further bid on behalf of the 
seller up to the amount of the reserve by 
placing responsive or consecutive bids for a lot. 
 
I agree to be bound by Morton & Eden’s 
Conditions of Business.  If any bid is successful, I 
agree to pay a buyer’s premium on the hammer 
price at the rate stated in the front of the 
catalogue and any VAT, or amounts in lieu of 
VAT, which may be due on the buyer’s premium 
and the hammer price. 
 
 
Payment Instructions: 
 
Sterling Cash 
Subject to statutory limits 
 
Cheque or Banker’s Draft 
Drawn on a recognised UK bank. 
Foreign cheques will not be accepted. 
 
Credit/Debit Card 
All credit and non-UK debit card payments are 
subject to a surcharge of 2%.   
 
Direct Bank Transfer  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Name   

Address  

  

 Postcode 

Telephone/Home Business 

Fax VAT No. 

Email  

Signed Date 

  

Card type (Visa, Mastercard, Debit)  

Card Number  

Cardholder Name  

Expiry Date                                                              Issue No. (debit cards only)                    

Security Code (last 3 digits on back of card)  

Billing Address (if different from above)  

  
Cardholder Signature (By signing this you are 
authorising payment for this sale)  

 

If you wish Morton & Eden to ship your purchases, please tick    
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